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New physio clinic 
Injured workers can be treated 
locally in a new rehab clinic 
opening soon\NEWS AIO 
Flying high 
Overcoming crippling G forces was 
part of training for Terrace jet 
pilot\COMMUNITY B1 
Going for big air 
Shames Mt. hosts boardercross 
and freestyle jump snowboard 
competition\SPORTS B12 
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SCI creditors get another vote 
cast ballots at polling stations in Terrace, Priuce 
Rupert, Hazeiton and Smithers as well as Van- 
couver. 
But this time the province and the TD won't be 
allowed to vote. They will, however, have tile right 
to return to court to argue their case should next 
week's vote be defeated. 
Thackray has also scheduled a fairness hearing 
Jan. 9 to go over the provincial government and TD 
maneuvre to push through the Dec. 17 vote. 
Justin Rigsby, a spokesman for a group of un- 
secured Terrace attd Hazelton creditors owed $20 
million, said all they want to do is negotiate a fair 
deal with the company. 
"We have the willinguess, but the government 
doesn't. It won't give attything more and wants to 
get the company moving agaia," he said. 
For most unsecured creditors, the issue remaias 
one of fairness, Rigsby contiuued. 
That dates back to the summer and fall when the 
province worked out a pay cut for shares plau with 
Skecna Cellulose's Prince Rupert pulp mill 
workers. 
This lowered production costs, a key part of the 
plan to revive the company. 
But while the govermuent went back aad forth 
with the Rupert workers, it didn't with unsecured 
logging contractors. 
"We tried but they were simply not interested," 
said Rigsby. 
"The company and the monitor view that any- 
thing better than a bankruptcy is a win, butwe have 
people who view that attything less than 100 per 
ceat (of debt repayment) is a loss," he added. 
The company did sweeten an original offer of 
$10,000 and five per cent of any balance by adding 
another five per ceut. 
And it has committed itself to as much as another 
10 per cent provided pulp prices hit certaiu targets 
over the text sevett years. 
Should next week's vote pass, Rigsby said he has 
soule ideas ou how creditors who will be stung can 
THE UNCERTAINTY surrounding Skeena Cel- 
lulose continues with a second vote of creditors 
scheduled for Jan. 6. 
It comes after lawyers huddled with Supreme 
Court Justice Allan Thackray early last week to dis- 
cuss complaints urrounding the first vote held on 
Dec. 17. 
Although creditors, chiefly unsecured northwest 
logging coatractors and suppliers, had enough votes 
to scuttle the company's plau to give them $10,000 
aud i0 per cent of the balance of unpaid debt, it 
passed when tile province and the Toronto- 
Dominiou bank declared some of their debt to be 
uasccured. 
That amount was sufficient o overpower the un- 
secureds. 
It was tiffs tactic which caused Thackray to as- 
semble the parties involved and work out the plan 
for the Jlio. 6 vote. 
Utdike the first vote which was conducted entire- 
ly in Vancouver, creditors this time will be able to 
[] Winter wonder land 
at this year. Try also 2630 Braun, right around the corner. On the 
bench check out 5306 McConnell, Hatton Place, Hundal Drive 
and 4910 Gair. If you don't mind a drive, then take a cruise by 
the L. Campbell home in the Chimdemash Loop. 
THE SPIRIT of the holidays is alive at 2510 Craig, near the 
bridge leading to Braun's Island. The Bruneaus went all out this 
year. constructing a glowing snow fort and leaving a ladder for 
Santa. There's plenty other great Christmas lights display to look 
City hall and fire department 
consider move to Greig Ave. 
over the country side," he added. 
' Council chambers are too small for more than 
about 30 protesters to pack into the room if a 
controversial issue is being debated, And the 
mayor's office is a small cubby-hole. 
Part of the idea behind handing the subject 
over to TEAC is to consider the pluses and 
minuses of relocating city hall or the fire hall 
altogether. 
Oae possibility is combining one or both 
buildings into a downtown eastside revitaliza- 
combining a second sheet of ice with a coat- 
tnnnity centre attd a mini-convention cco~i'e. 
He said that type of combiued facility ap- 
proach is used iu many other comnmnities he's 
visited. 
Helping offset any such move would be the 
city's probable sell-off of its existing buildings 
at Eby St.; which occupy prime real estate right 
nOW,  
Hull says au expansion or  relocation of tile 
fire hail is more urgent han the situatlon at city 
ha l l l  
That's because tile city has approved in prhtci- " I f  you put a new city hall at that end you "An addition or reconfiguration of city haU 
pie fire chief Randy Stnith's request to purchase might have a very positive effect in that part of might serve the city for the next 25 years," he 
............................... ,, . . . . . .  ,' said "It  will probably be a fair while before the 
a $500,000 new:aerial ladder tire truck in 2000. town, rtun auoeo, it s a mg it S-mr;. ' . . . . .  , , . . . . .  
It 11 replace a 1975 puinper truck and the new City planner David Trawht says that area City of Terrace ts 10oktng for fancier digs for 
truck will simply be too 10ng to fit in the exist- needs something to altchor it and spur further Office space. : 
' firehall development. MCDattiel thinks the building is autiqualed 
mg ' ' ,, , , ,, . ,i hat and won't last that long' Councillor David Hull says the fire depart- . We ve got to do somethmg, hesald.. T , ,  , , , 
meut is already leasing space elsewhere, storing end of town has so much potential and !t,s so . I don t thi!! k tlley ca!! ren0va!e ! t any more," 
. ucks and eu l  ment st i rs  secondary nnderutillzed right now," nesam. 
some it! . . . . .  i q p ~ Councillor Rich McDantel says another 1,0s. ~!It's omething we,re probably looking a t !or 
uretg /Ave ,  na lh  " . . . . .  i • . . . . .  • ~ " ' , ~J  
"It im't terribly convenient, handy or cos t - s ib l l t ty  would be to combinenew cdylha! I o f - !he  yea r 2~0 rather than ?8  or '99,L he asia, 
effective to have fire equipment spread out all rices into a proposed multiplex ~ a building out auoeo platrnmg woultl nave to Degm soon. 
CITY HALL and the fire hall are outgrowing 
their quarters attd will need to expand or even 
relocate in the years ahead. 
City officials haven't begun actively planning 
for that but they have asked the Tourism and 
Economic Advisory Commission (TEAC) for 
ideas on what to do. 
City hall might be able to continue in its pres- 
ent location with a renovation or further ecou- 
figuration. 
But the fire hall will definitely need at the 
very least expansion2 . . . .  tion project on Grelg Ave, 
receive SOlne assistance. 
The same kind of suggestion was made last week 
by Skeena NDP MLA Hehuut Giesbreeht who said 
logging contractors might bring pressure to bear on 
the company. 
"They have a case they should be paid by indus- 
try standards - -  a couple of times a month or once 
a month. I think they are in a position to demand 
this," he said. 
There arc indications that creditors, weary and 
tired of the battle, will vote 'yes' Jan. 6 and then 
deal with the consequences. 
Any hope of getting more money out of the com- 
pany died when Thackray ordered that the Jan. 6 
vote be according to the $10,000 and 10 per cent 
plan. 
In a press release, employment and investment 
minister Dan Miller said the company has no more 
mouey. 
"As I said previously, this is an offer based on 
the ability of the company to pay," he said. 
Shelter hours 
get extended 
THE TERRACE Emergency Shelter is now open extended 
hours, thanks to a grant from the mental branch of North- 
west Community Health Services. 
The shelter will now be 
opeu au extra three hours. 
The new winter hours are 4 
p.nt. to 11 a.m. ~ fonuerly 
they were 5 p.m. to 9 a.m. 
"It'll make a big dif- 
ference," said house man- 
ager Janet Costain. The 
shelter is located ou Hall St. 
and offers seven beds to 
men and couples needing 
emergency housing. 
The money for the ex- 
tended hours is available till 
April. It goes directly into Janet Costain 
staff salaries. As of April Costain said community health 
services will review the contract. 
The extended hours means Costain and her staff will be 
able to more easily meet with workers at other community 
help organizations. 
Costain also plans to pursue other sources of money for 
the shelter, so she can offer more life skills programs for 
shelter clients. 
Right now the government only provides money for 
shelter, not additional programs. But shelter staff offer 
counselling services anyhow. It's necessary because some 
clients lack the skills to effectively search for housing. 
"It's not just a bed that these guys need," says Costain. 
She's hoping the United Way might be persuaded to 
help, since she's' recently learned that the charity is giving 
money to shelters across Canada. 
The emergency shelter was also the recipient of a few 
douations this Christmas. Staff at Mills Memorial Hospi- 
hal's psychiatric unit donated money to the shelter to help 
staff purchase Christmas gifts for whoever might need the 
shelter on the holidays. 
Aald inmates at the Terrace Regional Corrections Centre 
also donated acheque. 
Board wanted 
THE SOCIETY" which wants to take over the airport 
now needs to recruit a board of directors. 
Seven people are needed for the Terraee-Kitimat Air- 
port Socicty board which faces the task of negotiating a 
takeover of thc facility from the federal govenuneut. 
One person each will be named by the society's 
sponsors - -  the City of Terrace, the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district, the Terrace and Area Chamber of 
Commerce and the Kitimat Chamber of Commerce. 
And three more will be named as at-large appoint- 
ments, says Terrace economic development officer Ken 
Veidmau. "These are for one and two year appoint- 
ments. The sponsor ones will be for two years and the 
at-large for one year," he said. 
The society wants names of interested parties for 
both sponsor and at-large positions to be submitted by 
mid-January. "We're looking for people with skills in 
all areas - -  marketing, finance, communications, a 
cross section," said Vcldman. 
He noted the board will be extremely busy the fast 
while as it negotiates the takeover waters with the fed- 
eral government. The Terraee-Kltimat irport is one of 
dozens being off-loaded by the federal government. 
Key issues concern the amount of money the federal 
government will supply as a subsidy, the level of emer- 
gency and flight services that'll be in place and the 
ability of the societies to generate their own income. 
For this airport, a crucial negotiating point will be the 
atnount of land surrounding the airport the society will 
control and how it can use the land to bring in addl- 
I 
tional revenue. ~ 
I II 
i 
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Reca l le rs  enter ing  
Phase  II o f  e f fo r t  
to  oust  G iesbrecht  
CANVASSERS WAh~- 
[NG to remove Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht 
have been knocking on 
doors for three days now. 
Thc approach is Phase II 
of a campaign which bcgan 
in early December with pcti- 
tion signers coming to the 
Crash Helmut office. 
Bat now, with the Christ- 
mas season over, organizers 
are moving into a more in. 
tensive effort to gather sig- 
natures. 
They need 40 per cent of 
the people - -  7,558 - -  who 
were on the voters list for 
the 1996 provincial election. 
Crash Helmut organizer 
Lorne Sexton said the group 
now has 124 registered can- 
vassers who'll be going 
door to door. 
Canvassers are either 
going in pairs or with anoth- 
er person for reasons of 
safety and to act as wit- 
nesses, said Sexton. 
"We want to ensure 
everything will be OK," 
Sexton said of the pair plan. 
Organizers have until Feb. 
3 to gather signatures. 
Sexton said canvassers 
have been given specific 
areas in which to go door to 
door. 
They're working from 
computerized lists which 
have already taken into ac- 
count people who signed the 
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ANTI-RECALLERS THREE weeks ago protested the 
use of a trailer promoting recall that was parked on a 
city street. Pro-recall forces followed up by stretching 
a banner from their office over the sidewalk to a 
power pole. 
in the week leading up to its "brecht, Down has expressed 
filing, great interest in helping the 
Crash Hehnut campaign, 
Organizers are also to said Scxton. 
open an office in Kitimat * * -k * * 
and canvassers from here In Prince George, where a 
could very well be sent to campaign is underway to 
that city to help gather oust educationminister Paul 
names, said Sexton. Ramsay from his Prince 
There are even canvassers George North seat, 
in other parts of B.C. to organizers just before 
gather names from those on Christmas said they had 
the list who have now gathered 5,200 of the 8,908 
moved away. signatures they need. 
"We have people in Cast• They had earlier predicted 
legar, Nanaimo, Victoria, they would have all they 
Vancouver, Prince George, needed by Dec. 20. 
Priac~ Rupert and Chil- Still, orgaaizers aid they 
l iwack," said Sexton. had reached 60 per cent of 
James W. Radelet 
' RADELET & COMPANY Sa,~tor~S S=~o. 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporata & Commer¢lM 
1330.1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604.6~1386 
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Happy 
New Year! 
ANGER MANAGEMENT 
FOR PARENTS 
"Ibis workshop is designed to introduce the parlkiponls to the concepl Of 
anger management. Participants will have lhe opporluni~/Io explore thor 
own thinking obout anger, and their pollerns of behavior. Strofegi~ vall 
he introduced to help parlitiponB recognize more effedive behovi~ in 
response to their feelings. "[he common thread throuphoul the Fo l~ 
will be ground self.(omrol. 
Objedives: 
• 1o identi~y what lriggers your onger 
-the mldhs ground anger 
- how anger affeds your obilily to potent 
- how to manage anger more effediv~ 
Free Workshop, but you need to pre-register 
with Ruth at 3313 Kalum Street, Terrace 
or call 635-4906. 
Date: January 7/8, 1998 Certificate Awarded Upen 
Comphtionl 9:00 am- i 2:00, i:00 pro- 3:10 I m 
w,h Ul hrkvm, NW hkdq 
petition prior to Christmas. One of the canvassers i the number they need. 
Chub Down, who was an Sexton still won't release . . . . . .  • d s And they noted they had ii I'I 
amerman acre m m ay the results of the campaign . . . . . .  reached just 40 per cent of 
• . when ~esorecat was e homes in the ridin b " noting that just over 2,100 th g y qanFa  Tme, -~roe  I--][,e (g lo r l  
mayor ~, ,~=, . ,~  - - -~ , , .u .~. , . ,  , . -~ ,  ~..,-~.~.= people committed them- " the time they hit the 5,200 
selves to signing the petition A political foe of Gies- signature mark. At Brazd Insurance... 
" ' ' "  " "n r II fi ht So Should You! join eca  g .. ,,,- . • 
tion holds the distinction of being the first handled locally. II ~"  ~' ~"&~l I 
group to register as a third party in the "There is the local party group and the I I  ,~  ~ ~ I 
recall campaign, committee working already," sain ~ar- I !  / : ; ;~ . - "~T_~ I 
~d ~a~L,.~e~ns, jt ca, n spend:up to $5t000 ,diner;;~'We don't need anybody else to reg- I I '  ~ "V~.X~.,-'7"-"x'~....~ I 
toi~dvertise its 'posi'tion' th'ai HeiifiUt (~J~s L ,iiti~r'jii~i tq ~'pend money." ' .... I I " ~ ~  ~F~, .~,~ I 
b~ht  shofild not be recalled. " :' . . . .  ' *  * * * * I ~ A ' ~ I ~ ~  i 
Association president Frank Rowe said NOT YET REGISTERED, despite having I V ,. " ~ ~  I 
NDP members will also be spending time already spent money to buy ads, is the Fam- I I /~h~'  _ - - /~1  
talking to people about he issue ofreeall, ily Life Coalition Party of B.C. II ":; - : ' . ' .  . J 
Meanwhile, the provincial wing of the The party, which advocates recall, has Im ~ • 
NDP won't be registering as a third party, been sent the necessary forms and their 
Provincial secretary Brian Gardiner said it's return is expected, says Elections B.C. 
B.C. job commissioner 
passes away of cancer 
THE MAN who has been intimately in- 
volved with the northwestern economy the 
past several years has died. 
Doug Kerley, the provincial govern- 
meat's Job Protection Commisioner, died 
of cancer Dec. 22. 
Appointed in 1991, Kcrley's job was to 
examine companies in trouble with a view 
to helping them survive by restructuring. 
His biggest job in the northwest con- 
cerned Skecna Cellulose, a task that 
remained uncompleted at the time of his 
death. 
Employment and investment minister 
Dan Miller, who worked closely with Ker- 
lay, described his death as a loss for the 
people of B.C. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht worked 
with Kerley on several problems, one of 
which was flooding at Mount Layton Hot- 
springs which could have affected employ- 
ment here• 
"I  couldn't have asked for a better person 
to deal with," said Giesbrecht last week. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
JANUARY 1998 PALACE JANUARY 1998 
Don't Wait Until It's Too Late... 
CALL NOW! 
AUTHORIZED AGENT~ 
Braid Insurance Agencies 
4648 Lakelse, Terrace 631bBMI1 
CLOSED Te~ Y~th S~ 
Rr, ga'a T~ Cored ~ 8n~hee~& 
T~ L~I ~dT~ 
~..~ledonla 5 Terrace 6Canadian 7Terrace 
Senior Minor Paraplegic Blueback 
Secondary Baseball Assodation Swim Club 
School i Assodati0n 
~lTe.ac7 12Terrac e !13 14 
Community Kennode Terrace Peaks 
Band Minor Hockey !j Friendship Gymnastics 
Assodation ' ~  Club  
18 19 
Skeena Jr. Sec. Tenace Minor 
School Hockey 
k~,.~oci~ion 
25 ! 2--6Terrace 2~ 
Thomhill Minor Kermode 
Jr. Se~onda~/ Baseball Friendship Shames Mou~ain 
School Association Society Ski Club 
8~'~ 9~ 
i ~ o ~  A~-~ 
Temace ~pmecly N~'aT~ Co~ 
~o~Sce~ T~rr=e~ 
10%,~ ~ 
~ur~ps~ 
Terr~c~ t, 
Rescue 
i5T~" 160~,~ 17~o'~"S~ 
T~ 20 21 22~ 
Kermode Terrace 
Friendship Community TemceP~ 
Soceity Volunteer Bureau ~xsC~ 
P~e~c k~sm. ~dT~ 
Nisga'a Tribal T ~  
Council 
2a~d . -  , ~  
Terrace ~G~dT~ 
T~ ~Ca'~ 
~'28,~ 129~,~, 30 ~'~, 31 ~c==~ 
Bludoack Swtn Club Royal Puq:te A,~soclaUo~ Te~ace Yo¢~ Socer  
T~ace  ~8.Pove~ IQsuml~um ~ B ~ J S ~  
Sisterho~ 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late NIgM Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V. MONITORS 
441.0 I~on, Tepee 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
Last Wedneaday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSiOI~ 
6,1,=,.14!! _ ,, ,, ,, ~, , , , , , , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , , . 
#.  
r'WANT TO QUIT SMOKING?"li 
n help! I i 
38-8221 / :  
]e L: 
rch. .~ 
= The "BREATHE FREE" plan can help! 
Effective and Free/ 
First session begins 
January 6, 7:00 pm. 
i Pre-registration: 635.3232 or 6 -  
I A community service of the 
L Seventh-Day Adventist Church. 
a, Sa,e,,' e /:i 
You To Watch | ,: 
P,: : 1-888-512-8171) I Z 
• 
$or  more  in fo rmat ion-  63~8078J  ',~ 
..,,~ ~,... 
l ii:i~i!: ~~ .ii:~./il i The Ladies Auxiliary to 
I ( i!!:, ,i ,~elRoyal Canadian Legion Br. 13 
I ~<~;:;,:~>~ are again hosting 
New Years Eve at the Legion 
Cocktails at 6:30pm 
Dinner at 7:30 pm 
Dancing begins at 9:00pro 
$25,00 per person and it includes 
• FREE rides till 3 am, a midnight snack 
and party favors. 
Members and bonafide guests are welcome;.,. 
~"~ . • • ~ "~; 7:? i~or more mformation and tickets call, :..•,,F,,~ i 
~:(: Br. 13 at 635-5825 today. ;ii:~il;ii 
~lSa.re going fast so get yours tocla~::~i 
IH.. I I I 
Ashbury's LII 
CLOSING OUT II- 
,SALE:  IIii 
Starts January  5, 1998 II 
il No LayawaysAlSlesFina II 
4607 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Ph: 635-5884 
Christmas Specials 
# 
.................... 7"~2::~ # 
.., .::.~:!i:::i 
1995 Pontiac Sunfire @ 
:~  4 door, 4 cyl, automatic, 
am/fm cassette, 
air conditioning, ABS Brakes 
, '9,999---- , # 
# 
1995 Chevrolet Cavalier 
2 door, 4 cyl, automatic, 
ABS Brakes, am/fro cassette 
1996 Chevrolet Beretta 
6 cyl, automaUc, power windows 
, power door locks, air conditioning 
tilt steering, cruise control, 
am~ cassette, ABS Brakes, 2 door coupe 
1996 Toyota Corolla 
4 cyl, automatic, air conditioning, 
am/fm cassette, 4 door, 
delay wipers 
'11,799 s12,000 
1.ral Air Mile_~ nK  ~ lal l~hl l ;8 Bp_MP.r #72t2  
# 
Local interest 
in choosing 
police career 
COULD IT be that many northwestemers have dreams of 
becoming Mounties? 
That appears to be the case based on the number of 
people who showed up to an P, CM~ recruiting information 
session here last month. 
Some 40 people crowded into the meeting room at the 
local RCMP detachment to hear Vancouver-based Cpl. 
John McDonald talk about he police force. 
They wanted to find out what steps have to be taken in 
order to become an RCMP officer and what sort of things 
cops do. But as McDonald told the group, RCMP officers 
are an extremely varied bunch. 
"There are 731 separate functions officers can per- 
form," McDonald told the recruit hopefuls. "Everything 
from dog-master togeneral duty to pilot." 
McDonald spent two hours lecturing, showing videos 
and answering questions about what to expect. The next 
step for those interested is to take the RCMP application 
exam. Constable Tracy Harvie of the Terrace detachment 
says one will likely be held here early next year. 
McDonald says the exam is not knowledge-based in the 
sense that it does not expect he applicant o know facts 
about he world like a contestant on Jeopardy. Instead, it 
tests an applicant's general cognitive ability ~ including 
reasoning skills and problem-solving skills. 
"It will give you a set of facts and then see how you deal 
with them," McDonald says. 
And Terrace applicants may be some of the first to try 
new exams being introduced by Ottawa in the spring. 
McDonald says the exam will completely change in 
format, approach and material covered. 
The number of applicants accepted to basic training 
varies from year to year. Last year, 183 people from B.C. 
were accepted into the program. 
The RCMP looks to take their recruits from four basic 
categories - - white males, females, Aboriginals and other 
visible minorities. 
McDonald says they have target numbers in each group 
that fluctuate from year to year. But sometimes those 
target numbers can't be met, so McDonald says the RCMP 
will take surplus recruits from other target groups. 
"Basically it's a juggling process," he says. Once ac- 
cepted, recruits become "cadets" and are shipped off to 
Regina for six months of training. 
According to McDonald, the average RCMP cadet is 27- 
years-old, male, and has some post-secondary education. 
Women have only been allowed in the force since 1974 
and still have not caught up to men in terms of numbers. 
Only about 10 per cent of RCMP officers are female. 
McDonald says the RCMP doesn't seem to have a prob- 
lem finding female applicants, but the attrition rate tends to 
be higher as they go through the recruiting process. 
"The average recruit is a little older these days," he 
says. "Many of the women are in their prime child-bearing 
years. Some drop out to raise a family." 
After basic training, which McDonald says has changed 
from a "boot camp" environment to more of.aw"adult 
learning" environment, cadets become full-fledged RCMP 
officers. New graduates have a starting salary of $31,380 
annually, which rises in six.month increments to a maxi- 
mum of $49,940. 
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PATCHES, THE family cat of ~e Unk family on Halliwell is recovering from yet 
another BB gun attack. Theresa and her family want the attacks to stop. 
Family " as to keep 
patching up Patches 
PATCHES IS rnmdng out of lives. 
The female cat has spent the last few 
weeks recovering from the second BB gun 
attack of the year. 
And her owners want the person or per- 
sons to stop shooting their pet. 
"The first time it was in the center of her 
chest. This time it's in her side," said 
owner Joanne Link last week. 
"You can see the hole and she's pretty 
sick. She's lost a lot of weight." 
Each time, a vet has been able to remove 
, ; the offending pellet. , ........ , * 
Link has no theory as towhy somebody 
keeps hooting Patches. 
"We have neighboura who have seven 
cats. I know what it's like to have cats un- 
der your window at night," she said of one 
possible reason. 
"There are people who don't like cats in 
general. It could be anybody." 
Link has placed a notice at the end of her 
drive way asking people to not shoot 
Patches. 
This latest shooting is the third time Link 
has saved the life of Patches. 
The first occurred three years ago when 
she acquired the cat as a kitten. Its first 
owner, a young boy, was trying to give it 
away,ata local mall. ,, 
"He told me he had to get rid of her. 
When I left he began to hit its head against 
the pavement. I felt sorry for it and went 
back and took it home." 
News In Br ief  
New chancellor named 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN BC has a 
new chancellor ~ Dr. George Pedersen of Van- 
couvcr. He'l l  serve a three-year term from May 
1998 to April 30, 2001. 
The role of the chancellor is to represent the univer- 
sity, award degrees and take part In fundrsising 
campaigns. The position is honourary and is not paid. 
Palerscn was appointed by acclamation. 
He has been president or vice-president of five B.C. 
universities including Royal Roads, University of 130, 
Simon Fraser University and University of Victoria. 
Pedersen was also interim president of UNBC in 1995. 
Pedersen replaces Iona Campagnolo, a former federal 
Liberal cabinet minister who was the university's first 
chancellor and a strong backer of the institution in its 
formative years. 
New course for parents 
PARENTS WHO separate now have access to  
more free counselling courses. 
The province has set up a new Parenting After 
Separation program. Parents who take the program are 
told about family dispute resolution options, including 
alternatives to court, such as mediation and coensdl- 
mg. 
Attorney General Ujjal Dosanjh, who's ministry is 
paying for the program, says the program is better for 
the court system, parents and children. 
The three-hour workshops are free and in the north- 
west they'll he held in Terrace, Prince Rupert and 
Smithers. Evans and Associates, a company based in 
Prince George, will offer the workshop. 
The annual cost of the program will be $266,000. 
Thefts from vehicles 
TERRACE RCMP are investigating two vehicle break- 
fits that occurred in Thomhill Dec. 11. 
A van was broken-into in the 3900 block of Sande 
that evening, and a Canon camera nd $200 cash were 
stolen. Later that night a pick-up in the 3900 block of 
Mountainview was entered and $2,500 in coins were 
taken, along with a radar detector. 
Anyone with any information on these crimes is 
asked to call the Terrace RCMP detachment or 
Crimestoppers. 
Job tips for students 
IF YOU'RE a recent graduate looking for a job, yon 
might want to pick up this book. 
The Student Employment Network has just published 
its 1998 edition of The Canada Student Employment 
Guide. The book contains over 800 company prof'des 
and is a useful reference for students looking for 
permanent orpart-time work. 
TI~ Canada Student Employment Guide is available 
locally at Coles book store. 
Customize Your Vehicle Today 
During Our Annual 
I " ALUM N M SALE! 
• Running Boards 
• Mud Flaps 
• Box Liners and more 
o Tool Boxes 
o Headache Racks 
i,ulI CL~,~;to~i:L ~a.b~ ca|,. on shop 
No job to big or small! 
" - :]j i .[o[t.! ~][1[ - 
ianunu,~, ~ P ~ T ~ ~ m  ms . . , , '~n  
I !  
ONLY 2 DAYS 
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY 
December 30 December 31 
9 TO 6 9 TO 6 
LEFt! 
NO INTEREST UNTIL 1999 0.A.C...OR... WE'LL PAY 
THE GST* ON ALL FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES 
Totem'  s Cou  nt rywide  
Furn i tu re  & A l )p l iance  
"The va lue  has  neveT  lYeen bet ter "  
4501 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 
1-800-813-1158 [ ~  
638-1158 
M_/W[AG 
Dear Customer 
We would like to invite you to our super year end clearance sale, only 2 days left to save 
.- Dec. 30, & 31. 
Not only will we have everything in the entire store on sale, you can also have the choice of money 
down, no interest, until 1999 or we'll pay the GS'P' on all furniture and accessories, If you are in the 
market for a new appliance - everything will be sale priced plus no interest- no payment until June 
98, 
There will be no Door Prizes - No Hot Dogs - No Cakes - No Balloons - No Popcorn and No 
Gimmicks - Just real honest to goodness old fashioned hargainsl Prepare to save money but 
don't wait too long - Many fantastic bargains on one only items that cannot be repeated, See 
you at the salel Don't miss this onel 
No interest until 1999 O.A.C.. * GST equivalent to be taken off amount of purchase. 
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Butt out 
WHATEVER NORTHWESTERNERS think of 
the complicated machinations surrounding the 
Skeena Cellulose situation, what we don't need 
is people from down south giving their opinion. 
This is particularly true of those who have 
never visited this area, have no idea of how the 
economy here works and for southern politicians 
looking for an angle to promote their own 
causes .  
There was veritable horror, shock and indigna- 
tion from down south at the news the govern- 
ment took over Skeena Cellulose. Southerners 
quickly fixated on the sum of $250 million in. 
provincial cash and loan guarantees, saying it. 
was far too much money to safeguard a couple of 
thousand jobs in tiny towns located in the north- 
ern hinterland of the province. 
Well, excuse us. Those comfy urbanities have' 
forgotten ~ heek, they don't even know ~ that 
the backbone of the province remains in its 
resource industries. And that those resource 
revenues flow from the hinterland to the urban 
wasteland of the lower mainland. They also 
forgot to do the math - -  the body count from an 
equivalent job loss in the lower mainland would 
approach 100,000. 
What really sticks in the northern craw was the 
caterwauling that went on down south when X- 
Files star David Duchovny said he wanted to 
move the series to Los Angeles because it rained 
too much in Vancouver. 
When a northerner suggested that Duchovny 
should a) buy a hat or b) pack up and leave, 
southerners wailed that jobs and revenue would 
be lost as a result. 
So while the south would be more than willing 
to cut the northwest loose and let it drift out to 
sea, therewas no way-they could stomach losing 
some :fla'sh Hol;lywoodrgroduetion.<'<At:~least'we' 
know.whatplanet we live on. Down south? Way 
beyond Pluto. 
ROM THE cAPITA 
Safety first 
THAT NEAR-DEADLY aircraft crash two 
weeks ago in Fredericton should be the first 
thing on the minds of those who'll negotiate the 
takeover of our airport. 
In Fredericton, passengers were fortunate to 
have emergency services at the airport to 
respond as quickly as possible to the injured. Un- 
til recently we had that same level of service un- 
til yet another federal budget cut removed that 
sense of security. 
As the situation stands now, one more level of 
service is being threatened at the airport - -  the 
flight services station which collects and gives 
out information on the weather. This is to come 
up for review sometime in the new year. But as 
we all know in the 1990s, the word 'review' in 
government-speak is simply another way of 
saying 'good-bye.' 
What could happen is the loss of two services at 
the airport in less than a year. They say bad luck 
comes in threes - -  but we don't want to think 
about what the third example could be. 
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This deal is much too secret i 
VICTORIA - -  The world's 
most sweeping free-trade 
proposal, discussed behind 
dosed doors in Paris for more 
than a year now, is beginning 
to run into serious roadblocks. 
The Multilateral Agreement 
on Investment (MAI), details 
of which have been negotiated 
by 29 members of the World 
Trade Organization, including 
Canada, the U.S. and the Euro- 
pean Community, in utter 
secrecy, would confer unprece- 
dented powers on multina- 
tional corporations. 
Proponents, in the main 
politicians, say the agreement 
would result in the virtual 
elimination of trade barriers, 
which, in turn, would create a 
global economic l,imate con- 
ducive to job creation and 
- prosperity. 
: :"' "CritlesSay that; if approved, 
the agreement would allow in- 
vestment to flow freely across 
borders and strip governments 
of member signatories of much 
of their political autonomy. 
Environmental standards, 
they say, would be redneed to 
the lowest common 
denominator, labour laws over- 
ruled by global financial inter- 
ests and, in the case of Canada, 
provhcial authority all but 
eradicated. 
The truth may well lie in be- 
HUBERT BEYER 
tween, but even then, some 
politicians are now spooked by 
the scope of the MAI. 
In the U.S., Congress recent- 
ly stopped cold an attempt by 
President Clinton to fast-track 
MAI negotiations. When 
Clinton found out that he 
wouldn't get the n~ry  
votes from his own party, he 
withdrew his request for fast- 
tracking. 
In Europe, public debate 
about he pros and cons of the 
agreement is in full swing. In 
Germany, lobby groups on 
both sides of the issue have 
taken their positions and are 
giving the matter sufficient 
publicity to inform the public. 
Meanwhile, in Canada, we 
don't hear much from our 
politicians. On the urging of 
Alliance leader Gordon Wil- 
son, the matter was briefly dis- 
cussed in the B.C. Legislature 
earlier this year, but Prime 
Minister Chretien has said 
nothing to allay the fears of the 
critics. In fact, he has said 
nothing at all about he MAI. 
Most Canadian interest 
groups opposed to the MAI 
have, so far, fought heir battle 
on the Interact, but as of late, 
the publicity generated on the 
Net is spilling over into the tra- 
ditional pnblic domain. 
People have begun writing 
letters to their Members of Par- 
liament, demanding details of 
the proposed agreement. My 
guess is it won't be long before 
Ottawa will have to come 
clean with Canadians. 
Meanwhile, world-wide op- 
position is mounting. While 
heads of state and ministers 
from many nations will meet in 
Geneva in February for the 
second Ministerial Conference 
of the World Trade Organiza- 
lion (WTO) to celebrate the 
50th anniversary of the multi. 
lateral trade system, another 
event is scheduled to take 
place in the same city a few 
days later. 
Representatives of anti-MAI 
groups from all continents will 
meet in Geneva to launch a 
worldwide coordination of 
resistance against the global 
market, a new alliance of 
struggle and mutual support 
called the Peoples' Global Ac- 
tion against Free Trade in gen- 
eral and the World Trade Or- 
ganization in particular. 
If the proposed Multilateral 
Agreement on Investment is as 
good an idea as the proponents 
would have as believe, why are 
no details of the proposal made 
public? Why the secrecy? 
If  at the end of the negotia- 
lions, Ottawa is convinced that 
it's a good deal for Canada to 
be part of the agreement, the 
best the public can hope for is 
a few days of debate in Parlia- 
ment And that isn't good 
enough by a long shot. 
Former prime minister Brian 
Muironey fought an election 
on the North American Free 
Trade Agreement, and to this 
day, Canadians don't know 
whether they got a good deal. 
Many economists say much of 
eastern Canada's manufactur- 
ing indnstry was killed by 
NAFI'A. 
It's time the public got some 
answers from Ottawa. Cana- 
dians shouldn't have to buy an- 
other pig in a poke. ,, 
Bayer can be reached at: 
Tel'. (250) 920.9300; Fax: 
(250) 385.6783; E-mail: 
hubert~ooicom.com 
Acclamation is unwelcome 
RECENTLY THE School Dis- 
tfict 82 board vacancy left by 
George Neumann's' resigna- 
tion in Kitimat was filled by 
acclamation. 
How come? 
Prior to last November's 
election, everyone clamored 
for more stakeholder involve- 
meat, greater parent participa- 
tion. Folks demanded an ad- 
visory commit~e made up of 
citizens to advise the board on 
every issne. That committee is 
now sparsely attended. 
Was all that 1996 pro- 
election democracy just hot 
air? Talk7 An  excuse to appear 
on Channel 10 "IV? 
Maybe notification of 
Neumann's resignation and the 
official election call were so 
quietly handled no one 
noticed? Or it was covered up 
.by pre-Christmas sales7 
Have parents and voters lost 
interest in 12 months? 
Has the job of trustee be- 
come so constricted by budget- 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
ing shortfalls no one has the 
heart o take it on? 
Is there too much travel and 
time involved with board 
meetings moving from Kitimat 
to Terrace to the hinterlands 
like Joseph and Mary search- 
ing for an inn7 
Has voter apathy choked the 
democratic process in Kitimat? 
Or was everyone so busy 
with Christmas plans they had 
no time to file nomination 
papers? 
Unfortunately, acclamation 
chests both the acclaimed 
trustee (A.T.) and voters. 
How? 
The A.T. has no proof more 
than one voter believes he's fit 
for the job. And with the job so 
difficult, voter support is a 
comfort. Imagine taking on the 
task uncertain whether anyone 
else thinks you have the 
eredentiais. 
Voters am chested from find- 
hag out if the AT. has the fight 
stuff. We've not had a chance 
to see the A.T. in debate. Can 
he debate7 Does he marshall 
logical reasons for his stance? 
Does he understand the issues? 
Has he a personal position or 
will he bend to every lobby 
group7 And if he has a finn 
personal position on touchy is- 
sues - -  muiticelturalism, na- 
tive and sex education, the arts, 
computer acquisitions - -  what 
is it? 
The newest A.T. nn in a 
prior Kitimat election. 
Kitimatians with good 
memories may recall his pep 
formance at all-candidates 
debates. However, Terrace 
Hazelton and Stewart voters 
may not have seen him in ac- 
tion before. We have no clue 
how he may choose to spend 
our inadequate education dol- 
lars. 
And news media have no 
overwhelming interest in 
profiling an acclaimed 
politician. 
Sidestepping a by-election 
has saved the district money. A
bonus on the balance sheet. 
But is shortchanging demo- 
cracy a saving in the long ran? 
A by-election would have 
given the school district a 
report card on the first third of 
this board's mandate. Instead, 
the board will claim this ac- 
clamation shows voters are 
satisfied with their stew- 
ardship. 
And who can argue? 
i 
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POOR pulp wood prices cause two Rcpap- 
controlled In'ms in Stewart to shut down. About 
200 workers at Buffalo Head and Orenda Forest 
Products weren't expected to be back at work until 
June.:Meanwhile, the shut down at West Fraser's 
Skeena Sawraills was extended indefinitely, effect- 
ing more than 150 sawmill workers. 
CONTENDERS in the Skeena riding gear up for 
the federal election. L~eral candidate Rhoda 
Wither!y and MP Mike Scott look ahead to the June 
elections. 
Isaac Sobol, who ran for the National Party in 1993, 
runs for NDP candidacy andthe Progressive Con- 
servatives' candidate isKent Glowinski. 
DESPITE the re-organization of nursing services 
and lhaving an average 25 patients a day on the 
main medical services floor, Mills Memorial hospi- 
hal was already $200,000 in debt. 
A STUDY by Sperling Hanson Associated found 
the Thornhill dump site could expand to include 
waste from all Greater Terrace without significant 
environmental impact. 
TERRACE Anti-poverty Group Society lost a 
$50,000 grant from the provincial government. 
POOR snow clearing is said to be respcns~le for 
hurting Christmas ales in December. / 
HUMAN ResoUrces Development Canada pledged 
$45,000 to fmmce an economic viability study of 
both Shames Mountain and Ski Smithers. 
February 
WEST Fraser Timber says it will be forced to shut 
down unless some concessions by the government 
are made to reduce stumpage f es. 
AVENOR, a Montreal based company, proposes to 
take over the troubled Repap pulp mill and three 
sawmills in the northwest. Avenor would take on a 
$2.5 billion debt. 
CUTS TO the Northwest Community College 
budget in an attempt to deal with an $800,000 debt 
means some second year university courses will 
likely be eliminated. Thirteen full time instructors 
will also face layoffs. 
NORTHWEST college students and health care 
workers were vacoinited to stave off a red measles 
outbreak. The precailtion was ,gken after about 60 
cases w'dr6~rei~iri'&i:in Va cou~'~er~ ~',' ' 
: ; '~ :  ".; '~i.. = , - "1~.  ". " " ' "  . . . .  
THE PROVII~CE cut the toll-free phone directory 
service in an attempt to meet budget cuts. Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht slammed the move as yet 
another way of isolating people in the north. The 
phone service was revived a month later. The cost 
of the service is about $2.7 million. 
VEHICLE thefts were up 92 per cent ha Terrace in 
1996. The numbers reflect a province-wide trend. 
The majority of the thefts are due to joyriding 
youths, andmost of the vehicles are recovered. 
TAPE recorders replace court room recorders as 
part of a government initiative to save $4.7 million 
annually in court costs. That left 125 court re- 
corders'out of work, including Dong Label, Ter- 
race's 0nly stenographer. 
WHISTLER-based Ecosign Mountain Resort Plan- 
ners with the financial help of Human Resources 
and Development Canada went ahead with the 
Shames Mountain and Ski Smithers study. The 
study was to help the hill find ways to become 
more efficient. 
FOREST Renewal B.C. money might be used to 
guarantee transitional loans for Repapa contractors 
and suppliers who are owed between $20-$50 mil- 
lion. This would be similar to the $4 million FRBC- 
backed loan program extended to conlaractors work- 
ing in Stewart. 
,Mq ADDED $900,000 was added to the total 
restructuring assistance grant to encourage Terrace 
and Thomhill to merge. A total of $2.87 million 
would be paid out over four years. The deadline 
was set for June 30 for taxpayers to decide on 
whether or not they want the deal. 
A NEW council to administer health care facilities 
took over from the Terrace Regional Health Care 
Society. The Terrace Community Health Council is 
one of the first in the province to gather health care 
services together. 
March 
REPAP ENTERPRISES cuts off its debt-loaded 
B.C. subsidiary Repap B.C. in an attempt to im- 
prove its chances for a merger with Avenor. Repap 
B.C. seeks and is granted protection from its 
creditors, freezing millions of dollars owed to 
northwest contractors and suppliers and putting the 
future of thousands of jobs in doubL The Toronto 
Dominion and Royal Banks assume control of the 
northwest's largest forestry employer, The Supreme 
Court appoints consulting finn Coopers and 
Lybrsnd to act as monitors during a coming restruc- 
turing. 
TWO BIG logging contractors filed liens against 
wood in Repap B.C.'s yard in order to secu:e what 
they're owed. Don Hull and Sons Ltd. filed for $1.7 
million and K'Shian Construction filed for 
$915,000. The liens came just before Repap B.C. 
received creditor protection provisions. 
THE SUPREME court ordered Repap to pay its 
contractors a week in advance of the work being 
done. This ensured that the company keeps its ac- 
counts current to both contra ctors and suppliers. 
A GIANT three by seven meter boulder crashed 
onto the Nisga'a highway, blocking the road for 
about seven hours. The warmer weather was 
respons~le for loosening the boulder which had to 
be blasted apart. No one was injured. 
SKEENA Reform MP Mike Scott and NDP MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht want Repap finances investi- 
gated so money owed northwestern companies is 
paid before any takeover of the company is ap- 
proved. 
'H-IE TSIMSHIAN and federal and provincial 
governments igned an agreement hat will 
eventually ead them to a land claims treaty. 
GEORGE BLISS Hawthorne was sentenced to life 
in prison for killing two Thornhill residents in Se W 
tember of 1994. Christopher Williams had earlier 
pleaded guilty to second-degree murder. 
FORMER City councillor and mayoral candidate 
Gordon Hull was charged with damaging the fish 
habitat and shores of Thornhill Creek. He could 
face fines of up to $300,000 for fisheries offences 
and $200,000 for a Water Act offence. 
NORTHWEST Community College students 
walked out of their classrooms to protest cuts to 
courses. Students also presented a petition protest- 
ing cuts to second year university transfer courses 
and other programs. 
A MASSNE community rally protesting the collapse of Repap B.C. in March tocussea atten- 
tion on the plight of the northwest, More than 200 logging trucks jammed the highway and the' 
skeets of Terrace~ A standing room only crowd listened to employment and Investment minis- 
tar Dan Miller inside the arena banquet roomi whUe the oveifiow crowd listened outside on 
speakers on the steps of:the arena, People affected carded p lacmds like "Don't Steal - -  
Repap Hates Competition." . . . .  ' 
 oarin' 20"5 
New Years Eve 
Fun starts at 8pro. Be early to get your best seat! 
The Hansard record of the Provincial 
Legislature shows: 
In the last two years Mr. Giesbrecht has only spoken 6 
t imes  in  the legislature. (July 8, 96 Ju ly 15, 96; April 3, 97, May 7, 
97, June 13, 97; July 30, 97) 
In the last two years, Mr. Giesbrecht has not made a 
single formal request in the legislature for the 
government to act on a local issue. 
In the last two years he has spoken on the punishing 
stumpage rates. He alluded to them as something ood 
that the NDP has done for BC. 
(July 8,1996) 
In the last two years he has, spoken,on,£he~go~emment's 
extreme in crease,,4rt>a~gling~,fee~,f-Bu~,,r.~t~ev than,,,-- 
taking the concerns oi me a'rigl~rS and ~ fishing guides 
regarding the fees to the government, Mr. Giesbrecht 
defended government fee hikes. ¢May 7, 97) 
In his previous term (1991-1995) Mr. Giesbrecht was 
equally ineffective. Only one time in the six years Mr. 
Giesbrecht has been in office, has he spoken to a local 
issue in a setting in the legislature where the 
govemment was required to respond to it. (June 22, 92) 
Only two other times, in six years has Mr. Giesbrecht 
dedicated a speaking time in the legislature to speak to 
a local issue raised by his constituents. (Mar 24, 92; June 3,94) 
MLA's from all parties have addressed many issues in 
the legislature on behalf of their constituents many 
times over the amount that Mr. Giesbrecht has. He has 
almost the lowest speaking record of all MLA's in the 
legislature. He simply hasn't done his job. 
• In the  las t  two  years  it has  cos t  taxpayers  
about 
$300, 000.00 to pay  Mr. G iesbrecht ' s  wages  
and  expenses ,  and  run  h i s  o f f i ce ,  not  
including the $450,000.00 pension, he will 
be e l ig ib le  to rece ive  in  one  year.  
If you believe Skeena needs better 
representation 
Sign the petition to Recall 
Mr. Giesbrecht. 
If you would like a list of evew date that Mr. Giesbrecht h~.s poken in 
the Legislature in the last six years so that you can read his statements 
for yourself, you can pick one up at the Terrace recall officei 
You can sign the petition at 4519 Lakelse Ave,, 
Terrace, oryou can call 638-7739 or 632:5311 
and we will send a canvasserto your door. 
This publication is authorized by W.A. 
Sandhals, Financial Agent for Lorne Sexton, 
Skeena Recall Proponent, 638-7739 
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April 
AVENOR shareholders ejected the deed to merge 
with Repap by a wide margin. Repap B.C. plans to 
change its name back to Skeena Cdlulose to reflect 
the change of ownership and separation from Repap 
Enterprises. 
"-',,=.,2, 
FISHING GUIDES and business owners protested 
the huge leap in fishing license fees that would 
have resulted in millions of dollars of lost tourist 
dollars. But B.C.'s environment minister Cathy 
McGregor was unaware of the concerns. Non- 
resident fees were expected to rise to $40 per day in 
classified waters. But by May, after two different 
protests in Terrace, government officials backed 
down and returned the fees to 1996 levels of $10 
for a one-year period. 
NASS historian Bertam McKay and a number of 
Nisga'a elders travdled to the Museum of Civiliza- 
tion in Ottawa to identify some of the artifacts 
which were wrongly attributed to the Tsimshian. As 
part of the Nisga'a Agreement in Principle, some of 
these artifacts taken from the Nass by missionaries 
and the Hudson Bay Company, will be returned to 
the Nass. 
ENVIRONMEWr ministry biologists worry that 
budget cuts will mean an increase in deaths for 
nuisance bears. The previous year, conservation f. 
ricers killed 44 bears and only two were relocated. 
TERRACE resident Rod Freeman was named to 
mn in the federal election for the Christian Heritage 
Party. Isaac Sobol wins the NDP nomination in 
Skeena. 
ErATISTICS Canada's census figures from 1996 
indicate that Terrace is the fastest growing 
municipality in the northwest. The Greater Terrace 
area population ow exceeds 20,000. 
THE debate to bring photo radar within city limits 
continues. City council has said no to photo radar 
but the Chamber of Commerce and the RCMP both 
want o see vans deployed at selected locations. 
KITIMAT-Stikine regional district directors voted 
to forgive the $509,000 Shames Mountain owes lo- 
cal governments for ski lift equipment it bought en 
years ago. The move awaits approval of Victoria. 
WEST Fraser announced that it will resume log- 
ging. This was welcome news for more than 250 
Skeena Sawmills workers who were anticipating 
another shutdown by June. 
MILLS memorial hospital has been unable to stick 
to its plan~of,:having 25 patients per day,on its .30 
• " "x 
bed medical serviced floor.That combined w|th ¢ - 
tra staff and overtime has left the hospital with a 
$333,000 deficit. 
May 
BANK of Montreal opened abanking facility in the 
New AJyansh Co-op. This is the fourth Bank of 
Montreal aboriginal banking facility of its kind in 
"the province, but the first to involve a native 
government. 
SCHOOL board officials explore the concept of ex- 
tended school days as an option to avoiding the 
costs of building a replacement school for Skeena 
Jr. Secondary. The school hours could be extended 
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
GUN control was the hottest issue at the all candi- 
dates forum. Liberal Rhoda Withedy took the most 
heat for the firearms registration sections of Bill (2- 
68. Reform MP Mike Scott, was opposed to gun 
conl:ol and NDP candidate Isaac Sobol said that he 
measures didn't recognize rural needs. 
MAINTENANCE and custodial workers at School 
District 82 lost $297,000 in budget cuts, and three 
jobs in Kitimat, Stewart and Terrace were also 
eliminated in order to cut more than $750,000. 
THE PROVINCIAL government said it would con- 
sider applications to expand the number of casinos 
in B.C. Terrace Inn owner, John Georgilas was one 
of the applicants, aying a charity casino in Terrace 
would mean an increase in tourist revenue. He had 
to get approval of city council before the idea can 
be further entertained. 
CITY councillors approved a plan that calls for 
asphalt sidewalks and bike lanes on major streets. 
Major commercial streets will also be required to 
have sidewalks on both sides, This proposal was 
part of a new bylaw the city is drafting to regulate 
subdivision development. 
THE B.C. Teachers Federation voted to develop a 
program to eliminate homophobia in the public 
school system. But some parents objected to this, 
saying the homosexual lifestyle has many negative 
repercussions and don't want their children engag- 
ing in any discussions about it. 
PHOTO radar vans made regular appearances in 
Terrace this past Summer, staking out three high 
accident locations. Hwy 16 East between Copper 
River and Klcanza Creek, Hwy 16 West by the city 
limits sign and Hwy 37 South near Williams Creek 
ere targeted, 
THE SCHOOL board turned down a request o 
have streetproofing programs for students taught 
during school time, saying that it wanted to feel 
comfortable with the program offered by the Ter- 
race Women's Resource Centre before approving it. 
BRUCE HILL was one of the organizers of a 
pair of rallies last spring to protest the govern- 
ment's decision to dramatically increase an- 
gling licence fees for non-residents. Locals 
characterized it as apoody conceived move to 
raise money from German and Amedcan 
toudsts without realizing the damage It would 
do to the northwest oudsm industry. 
LOCAL federal candidates denounce Premier Glen 
Clark's stance on the Pacific Salmon Treaty talks. 
NDP candidate Sobol was the only one applauding 
Clark's tough stance with Americans. 
SUMMER is typically logging road building 
month, but officials at Skeena Cellulose, formerly 
known as Repap B.C., had not approved any new 
road building, meaning that loggers could run out 
of roads to work on by October. 
June 
ONLY one gun was turned in since a province- 
wide weapons amnesty program began the end. ¢~f 
April. The program allowed people possessing 
firearms to hand them over to the police, no qu~-  
tions asked. 
REFORM CANDIDATE Mike Scott returns to Ot- 
tawa as reelected Skeena 
MP with 13,399 votes, 
or 42.4 per cent of the 
vote. NDP candidate 
Isaac Sobol was second 
with 9,859 votes or 31.2 
per cent and Liberal 
Rhoda Withefly was 
third with 9,859 or 20.2 
per cent. PC Kent 
Glowlnski polled 1,105 
followed with CHP Rod 
Freeman at 865. Scott 
increased his margin of 
victory across Skeena by 
1,400 votes. Reform in- 
creased its number of 
scats in the House of Mike Scott 
Commons, surpassing the Bloc Quebecois to be- 
come the Official Opposition. 
POLLUTION levels around Terrace's ewage out- 
fall were dangerously high during low water. The 
problem was the outfall pipe that didn't extend far 
enough into the fast moving Skeena river water. 
Another problem was the stench that came after hot 
weather, this was resolved with hydrogen peroxide 
and air pumps. 
THE GAY tolerance issue intensified as some 
parents oppose the teaching of tolerance of 
homosexuality in classrooms. A Langley-based 
family rights activist, Karl Simpson, was also in- 
vited to come and speak about teaching issues of 
homosexuality n classrooms. 
COAST Mountain school trustees voted to increase 
prices at the REM Lee Theatre as well as raise rent- 
al costs in an attempt to cut $100,000 out of the 
present budget of $227,000 for the two theaters in 
Terrace and Kitimat 
THE KITIMAT-Stikine regional district board de- 
cided against logging a 600-hectare area near Old 
Remo. Instead, they want to make Hellsgate Slough 
a recreation area. The area was identified by the 
Ministry of Forests as a good candidate for a wood- 
lot licence. 
CITY councillors decided against allowing 
businesses toopen on statutory holidays in the sum- 
mer. Their decision came after hearing delegations 
from workers who feared losing more time with 
their families. 
THE Royal and Toronto Dominion banks 
demanded the province contribute millions of dol- 
lars for capital spending and that Pulp, Paper and 
Woodworkers of Canada agree to slash a third of 
the 750 jobs at the Prince Rupert pulp mill. The 
mill shut down on July 11 and the planer mill was 
expected to run to about mid-Angust. 
CLEANUP at the oil preservative contaminated ~ L 
Rail site located southeast of ~e Sande overpass, 
started. The proeeu, that involves a degradation 
process usl~ oxygen, b expected to last two years, 
/ 
KAL TIRE ' 
You'll I,ke us, for more than our t,res... 
Cedarland Tire wishing everyone 
the happiest of New Years. 
i 
Terrace Furniture Mart 
4434 LAKELSE AVE TERRACE Phone: 63&0555 
You BE THE JUDGE 
Do your neighbours love you cat as much as you d( 
Albert called from the terrace to his 
wife in the kitchen. 
"Darling, I'm ready for the steaks." 
Jennifer rushed out, 3 steaks in 
each hand. 
"1 I,ove your BBQ's Albert but one BASEDON 
day we re going'to have to give up all . . . .  AETUALCOLJR7 
this red meat, even though]  adore'it: . . . . . . .  ..... '"!¢~SES .... 
By the way, have you seenMoochie? . . . . .  ~ ' . . . .  • Hanson and handed t to  the cops who 
Albert brushed the steaks with dnp- ~=~ ~,,=t ~rk,=,~ 
ping butter and laid them carefully on "~'~'~h~ ' , ' ,~ '~ ' r=n ~nrn~£ th# ~tr~#t 
the I~r[ll. . . . . . . . . .  ~-~eir~'ar:l:s" froz~ ~ :l"here'~w'as 
As a matter oT tact Inaven~ bu~ , . . " • . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ . . . . . .  :~"s white'Ion" Moochle lying tn the arms of thew son. 
I IUL LUU Wu/ /y ,  UU/  I J /gI J IUI J  ~" r~=:~/-I 
haired cat loves wandering around th • , . There was a hole in her stomach. 
n.=lghborhood. She II be back tn a flash They heard Hanson's voice from 
when shegets hung!y." across't~e'street. 
Jennlter Trowneo. "Serves you right, Albert fo~ letting 
"Dear Albert, you're always so posi- your cat run loose. What did you care 
tive. But aren't we imposing on the wnether sne annoyed your neighbours, 
neiEhbours." I am no cat lover and I'm sick of pick- 
Ibert whistled as he flipped the ing up the droppings of your rotten lou- 
sy 
C~ibert~*" had Hanson arrested. Then 
steak. 
"Jennifer our neighbours all have 
cats. And all cats leaving droppings. 
Why just the other day, Pnncess from 
next door did her business on our lawn. 
You won't hear me complaining." 
Suddenly, out of nowhere, a shot 
pierced the quiet suburban neigh bour- 
hood. Peep e were running out of their 
homes. 
"Over there," yelled a voice. ',Han- 
son's home." 
Eric had already dropped his s'patu- 
la and raced next door with Jennifer 
close behind. 
There was their neighbour, Hanson, 
holding a smoking rifle. 
"quick, Jennifer, call the police. 
Hanson is deranged." 
Suddenly t-hey heard a voice 
screaming in panic. It was their son 
John calling from across the street. 
"Mooc]lie's here on the Parson's 
property. He's been shot in the 
stomach." 
Albert wrested the rifle away from 
he and Jennifer together with their son 
rushed off to court. 
Albert was struggling to maintain 
his composure as he addressed the 
judge. "Your Honour, Moochie was a 
member of our family. Hanson had no 
right to shoot her even if Moochie did 
leave litter on the lawn. Make him pay 
for the suffering he caused Moochie 
and our family." '" 
Hanson had a different story. 
"Your Honour, I didn't mean to shoot 
the cat. I was only trying to scare her 
away. I don't hate cats. I hate cat 
owners who don't control them. It's all 
Albert's fault. He should have kept 
Moochie in his own yard. Don't make 
me pay for his carelessnessl" 
Should Hanson have topay for,the 
loss of Moochie? Youl Be The Judge, 
Then see below for the court's 
decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave.,  TerraCe, B.C. 
• Criminal Law 
• Divorce &Family Law 
• Child Custody ., 
• Persondl Injury 
• Adoptions 
• Impaire d Driving 
• Immigration 
• Wrongful,Dismissal 
• Wills 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 
Fax 638,7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
"Hanson, you must pay Albert for the vet and for the burial of Moochle, the Judge decided. 'You should have told 
Albert hat Moochle was bothering you, not shot her out of anger," 
YOU BE THE JUDGE s based on actual court cases, Today's decision Is based on the facts of, the case end the 
law of the province of Manitoba, Ifyou have a stmllerprobl.em, please consult Lind.say & Grueger, Claire Bernsteln Is a 
Montreal lawyer and nationally syndicated co ummst, Copy.ght 1997 HaiKa ~nterpnses, uz2.u 
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Maii  .,,63 .TIP$ 
Forest workers left 
out c f gov't program 
Dear sir: 
Several years ago a new program was an- 
nounced to alleviate jobs expected to bc 
lost due to the Forest Practices Code. 
Money for Forest Renewal B.C. was to 
come out of additional stumpage levied 
against the forest industry. 
The  first priority in hiring was to bc the 
forestry workers that would be affected bc- 
cansc of the code. 
Two bills were passed in July 1996, and 
became law in January 1997 to assure dis- 
placed forest workers the priority ill hiring 
for these new jobs. 
A Ministry of Forest news release dated 
April 28, 1996 stated, "Forest workers will 
be eligible for priority placement if they 
have lost jobs, face layoffs or have a 
reduced work year." 
Has this been the case? Has FRBC lived 
up to its mandate in our region? The answer 
to both of these questions is no. Who has 
gotten the work as well as the money? You 
will have to ask Allan Parkinson (FRBC) in 
Smithers for a full accounting of that ques- 
tion. 
It seems that FRBC administration has 
eaten up more than its fair share of the $400 
million. A porcupine study in the Terrace 
area, lighting for a cross coutttry ski hill in 
Claims case 
'devastating' 
Smithers, many studies by consultants and 
biologists. About 95 per cent of the sil- 
vict, lture work in the Kalum Forest District 
has been offloaded to FRBC. 
Some watershed restoration work has 
been done in the West Kalum area. Some ill 
the Mayo drainage also, but ouly confirmed 
one displaced forest worker in that project. 
The amount being paid on some of the 
silviculture projects is ridiculous, eg. a con- 
tract at Wedecne Flats for 7.gha was 
awarded for $4,228.50 or $535.25/ha. The 
high bid was $1100.00/ha, 
Because of our current state of affairs iu 
the Terrace area, albeit this whole regioD, 
people are willing to work pretty cheap just 
to put food on the table. 
Is it the purpose of FRBC to take ad- 
vantage of the local situation and to get the 
most for the least or was the intent to pro- 
vide alternate jobs iu the forest industry at a 
decent living wage for forest workers who 
fiud themselves temporarily in the un- 
fortunate situation of being laid off. 
When will our goverument step in attd 
force the bills to be administered. ~A/hcn 
will FRBC stop funding projects that don't 
seem necessary and don't include the dis- 
placed forest workers? 
Gil Payne, Terrace B.C. 
Dear Sir: 
The Delgamuukw decision has flipped our entire land 
title system on its head because of its findings on 
aboriginal title. 
The court's definition of aboriginal title as "the right to 
exclusive use and occupation of land," including "the 
right to choose to what uses land can be put," is stagger- 
htg. B.C. is the tufty province that has not had a history of 
treaty-making, making this ruling potentially devastating 
to economic investment a td Crown land ownership rights. 
Indeed, the province's unfettered title to virtually all 
Crown land in B.C. is now in question. Even fee simple 
land, or private property, may be subject to claims for 
JGet a good thing going, jj Yourself [I 
Shoring o Healthm:, Futpo~r#';p~J® 
~ AII '98 Civic Sedans ROOMY, SPIRITED DRIVING FOR THE FAMILY ON THE MOVE Example: the loaded Civic EX Sedan.,, • AM/FM Stereo Cassette 
• Cruise Control 
• Power Windows & Door Locks 
• Low Emission Vehicle (LEV) 
• .......... ~!:L 
compeusation f infringements against aboriginal title, be- ~2, , ,~  ~ ~  .. ~ ~  ~ ~":~ ...... L 
cause ahnost no aboriginal title was ever surrendered to the ~ ~ ~  
Crown by way of.troaty, as in all other provinces. "~-  - -  - - ' . . . .  . 
The new:.court-l' ",posed uties of consuliatiou, defined in ~ ' I ~ ~{~iR~i~Ch~O~ ' 
some cases as ii~i treed for aboriginal consent, places an 
enormous burden on the B.C. govenmtent to accotnmodatc I ~{~)~J.~ Example:the value-maxingt I I~ f f~ '~. ,~ .gua/Airbags(SR$) 
aboriginal assertions to title, by was of such measures as I ~2~,~,~ •AM/FMStereo 
co-mauagement of resources, benefits in land and/or cash I ~" '~"  .RearSpoiler 
compensation. All of which may represent a net cost, or 
loss of revenue, to provincial coffers and tenure holders. 
The new special rules of evidence for aboriginal people 
will force the courts to accord equal weight to oral histori- 
es that the Supreme Courts concedes "largely consist of 
out-of-court statements" that would "conflict with the 
general role against he admissibility of hearsay." / 
On the basis of such testimony, and any available histori- 
cal documents, aboriginal claimants asserting a right to 
title Deed only prove that they exclusively occupied the 
land prior to 1846 and have had some form of continual re- 
lationship with it even since. Not a tough test, considering 
the stakes. 
Regrettably, the court's ruling will likely have the oppo- 
site effect to that intended. Instead of creating ccrtahtty, it 
will create greater uncertainty. Instead of leading to more 
harmonious relations between aboriginal and uon- 
aboriginal Canadians, it will increase racial tensions, par- 
ticularly in resource-dependent communities. 
Instead of leading to greater equality of all Cauadians, it
will reinforce special status for aboriginal Ca.nadians 
forever ~ exactly the opposite of what most Canadians 
hope to achieve through treaty negotiations. 
Martyn Brown, Executive Director 
The Citizens' Voice on Native Claims, Vancouver 
The final say 
Dear Sir: 
I like to save the best for last 
So I usually read the first things fast 
But when I came to Char today 
I had to take this time to say 
When the news is blue or the news is sad 
When the good are recalled to make way for the bad 
We can always depend on Char and her say 
To make us smile before 
We put the paper away 
Janet Harris, Terrace, B,C. 
• ,~"  %y:~ ............... 
All Reail ' im~ rg 4WO CI 
EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEE 
WHEN YOU NEED IT 
Quality time on the road with 
• ~6-Vatve Double Overhead (
=ABS Brakes • Dual Airbags 
• Power Steering, Door ~c~ 
= CFC-Free Air Conditioning a 
TERRACE INN's  NEW YEARS PARTY 
(Ushers standing by to escort you from room to room) 
(Subject to available seating) 
Dance &Top 40 Rock 
Swing, Cuban and some cheek to 
@~i~'  ~.,~p cheek dancing. DANCE ALL N I G H T , ( o I d  Augies Lounge) 
PARTY IN THE STYLE OF AL APONE TOP m S PLUm, LAMES BRING YOUR BOA, 
10:00 p.m.: 3 Pastas / 3 Sauces/caesar salad, garlic bread 
GREAT PRIZES GIVEN. 
ALL NIGHT THRU 
CHOOSE YOUR ROOM! 
Tickets $10.00 at the Terrace Inn front desk. 
For more information, call 635-0083 
Single or Double Room Suites for only $79.00 
(Treat Suites with Jacuzzis also available) 
~ ALL ";[~ . fl,:-~..y f~hd~ 
FOR FAMILIES ON THE G 
AND ON THE GROW 
~ Example: the loaded V-I'EC 
• ~50 hp VTEC engine 
• Anti-Theft immobilizer 
• 4-Whee Disc Brakes witl~ 
• (~FC-fiee Air Conditioning 
• Store.In-the-Floor 3rd Ro' 
/r 
IN  ,..NILq/V YE, 
' LEASES ' , ,  ., 
~ Accord DX Sedan including... ~.~:~': 
• 2.3 litre t6-vatve ngine 
• Tachometer 
• Digital Quartz Clock 
• Green Heat-Absorbing Tinted Glass 
All standard CR-V features plus,.. 
• Roof Rack 
• AM/FM Stereo Cassette 
• Hard Tire Cover with CR.V Logo 
• AlloyWheels 
. ~ : ,  :~ 
Acres of room plus smooth car-like 
handling and comfort with... 
• Anti-Theft immobilizer 
• 4-Wheel Disc Brakes with ABS 
• AM/FM Stereo Cassette ' 
f 
• CFC-Irree Air Conditioning 
• Store-in-the-Root 3rd Row Seat 
. . . .  ,~ ~ : ~ ~ , . ~ i  I!'!~ . .  
I '98 CIvic Ilatchb~k CX 
I For the way you live, at a price you can 
live with, 
I = Rear Wiper/Washer 
• AM/FMStereo , ,_ 
• Low Emission Vehicre (LI'V) 
• 50/50 Fold-Down Rear Seatback 
• LEASE : 
NOW ONLY 
s208"' 
per month [or 
48 mos~ 
terrn~ ~ ' ** ' ' ' ordDXSedan modelCFO54W) 1997CR-VSV- moceiNu h uy~ yt . • ' merit mav be recluired~ee Dealer for details. Basedonanew1998Acc( . . . . . . . . .  ( . . . . . . . . . . .  h,,.~,in. ~ 7779 }$19769~ $18904) ($12454)respectivelyincludesfrelg-h't~Dl:.anddownpay . 
(m6delEJ632W) T.-~8 ($328) ($298) $208)res we~ypermonmror~muu,ua . . . . . . . .  ~ of I ( . . . . .  ion re uires down a menl, first monthly payment and security deposit ot $350, ($375), ($350), ($250) respectively, zero Down payment 
or equivale.nt tmdu.of $2,274.34 .($2,8.).8~0({, ($3, r,~s~_~,370)LI.n=i~at~ &c  annlies ~'P~ licence and insurance are addit oriel. Option to purchase at lease end for $11,880, ($14,976), ($14,602), ($6,860) • 
plans are also avanable. 96,.000 Km a)mw~ce, Ut.~c~-~,~^t.~..~,,,u ;~r th-e fi'mt fin~ce or'lease payment including the taxes to a total not exceeding $350. 
respectively, plus taxes, ueaJer may lease mr ~ess..uu~, ~,,,, ~,y ,~ 
NeW 
  ars 
Open Fr iday  
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Community & Sports i. " J 
NANCY MORGAN took part in Terrace's first community garden, so she could get ahead on gro- 
cery bills. She grew corn, tomatoes, lettuce and much more, This was the first garden she ever 
had. The garden was for low income families, and helped foster a spirit of friendship among gar- 
deners, Next year Terrace Anti Poverty is hoping to build another garden. 
January 
SEVENTEEN brave souls took the icy plunge in 
Lakelse Lake for the annual Kermode Bear Swim. 
REPAP'S Terrace mill workers got their own 
health counsellor thanks to a $15,000 grant from 
the Heart and Stroke Foundation for a ten-month 
program aimed at improving the health of the 
workers. 
ELEMENTARY school students were treated to the 
wonders of the night sky thanks to the starlab, a 
mini planetarium rented by the school board from 
Vancouver. 
February 
AN INTERNET romance connects two strangers in 
wedlock. Terrace resident and school teacher Scott 
Vandenberg met Amy Norman who was teaching at 
: a school in Chicago. After exchanging over 300 e- 
mail messages the next step for them was to ex- 
change wedding vows. 
ANOTHER Terrace resident, Carol Sabo, connects 
with a companion down in Washington D.C. via the 
internet. Tom is a colonel with the U.S. Defense 
Department and while on the surface would appear 
to have nothing in common with a feminist, they 
have shared messages and confidences over cyber- 
space. 
A NEW solarium at the Terraceview Lodge was 
built in memory of resident Sophie Poppe who be- 
queathed $11,000 upon her death. The rest of the 
money was donated from the legion and from oper- 
ating funds. 
April 
JUDGES were unanimous in naming Carol Zuc- 
chiatti as the 1997 Volunteer of the Year for her 
dedication to the arts. Volunteers given honourable 
mention were Yvonne Moen and Muriel Michiel. 
THE GRADE three class at Vetitas teamed up with 
grades 11 and 12 students in the Family Manage- 
ment class at Caledonia. The third graders ought 
advice and guidance from their older buddies. Both 
the younger and older students benefited from the 
relationships. 
May 
SKEENA Valley Farmers Market began its 141h 
season, with approximately 14registered vendors. 
CITY councilor for 13 years, former journalist and 
mother of seven, Ruth Haliock passed away on 
May 6 at the age of 66. A new street on the bench 
was named after her. 
THREE speech and arts students, Chriszine Brad- 
ford, Solveig Adair and Rehana Manji, went to 
compete at the B.C. Festival of the Arts in Powell 
River, They dazzled judges with renditions of 
Shakespeare, Dickens and Winnie the Pooh. 
June 
SKEENA Jr. Secondary grade 8 English students 
explore resources and trade to the Asia Pacific 
region. They gathered information, made displays 
and a video sponsored by the Knowledge Network. 
They were involved with the Asia Pacific Regional 
Caravan promoting trade with Pacific Rim coun- 
tries. 
JOELLE WALKER and Natalie Dickson tried to 
promote hiring a student his summer. They had 
about 75 students ign up looking for summer jobs 
when the service started. 
TERRACE band Rictus Grin, formerly known as 
Last Call, gets a shot at a recording contract thanks 
to the help of Burns Lake studio owner, Bobbi 
Style. 
TERRACE Anti-Poverty set up a community gar- 
den to help low income families ave money while 
eating their own fresh vegetables. The garden is es- 
pecially appreciated by people who don't have ac- 
cess to any garden land. 
THE WINTER carnival left this one participant 
speechless. Colton Marshinew took part of the 
pie eating contest at Skeena Jr. Secondary. 
March 
COUNTRY DANCE couple Cailin and Dan 
Kovnks, ranked third in the country, started teach- 
ing country and ballroom dance out of the Cactus 
Glower Dance Studio. 
AFTER MAKING a journey of about 11 million 
ldlometres into outerspace aboard the Columbia 
Space Shuttle, 25 canola seeds landed in the laps on 
grade 5/6 science students at Uplands Elementary. 
The students got to plant the seeds along side earth 
seeds and compare their progress. 
MORE than $51,000 was raised for Terrace Little 
Theatre during the Applause '97 telethon. The 
money will go towards building a new playhouse 
estimated to cost about $1.5 millions. 
PRESIDENT of the National Action Committee on 
the Status of Women, Joan Grant-Cummings was 
the guest speaker at the Terrace Women's Confer- 
ence to celebrate International Women's Day. She 
stressed that racism and sexism are learned in our 
society and it's time to stand up against the struc- 
tures that perpetuate racial stereotypes, 
SIX Caledonia St. students beat out 47 other teams 
from across the province to htke first place at the 
provincial Physics Olympics held at UBC. Their 
winning entries were a predsion catapult and an 
electflml resistor made oat of edible food. 
JOSET GRAHAM helped organize Terrace's 
first Dry Grad celebrations. Parents and the 
community worked together to give Caledonia 
graduates a huge party at the Terrace arena. 
This big dragon flanked a mock bar, and Was a 
highlight of the fentmy foreot theme, 
January April 
A LABOUR dispute in Kitimat forced about 100 ARM WRESTLER Frank Nuyens gets ready to go 
women's hockey players to cancel their games for off to Russia to compete with the Canadian Nation- 
coming the Northern BC Games. The dispute 
eliminated the Kitimat arena from the games' 
roster. 
TERRACE HOSTED an Under-10 Novice hockey 
tournament. First game went to R-40 construction 
over the Kitimat Carpenters, 7-1. 
SKEENA'S FEMALE wrestlers made off with the 
majority of medals at a tournament in Kitwanga. 
The team took gold overall at the event 
DR. DEBBIE FERGUSON with her huskies Jasper 
and Quinn raced to take third place at the Houston 
Sled Dog Classic races. 
KITSUMKALUM'S first basketball tournament 
held at the new community centre was a big hit. 
First place in the 13-under category went to 
Kispiox while the 16-and-under winner went to the 
Skeena Totems. 
TERRACE RESIDENTS showed some great com- 
munity spirit by signing up to take in nearly 1,000 
youth athletes for the coming 1997 Northern BC 
Winter Games. Organizers were worried as the 
deadline neared and not enough beds were avail- 
able, but a last-minute push brought it all together. 
February 
THE AMATEUR boxing event was canceled from 
the Northern Winter Games due to the lack of 
volunteer doctors. Because of the nature of the 
game, regulations required a doctor be present at 
ringside. 
THE 1997 Northern BC Winter Games took place 
in Terrace, Feb. 7-9. More than 2,000 athletes from 
the northern half of the province participated in 
some 26 different sports at venues throughout the 
city. The games proved to be a great success for 
both athletes and spectators. 
THE TERRACE skating club dazzled judges at the 
provincial Sectional Championships in Duncan. 
The junior team Northwest Magic qualified for the 
Canadian Nationals and the Juvenile team the 
Northern Blades surprised everyone by bringing 
back a gold medal at the B.C. Finals. 
TERRACE swimmer Keys Downs brought home 
seven of ten medals won by Terrace at the BC 
Winter Games in Campbell River. All four golds 
went to Downs who placed first in the 50m breast 
stroke, the 200 metre individual medley, the 100m 
free style and the 200m breast stroke. 
March 
THE TERRACE Mountain Biking Club gets ready 
to roll into its first season in Terrace. 
LOCAL VOLLEYBALL player Jason Haidane was 
profiled. He's currently playing with the Montpel- 
lier University Club in France. He is also preparing 
to return to the Canadian National team for a shot at 
the 2000 Olympics in Sydney, Australia. 
TERRACE defenceman Jason Krug was named to 
the regional university Academic All-American 
team for the second year in a row in Minnesota. 
al team. Nuyens has a long history of wrestling fef 
gold and has gathered up more than 30 trophies in 
• his career. 
APRIL marked the end of another curling season. A
total of 43 rinks competed at the 42nd annual event, 
including 22 from out of town. Terrace competitors 
fared well, winning three of the four events. 
TERRACE Jujitsu club took home a slew of 
medals in a tournament in Williams Lake. Locals 
did exceptionally well in team sparring and im- 
posed movements competitions. 
GOLFERS TEED off for another promising season 
at the rapidly-growing Skcena Valley Golf Club. 
Golfers can look forward to playing on three new 
holes as work continues on the back nine. 
BERNADINE DRAKE and Trina Mateus com- 
peted at the B.C. Fitness Championships in 
Burnaby. Drake came home provincial champ, 
May 
SKEENA STUDENTS raised over $1,600 in a milk 
run. The money went towards the B.C. Epilepsy 
Society and the B.C. Sport and Fitness Council for 
the disabled. 
THE TERRACE Masters Swi,,~:, Club placed third 
overall at the 1997 Provinch~ Championships in
Cranbrook. Local swimmers best 21 other teams 
and took home six medals from the event. 
ABOUT 800 Canadian Seniors went down to Ari- 
zona to compete at the Senior Sports Classic in 
Tucson, Arizona. Bob Goodvin, Maxine 
Smallwood, Esther Postuk and Pat and Bud 
Kirkaldy went from Terrace. They came home 
with three finishes in the top 11. 
MORE THAN 100 people hit the streets of Terrace 
for the annual Kermode Classic footrace. 
June 
LOCAL HERO and optometrist Paul Clark heads to 
the Okanagan. Clark set world records in the late 
1980s in his wheelchair class in the 800 and metre 
races as well as the 10 kilometre races and set the 
world record time for the 42 kilometre marathon. 
HOCKEY PLAYER Chad Wilson graduated from 
Comell University, in Ithaca, New York. He's 
played defenceman with Comell's hockey team, 
Big Red. 
MOTORBIKER Jim Braid and his Little Red Ricer 
'took second place at the motorcycle drag race in 
Prince George. 
Slave past probed 
WHEN FIRST Nations people are told to 
look back on their traditions, slavery is not 
usually one viewed wit5 pride. 
But slavery, including sometimes the 
eating of those slaves, was common on the 
northwest coast. 
Slaves were considered property and 
added to one's status, says Dr. Leland 
Donald. He's a professor of anthropology at
the University of Victoria. 
His recent book, Aboriginal Slavery on 
the Northwest Coast of North America, ex- 
plores the controversial and understudied 
subject of slavery in historical native cul- 
tures living along the coast, including the 
Nisga'a, Tsimshian and Gitxsan. 
"The slave's origins were people who 
had beea captured in war," explained 
Donald. 
Most slaves were owned by important 
people who held titles or were the heads of 
a family group, he added. 
Slaves were important o the economic 
development of the area, including trade 
and labouK, particularly in the salmon 
fishery. 
While preserving fish was mainly allotted 
to women, male attd female slaves were 
.used as additional hands. 
"Basically slaves performed a lot of tasks 
they did a great deal of the drudgery." 
Slaves also played an important role ia 
.rituals and potlaches - -  that sometimes in- 
eluded killing them. 
"Slaves were killed during a funeral of aa 
important person in the community. The 
person (slave) would accompany the person 
who died into the after-life," he explained. 
Killing a slave also reflected the wealth of 
the individual who was to inherit the posi- 
tion of power. 
In his book Donald documents actual 
slave prices. In 1835 ,~ Tsimshian slave was 
sold for 15 elk skins, plus a few other 
goods. Ia 1842 another Tsimshian changed 
hands for seven beaver skins, four guns and 
one blanket. 
In 1866, an aboriginal slave from Kitkatla 
was sold For 55 blaukets. 
"Slaves were one of the thiugs that could 
be given away as an extremely expensive 
gift ~ and in some iustances, they were 
killed." 
Donald differentiates between ritual and 
sacrificial killing. The latter suggests reli- 
gious significance ~ and sacrificial killing 
was not practiced by aboriginal people. 
Cannibalism was also doculnented in 
some parts of the coast. 
"Generally what was happening was that 
a person was either impersonating or 
temporarily inhabited by a superuatural 
being," he explained. 
Often what would happen is that the indi- 
vidual would be away from the community, 
but the eommuaity would know when to 
expect that person ~ who would be ac- 
companied with a voracious appetite. 
They would make sure that the first per- 
son to meet with the inhabited individual 
was a slave who consequently suffered 
from the atlack, fortunately sometimes suf- 
fering nothiag more than a bite. 
"In traditional times, it was stigmatizing 
to be a slave," said Donald, adding that 
marriage outside of the slave caste was for- 
bidden. 
There is no doubt that it was degrading to 
be a slave. Even if they did escape and 
returu to their comnmuity, slaves still had a 
difficult time riddiag themselves of the 
stigtnatism - -  similar to what enslaved in- 
dividuals uffered in other cultures. 
Aboriginal slavery saw its decline in the 
late 1800s wheu Euro-American coutact in- 
creased. 
"One of the thiags that happened is that 
aboriginal warfare was reduced and the 
supply of new slaves decreased." 
But it was as late as the 1960s attd 70s' 
that people in certain communities claitned~ 
to be decedents of slaves, added Donald. 
Aboriginal Slavery on the Northwest 
Coast of ~ortlt America is an academic 
book released in August and is published 
by University of Califoruia Press. 
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!, ;* ~ ,  Looking For Something 
if' J ~ ~t . A Little Different For Your 
Children's Birthday Par ty  
:./I//~; 
_ 
OWNERSHIP OF SI..AVES was reflected in north- 
west native art, This southern Kwakiutl figure shows 
a chief being carried on the back of a slave. 
Terrace Regional Transit 
Throughout he holiday season join the 
CounterAttack team. If partying is on your list of 
holiday activities, remember your "designated 
driver" and please, leave lhe keys at home! 
For more information call Transit 
Information at 635-2666. 
SCHEDULE: 
DEC. 25 - 26 Thursday, Friday no service 
DEC. 27- 31 Saturday - Wednesday regular service 
January ! Thursday no service 
The staff at 
Terrace Regional Transit 
wish all their customers 
a safe holiday season. 
BC Transit  ~;~ 
Clean 
order 
issued 
"ZT 
A LAKELSE Lake man has 
until next spring to clean up 
his yard. 
The regiouai district has 
given Terryi Fimfie until 
then to get rid of the rub- 
bish, motorcycle parts, scrap 
.wood and metal from his 
property on First Ave. 
Finnie appeared before the 
board Nov. 21 to ask more 
time to remove the junk. He 
presented a doctor's note 
explaining that he suffered 
from a seizure disorder 
which prevented him from 
doing strenuous work. 
But regional district direc- 
tors said there were other 
ways of cleaning up the 
mess .  
Than`hill director Los 
Watmough suggested hav- 
ing the regional district 
clean it up and charge Fin- 
tile for it through taxes. A~ld 
Terrace director Rich 
McDaniel suggested getth~g 
young offenders to do clean 
it up as part of their com- 
munity service. 
However, Finnie com- 
plained that he couldn't af- 
ford to pay to have junk 
removed, and he didn't want 
youths hanging around his 
workshop. 
But ,the board wasn't 
satisfied with those excuses. 
"We've got a problem 
here, sir," said Terrace 
director Jack Talstra. "This 
looks like a mess, wouldn't 
you say?" 
Finniers neighbour, 
Wayne Lorenzo also at- 
tended the meeting. He said 
there are lots of children 
living in the neighbourhood, 
and the property was a 
hazard. 
"There's nails, there's 
metal, there's broken glass. 
It's unsafe," he said. "I 
want it cleaued up. It de- 
values my property." 
Lorenzo said he has of- 
fared to help clean up the 
mess, but he hasn't had 
much response. 
And bylaw enforcement 
officer Don Oldham told the 
board that the property had 
been a problem siuce 1993. 
The directors decided 
unauimously to give Fitmie 
until the end of May, 1998 
to clean up the property or 
the regional district will hire 
someone to do it and charge 
him for the service. 
THE ALM@$T  EVEg  @g|NG DAY EVENT 
' i~  ~ ,\ 
'98 GIVIC Safari 
190 hp 4.3 litre engine, 4-speed automatic transmission 
with overdrive, am/fro cassette, deep tinted glass, chrome 
grille, seating for 8. 
SMARTLEASE:  PURCHASE'. 
S22 988 downpayrnent/deposit/$13,422 
total obligation" 
PUKCH SE 
F NAHC|NG 
- - " ] . . . . . . . . .  -%L . .  
I " 
• .^~<~.~:~ .:7...-'~. ," .,, 
:~i~;~!~:~:~]~i~}!~:!~::~i"~i:~;~ii~!i~;~:.~::.:::".' " ..  . . . .  , . . . . .  ~,w..,  . . 
~'98 Pontiac Trans Sport 
3.4 litre engine, 4-speed automatic transmis- 
• wheel ABS, air conditioning, am/fro cassette, 
nger seating. 
rLEASE; PURCHASE: 
98 s25488' downpayrnanU $350 security deposit/$t 4.510 total obligation* 
~,~:.~:.:..~o.T,~i ............................... 
'98 GHC Sierra Regular Cab 
200 hp Vortec 4.3 litre SFI engine, 5-speed manual trans- 
mission. 4-wheel ABS, dual air bags with passenger-side UP TO 48  ~ONTHS ON '97 AND 
suppression switch, chrome grille and wheels, stereo cassette. '98 PONTIAC TRANS SPORT, 
,,o,;~i~,,,'o'.o~: ~ TRUCKS, ~D ~C SAFAR, 
~:~;,!i~ii~ ,, .L:: " :. '~:~:~:.~\., 
'98 GMC Sierra Extended Cab 
200hp Vortec 43 litre SFI engine, 5-speed manual transmis- 
sion, 4-wheel ABS, dual air bags with passenger-side 
suppression switch, am/fro cassette, aluminum wheels, 
SMARTLEASE:  PURCHASE: 
s24 638, dowllpaymenV $350 security deposit/$13,152 total obligatiol," 
HURRY IN TO YOUR POHTIAC-DUICK-GMC DEALER. LIMITED TIME OFFER. 
~"98 Pontiac Sunfire Sedan 
2.2  l itre engine,  3-speed automat ic  t ransmiss ion,  duat airbags,  
4 -whee l  ABS,  ch i ld -secur i ty  rear door  locks, am/fro stereo. 
24-hour  roadside assistance. 
PURCHASE: 
SMARTLEASE: 
el6 998 I UO t;;27,?,':~,;':~: "°''~ 
'98 GMC Jimmy 
Whistler or Blackcomb edition, 190 hp Vortec 4.3 litre engine, auto- 
matic transmission with overdrive,  shift-on-the-f ly 4WD, dual air 
bags, air conditioning, leather seating, cd. 
PURCHASE; 
SMAR'r LEASE: 
s,,o,-....0-.., s38 488 ~-=n trio f~l/$$2S 0ocutity deposit/ 
a il I~i~ $20,784total obligation' 
YOU THOULO KNOW 1HIS:^ Plrfim liaand~ oz ipp~od GMAC crodil 
only..~ompk $15.000 it 6~ APR.Ik m~tkly pa./mtt h $'tl2.50 for 4H 
mold~.Cost of5o,~bg is $0.Tntd ~r~stk. b $15.000. fJowis'.S15.000 
at 2,9~ APR. tits maalkly pclRant h S3)t.35 for 49 moitkt. Coil of 
5ot=wllg isTgO4.tO.Tolal ebligiSoa Is $15.go4.e 0.0owapwnnat.ttadl. 
aidl of laCl~y dlpOlil ~ be isqiimd. Moatkly pi~flllOlt lid Coil al 
5OlttrPdlg w] V'I~/~idil0 el amid 5Oll~e~ aid dowaplymed/tr.~e 
2.9~ fie~q d~llet eeY to n~dilm d~ v ekkks.Cokvenlea p clage 
~rlgi, li fo,~.ialOaaKbl rate, 'AamlLimllar Foil 20.000Lm. $0.08 
t~ emsa k.'bmeU t akf kno o~ieu waiS~k.'tL~m, asoraiKs aid 
tins ml ~ist~d.Bet~ my tl tt ar km far is.. 011011 opp y la mw o! 
damuttaar mdola oqo~pod at de:dStd.and apply lo qooliliad rltatl 
ate,an h BC el~. Dale bale mfl k Immsa~Ll~tt~lt~ aflonwbkk 
it,~ .., b= :dried wfi a~ =h '~ Yw dnkr tol=~i~u a eta~ 
MCEWAN GM 
635-4941 
I PONTIAC ]m]xcK I  
! 
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Injured workers may avoid 
trips south f( r treatment 
BEGINNING NEXT month, workers injured on the job suggest accomnmdations that might have to be made, to 
could have the chance to recuperate in Terrace, rather thau 
Richmond. 
The Workers Compensation Board, in conjunction with 
an Ontario company called Work Able Ceutres Inc., is 
opening an occupational rehabilitation clinie in Terrace. 
The Terrace clinic is part of a province-wide move by 
WCB to allow injured workers to recuperate in familiar 
surrouudings, says WCB spokesperson Dick Hurst. 
get the worker back on the job. 
Another plus for WCB is reduced travel costs and ex- 
penses. It's much cheaper to keep injnred workers at home, 
than to fly them down to Vancouver and houst them. 
Local WCB manager Keu Beddie said it's too early to 
say how many people might be served by the Terrace 
clinic. 
Brenda Rasmussen, president of Work Able, says this is 
The clinic will be in addition to two work conditioniug one of two clinics the compauy is opening in B.C., in its 
programs already in the area, one in Terrace and the other first foray into this province. The other is iu Courtenay. 
operating out of Kitimat General Hospital. Those programs In Ontario, Work Able is considered a leader in occupa- 
offer injured workers a supervised exercise program up to tional rehabilitation, she says. 
six weeks long. In Kitimat this program just started up, and 
in Terrace, Skeena Work Conditioning has been operating 
for a year. 
The new rehabilitatiou clinic will complement those ser- 
vices, and is generally for workers more severely injured, 
needing long term, intensive treatment. Soft tissue injuries, 
for example, would be a typical case. Clients might need 
treatment every day, sometimes for hours at a time. 
Staff at the new clinic would also help workers cope with 
the psychological difficulties of adjusting to their injuries. 
"There's more than physical issues that need to be ad- 
dressed," says Hurst. 
And an occupational therapist would help clients get 
back to work. The therapist might go to the work site and 
Occupational th/,.rapists and physiotherapists will be 
hired for the Terrace clinic, as well as consultants iu 
psychology, neurology, geueral medicine and orthopedic 
surgery, plus administrative staff. 
Rasmussen isn't sure how large the staff will be and says 
the clinic will be located in an existing building. She won't 
say where yet, since the location isn't fiualized. 
Lori Janzen, a physiotherapist with the Kermodei 
Physiotherapy Clhdc, isn't worried about competition the 
new clinic will provide. "It's quite different from what we 
do," she says. "They're targeting a different group 
altogether." 
The majority of patients at the new clinic would normal- 
ly have travelled out of town for treatment. 
F{ic White faces new charges 
in Abbotsford c()urt on Jan. 8 
BEFORE RIC White is fin- 
ished serving time for at- 
tacking Terrace's Tammy 
Fee, he'll be in court ans- 
weiing a new charge. 
R'ic White stalked and at- 
tacked Tammy Fee in June, 
1995. He sexually assaulted 
her and threatened to kill 
her. 
White was sentenced to 
two years in jail, pins three 
years probation. He'll be 
finished serving those two 
years on January 23. 
But White is due back in 
cotkt before then. On Janu- 
ary r. 8 he's to appear in Ab- 
botsford court on the charge 
of uttering threats, under 
SeCtion 264 of the criminal 
code. 
The alleged offence oc- 
cu~ed while White was 
released on parole for his 
twd'-year jail sentence to a 
hal~/av, house i~t the Fraser 
Va~[e~rea. ~.P" "" 
l~e i ~hid she'"felt vindi- 
cated that White faces new 
charges. 
Fee is also very worried no contact order in place, 
about her safety, now that once White is released on 
White is supposed to begin probation. 
his three years probation White is also facing im- 
time after fiuishing the migration charges related to 
parole portion of his two- his entry htto the coOntry in 
year sentence, the 1970s. Police allege that 
Depending upon what White falsely obtained Ca- 
happens in court Jan. 8 and nadian citizenship. 
on whatever probation con- At the time he entered 
ditions are assigned, Fee Canada, White was unlaw- 
said she might go into fully at large from the U.S. 
hidiug if she doesn' feel Marine Corps. He was 
secure, living in Queen Charlotte 
Another woman in the City when he became a Ca- 
lower mainland also has a nadiancitizeu. 
r " °~:~r ' "  . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
I Spend The Wiekend at Prince Rupert's Best Choice ' 
I 
I r Present this ad on Check-in and receive I 
an upgrade to a Harbourvlew room! i 
I Ca] ]To / /F ree  1 -800-663-8150 I 
www.cresthotel.bc.ca info@cresthoteLbc.¢a 
I~ -  . . . . . . . . . .  - '  
': I ~' (LOOKWHO S I 
11 TAK ING THE / 
I ~ D r' alE~ ::aDd e~;~;eLanhr !~! ! :  ax:~!So:::dha r d ~ :  
Dale Lul~ln, Ovorwaltea 
Chris Kofoed, Skeena Cable 
Renlta Nays, Skeena Broadcaaters 
Flona McNair, Klnnettes 
Rhea Rouw, Terrace Times 
Jim Stewart, Royal eank 
Stn Muir, Safeway 
John Pelsma 
Kard Normandy 
Vlckle Normandy 
Titus Aukland 
Justin Umau 
Dennis Usalmote 
Bryan Wlz.nuk, IKON mace Solutions 
Iflan Van derHoek, IKON Office Solutions 
Frank Ridler, IKON Office SOlutIons 
Logan Dott, IKON Office Solutions 
Robert Buckley, Scotia Bank 
gall goldsmith, Scotia Bank 
? 
? 
7th Annual 
i Kermodei Bear Swim 
January 1st, 1998 
Please pledge orsponsor these brave penguinslf you 
want to iozn =n the fun get a pledge sheet at: 
Valhalla Pure Outhtters, Terrace Co-op or 
Terrace Standard. 
~ ~ .,," .,, . . ~ a 
j , 
71/1 Annuzl Kurmodtl 8ear Swim I 
If you hove any questions, conloct Potrick Mdntyre / 
,, el 638 ! 77'7' or WebNorth@osg,net 
~ EPILEPSY 
CANADA 
1 800 860-5499 
Where do You turn 
with a complaint 
against the press? 
To us,,, 
The British Columbia Press 
Council is an independent 
review board which considers 
unresolved complaints about 
newspapers, To lodge, a
complaint, all it takes i  the 
cost of a letter. 
B.C, Press Council 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
New Tanning 
Booth 
at Richards Laundromat 
& Cleaners on Emerson 
48 Laml~s, 19 fans, 
One Great Tan!  
HEAIQ" 
AND STROKE 
FOUNDATION 
CRIMIE I  
Im m qk b I'(11)1)1---III  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assistance In 
solving the break, enter and theft that occurred at B resi- 
dence in the Kirkaldy subdivision,.in Terrace, B.C. 
Sometime overnight between 12:30 am and 6:30 am on 
Tuesday, November 11, 1997, unknown culprit(s) attended 
the residence located at 3891 Hagen St,, Terrace, B.C., and 
proceeded to break through the side entrance. Once inside, 
the culprit(s) proceeded to steal apprexlmately several thou- 
sand dollars worth of jewelry and electronic equipment. 
The items stolen include: 
1. a gold watch & chain - inscribed 
2. a roans "gold nugget' watch, with rams head 
red eye 
3. a ladies 'gold nugget' watch 
4. a rams head necklace (valued at over $600) 
5. a roans gold belt ring 
6. two roans wedding ring bands 
7. amans ruby ring, mounted in gold 
8. amans zircona (false diamond) ring 
9. an 'Allegro 88' phone charger (without phone) 
10. a 'Blackhilr gold necklace, and two tone 
gold earring studs 
11. a Sanyo cordless telephone 
12. a Sanyo VCR • 
13. various VCR cassette pre-recorded movies 
If you have any information about this or any similar incid- 
ents, or if you know the identity of the person or persons 
responsible for this break, enter and theft, Crime Stoppers 
would like to hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of 
up to $1.000.00 for information leading to 
an arrest and charges being laid against an 
individual in this or other unsolved crime. If 
you have any information call Crime 
Stoppers at 635-Tips that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their 
identity nor testify in court. 
....... : :  635-5119 Call 635-TIPS, 
;~:~ ..... ::~: #1 In Town 
'!;!i iiiiii:ii!i!ii!ii!iii   i - O_0 N_ S
N:::" .: :7,i:::i::!ii! il. 
t- '""" lnealPe 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Anne Evans Your donation is
CANADA'S 638-1966 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
If you want to audition for the Terrace Liide Theatre 
APPLAUSE '98 Telethon, reserve your audition time 
by calling 638-0977. 
Auditions will be Saturday Jan. 10/98 
:~ . . . .  ' at McColl Playhouse.. 
i,:! . Needed are Singers, Musicians, :'~ 
: Dancers & Entertainers! 
m 
CHEVROLET/OLDSMOBILE  DEALERS 
PRESENT 
THE ALMOST NEVER.ENDING 
BOXING DAY EVENT 
G! 
SEL£CTI 
OUTST 
FINANC 
"98 Full-Size Extended Cab Pickup 
The .m.ost dep.endab!e longest ~.wheel an,-~ck brakes. AM/FM ste,~o cassette, 
lasting trUCKS on  the roan power steenng, dual airbags, aluminum wheels 
@&=.  8 ,24,,998 
136 monlh.s/$3,83g down paymeptl 
$325 security Deposit/total obfigahon 513,487 
'98 Chevro le t  Cava l ie r  Sedan 
Tried Tested Dual olr bags, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes, rear spoiler, tinted 
& True glass. 2.2 live 120 HP, body side, body colour mouldings 
135 months/S2,521 dowo payment/ 
$300 secunly deposit/total obhgat~on $9,289 
'98 Venture  
Let's gel vo. duet air bags, 4-wheel anti-lock brakes, AM/FM stereo with CD, 
front wheel drive, removable modular seating 
$~d~tLgASE Purclho~e 
,298  ,24.998' 
/36 men hs153,5~0 down paymenl/ 
$350 security deposiv,olal obligahon $,4,278 
"9~ Chevro le t  Ma l ibu  
Thoug..htfully v6 power, dual air bags, air conditioning, AM/FM stereo 
c raneo  cassette/clock, 4-wheel antHock brakes, and much morel 
SMARTLEASE Purchase  
,21,888' 
/36 mqnffls/$t 24(~dpwn paymepV 
$400 secur [y oeposit/ota~ obligallon St 3,774 
HURRY IN, LIMITED TIME OFFER AT YOUR CHEVRoLET/OLDSMOBILE DEALERS. 
You should know this: *Purchase fimq 
bo rowing is ~0, Tolal oblioation is $ 
obligation is ~1~,904,C0, gown payn 
(%[~,  ~ bo;rowerJ aria gown payment/tradd. : 
• ~ 'm~. ,  ~* ~,~ c'~l c~ r ,,~',g, Medium Dutv Vahtl;le. gRalar order el t~d Tht Iot~ Pu~hu= PN! ¢~ fe,~e clew"1 i~.~,~ =,f ~,~'~,h'~*cu',~* Extepded Cbb Plckup/ver.uro/Caval 
renulred. Total obligation Is .$13 48: 
What'Jyour catddonefotyoulataY? "tF.reght ncua~o llcence, msqron~ 
~ ---,,.~-,,~,~,~--'~o="~ aS described anoeppltos to qualiheo 
*"~ ~..,,,.,.~.~.,*,.,.,.,*-,,.~'*'~b~=~'~=-~-*"~--"~ lot conditions and oetalls, www, gmc~ 
1 
pn approved GMAC cred I on V. Example $15,000 at 0% A P.R A ne re, on I ly pay.menJ.ls $312 50 or 48.mon hs Cos of . . 
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Please Don't Drink & Drive 
EST. 1929 
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: Be Careful This Holiday Season : 
e 4625 Lazelle, Terrace 635-4997 g 
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Friends don't let.friends 
Drink and Drive! 
5hmena 
Sawmills 
5330 Hwy 16W 635-6336 
TERRACE INT 
4810 Lazelle, Terrace 
t / '  , 
Terrace Motors Toyota 
'Canada's Oldest Toyota Dealership' 
4912 H~. 16 West Terrace, B,C. O.L SgS7 6356558 
@ Terrace Chrysler Ltd, 
4916 Highway 16, Terrace 635-7187 
l H i |  
Located in Terrace & Kifimat 
635- i 994 632-2991 
~ Skeena 
Driving 
School 
"The  Keys  Iio Safe Dr iv ing"  
I Gift Certificates I 
Looking for that hard to find gift for 
Christmas, Birthdays or Graduation. ~ ,  I 
• Assessments. Evaluations ~/  "~ ' J  
Terrace, Kil lmat, Prince Rupert , 6 ~ / ~  I 
ToH Free I -8~-6654998 ="- , -~f  I 
• PH/FAX 535-7532 - V/ J 
it's the end of the road! 
Don' ' ' t Drzve 
This message is brought to you by these community minded business.. 
No matter where your headed, when you drink and drwe any road 
could lead to a dead end. 
show that Statistics . even one 
drink can impair ludgement and. 
reflexes, so all it takes is one ddv- ' i 
er who's had one drink to set Ike , 
, hohday season has a happy ee~I- 
RIVERSIDE AUTO , 'no. If you plan to dr, nk ask .  , ~  
WRECKING LTD. friend to drive or travel by taxi. 
Ik 4129 SUBSTATION RD. 635-6837 4 We want you to have o safe oral 
Friends Don't Let Friends 
Drink and Drive 
~_] )  Qual i ty  Beer, 
Wines ,  8 Cooters 
4720a Lazetle Ave. 635-1166 
Dr ive  Sa fe  
Dr ive  Sober  
Cedarland Tire Service Ltd. 
4929 Keith Avenue Terrace, B.C. 
If We Sell It... We Guarantee It! 
635-6170 
i Stag Al lvel  Don t Dr ink and Dr ive 
THORNHILL VOLUNTEER 
FIREFIGHTER$ 
ASSOCIATION 
Have A Safe 
Holiday Season 
Please Don't Drink & Drive 
Terrace Equipment 
Sales Ltd. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
I I I I 
happy holiday! 
5oo4 HW. 16 w 635-4941 
Be Wisel 
Don't Drink end Drive 
7"/~/~ /  
From your Terrace 
RCMP Detachment 
• DRIVE SOBER Uil 
TWILIGHT SPA'S AND [~1] 
PUMP SUPPLY ~][i 
 , Ave 
' Don't Drink & Drive! 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 tazc l le  ^ vcnue ,Temcc  ph. 635-7282 
We belong Lo you: ~.  
#1~ ¢IPvclII union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned 
Iglfftutio~,.me b long to you. 
S~a~ber 
Columbia 
Autohaus Ltd. 
410~ s~i~ ~1. 635-5717 
(' Don't Drink and Drive ~ 
This Holiday Season 
~T~orn~JgMotors 
U 3026 Hwy. 16 E 
635-7286 j l  
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keep Gov't biologist shouidhimsel f 
thoughts of bears to 
B.C. HAS plenty of bears, 
and a senior biologist has no 
business saying otherwise, 
according to a local hunter 
representing the BC Wild- 
life Federation. 
Gil Payne has written a 
'critical response to a paper 
authored by local environ- 
ment ministry habitat pro- 
tection biologist Dionys de 
Leeuw. 
De Leeuw's paper, tiffed 
Conflicts and Interests in 
B.C. Bear Management was 
presented to ministry offi- 
cials in the spring. It con- 
tends that the Ministry of 
Enviromnent is tainted with 
a pro-hunting bias. 
De Leeuw argues that the 
majority of wildlife profes- 
sionals within the ministry 
are hunters and that most of 
the ministry's resources are 
geared towards hunting. 
He points out that grizzly 
bears continue to be hunted, 
even though they are listed 
as a vulnerable and declin- 
ing species in the province 
and says there is over- 
whelming public support to 
end the trophy hunting of 
the animals. 
But Gil Payne argues that 
there are no numbers to 
prove grizzly bear numbers 
are declining province-wide. 
"There are no real facts 
here, just perceived facts on 
both sides," he says. "We 
can only make a best guess 
at populations." 
And Payne says he's quite 
willing to trust the guesses 
of grizzly bear experts in the 
enviromnent ministry. They 
allow hunting, he says, be- 
cause the population is 
sustainable. 
"Their population 
estimates are actually quite 
conservative," he says. 
Payne also points out that 
grizzly bear sanctuaries 
have been established to 
help protect he animals 
like the Khutzeymateen 
Valley. 
And he says that even if 
many of the provinces wild- 
life managers are hunters, 
that doesn't mean they don't 
do a good job of conserva- 
tion. 
"I  would certainly want 
people who are interested in 
animals to do those jobs," 
he says. "Hunters certainly 
have an interest in 
animals." 
In fact, Payne says the real 
conflict ill the issue is be- 
tween de Leeuw and the en- 
vironment ministry. Payne 
claims de Leeuw's paper is 
grounds for dismissal be- 
cause it brought he ministry 
into disrepute. 
"He's a well-meaning in- 
dividual ~ it's not a per- 
sonal thing," Payne says. 
"But he's broken the rules. 
Even as a private citizen he 
should not have distributed 
that paper." 
Dionys de Leeuw 
De Leeuw hhnself was not 
available for commenL The 
Ministry of Eiwiromnent 
has ordered him not to 
speak to the media until 
they further examine the is- 
sue, 
Water purity a worry 
Mine road plan said flawed 
A NEW study on a proposed mining road near the Taku 
River suggests that the project could cost $23 million more 
than expected and cause considerable nviromnental 
damage. 
BC Wild, an elwiromnentai group, hired Vancouver- 
based engineers Norris Paget and Ken Farquharson to con- 
duet the study. 
The group was concerned that original estimates from 
Redfern Resources Ltd., the company looking to develop 
the Tulsequah Chief Mine in the Taku River watershed, 
, were flawed. 
Redfern Resources is seeking a mining licence from the 
provincial government to reopen the old mine. It was 
originally operated in the 1950s by Cominco, which sent 
ore by barge down the Taku River. 
But Redfern says that method would be too expensive 
and environmentally damaging to be conducted today. So 
the company has proposed building a 160 kilometre access 
People 
aren't 
moving 
north 
THE SURGE of immigrants 
into the lower mainland 
which has fueled that 
region's economy the past 
10 years hasn't been 
repeated in the north. 
In fact, the number of im- 
migrants coming to the 
northwest has fallen steadily 
since 1960, indicate figures 
from Statistics Canada. 
hnmigrants to the City of 
Terrace numbered 155 for 
the period from 1991 to 
1996. 
That five-year figure is 
half of the 310 who arrived 
in the 10 years prior, in- 
dicating immigration 
leveled off. 
But that 10-year was less 
than the 435 who came from 
1971 to 1980 or the 400 
who came from 1961 to 
1970. 
Much the same was 
reported for the Kitimat- 
Stikine regional district 
where the numbers fell from 
1,610 between 1961 and 
1970 to 1,440 between 1971 
and 1980 to 805 from 1981 
to 1990 and to just 345 from 
1991 to 1996. 
KRimat experienced a 
similar trend over the years. 
In comparison, there were 
216,615 immigrants to B.C. 
between 1991 and 1996, 
more than the 185,860 who 
arrived in the 10 years prior 
between 1981 and 1990. 
Terrace's immigrant com- 
munity made up 14.5 per 
cent of the city's population 
at the 1996 census, far less 
than the overall 24.5 per 
cent for British Columbia. 
Immigrants made up 13.5 
per cent of the regional dis- 
trict's population and 23.2 
per cent of Kitimat's popu- 
lation. 
The United Kingdom, In- 
dia and Germany were the 
overall top ranked countries 
of flnmigrant origin for Ter- 
race, Kitimat and the 
regional district, indicate 
Statistics Canada figures. 
Of the 155 most recent 
immigrants to Terrace, 45 
came from India, 10 from 
the People's Republic of 
China and 10 each from the 
United Kingdom and the 
United Sthtes. 
road to the site. 
Redfem contends the road would cost $33 million and 
could be built in one season. 
However, the new study conducted for BC Wild suggests 
that the figures would be closer to $55.9 million and would 
take two seasons to build. 
The study also concludes that there would be a 
"probable degradation" of water courses from un- 
controlled spring runoff and winter road construction and 
use. And it says the original study did not provide enough 
information on other road route options and had in- 
adequate provisions for safety of heavy trucks along the 
long, steep grades. 
Some residents in the nearby town of Atlin are also con- 
cerued about the possible effects of the proposed road., 
They have formed the Taku Wilderuess Association and 
written a letter to Premier Glen Clark in opposition to the 
project as it is currenffy proposed. 
T}glEH, mlnlVAll, 
. PORT IlTILITY? 
Take gour pick 
0% 
FIIIAIICIIIG 
up to 4B months mhen Uou p~hase a 
'91] 0r'.tl7 
F-fieries 
[light-dutu] 
or Illindstar. 
0r a'1]Tnanger 
or'I]7 EHplorer. 
In-stoch vehicles onl,. 
OFFER ENDS 
DECEMBER 31. 
lit doesn't get ang better than Us. H~!] 
IN THE MATTER OF 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC., 
ORENDA FOREST PRODUCTS LTD. 
and ORENDA LOGGING LTD. A 
Not ice  Skeena 
The Supreme Court of British Columbia has ordered that there be a new 
vote of the Unsecured Creditors of Skeena Cellulose Inc., Orenda Forest 
Products Ltd. and Orenda Logging Ltd. ("Skeena Companies"). Accordingly, 
THERE WILL BE A VOTE OF THE UNSECURED CREDITORS OF THE 
SKEENA COMPANIES, WHICH WILL BE HELD ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 6, 
! 998, FROM 2:00 P.M. TO 7:00 P.M. AT THE OFFICES OF SKEENA 
CELLULOSE AT:. 
i .  Vancouver at 2300 - -  666 Burrard Street 
2. Prince Rupert at Watson Island 
3. Terrace at 4900 Keith Avenue 
4. Smithers at Tatlow Road 
5. Carnaby at # i 0 North Boundary Road, South Hazelton 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF APPROVING OR REJECTING THE PLAN OF ARRANGE- 
MENT OR COMPROMISE PRESENTED BY THE SKEENA COMPANIES TO 
THEIR CREDITORS ON NOVEMBER 28, i 997, AS AMENDED BY AMENDMENTS 
IN WRITING DATED DECEMBER 17 AND DECEMBER 19, 1997 ("PLAN"). 
If you have not already done so and wish to receive a copy of the Plan or 
the Information Circular, you may do so by contacting John Sparks, 
Corporate Counsel to the Skeena Companies, at Suite 2300 - -  666 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, British Columbia (telephone: (604) 688-2225), who will 
arrange for copies to be sent or faxed to you, or by picking up copies at the 
addresses for the Skeena Companies listed above. 
If you have already submitted a Proof of Claim to the Skeena Companies, 
you need not submit a new Proof of Claim. If you have already'submitted a 
Form of Proxy to the Skeena Companies, and have not revoked that Form 
of Proxy, that proxy will remain effective. I f  you wish to revoke your  
proxy or attend the Vote in person, you must submit  a new Form of 
Proxy to Mr. Sparks at the address noted above or by facsimile 
to (604) 682-6739, (604) 688-0310 or (604) 688-2242 on or before 
12:00 noon on January 5, 1998. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, YOU MAY CONTACT MR. SPARKS AT THE 
ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER NOTED ABOVE. 
BC FORD AND MERCURY DE.ALERS 
f 
0% financing from Ford Credit for e maximum of 48 months on tn.stock 1998 ar~ 1997 models of F.Sedes [light duty) and Windstar s well as 1997 models of Exptorer and Ranger on apprsved credit to qualified retail purchasers while supplies last. Eg. $20.000 financed at0% annuat percentage 
ratelor48monlhs, m0nthlypaymentls$416.6L cost of borrowlng ls $0. and the total to be repaid is $20,000. Downpayrnent may berequlred Quantitiss and selectlon may vary by dealer. Financing n0t available with any other offer. Llrnitedtlme0ffer.Seedeslerlordetaits. 
=..,a 
4631 Keith Avenue R R AC E (604) 635-4984 
1-800-463-1128  0TE M FORD 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Your questions 
answered 
T HE LETTERS and cards asking my 
advice have been just pouring in. 
Here is but a small sampling. 
Dear What? Person: 
Can I get some sort of sickness from breathing 
interior latex or craft paint fumes? The reason 
I 'm asking is because I feel so tired all the time, 
just washed up and wrung out, plus one of my 
cars hurts a bit and my appetite is poor. This all 
began about six months ago, when I started 
painting in my house. 
Exhaustedly ours 
Dear Exhausted, 
Oh, you poor thing, I know just what the 
trouble is. If you have been painting the interior 
of your house for the past six months, by now 
you must suspect you have tmme decoritis. Seek 
help immediately, in the following manner. 
First, get yourself invited out for dinner, 
which will improve your appetite instantly. 
Strength regained, next treat your ear by lying 
owie-side-up, comfortably, in a dim room. Place 
a light blanket over your ear and face. When 
you wake up, you will feel better. 
At this point, you may pursue any number of 
options. I recommend going outside to play, if 
you can avoid examining the condition of ex- 
terior painL 
TO: C. Toews 
• RE: What? 
Sir: 
I am writing to inquire after the exact nature 
of your column. I find it irritating and boring at 
the same time. I never read it. 
A Disgruntled Reader 
Dear Reader, 
I apologize for the inconvenience. I am cur- 
renfly working on a piece entitled "All Things 
Explained Clearly to All People at All Times in 
a Concise Yet Warm Way." 
P.S. Caught you! 
Dear What? 
Do you believe in dinosaurs? Should I? 
Just Curious 
Dear Curious, 
Absolutely not. First, let's look at the 
similarities between a Sea Serpent and 
Brachiosaurus. Dinosaurs called Brachiosaurus 
had long necks and round backs and big long 
tails and the poor dears were too fat to run away 
flom enemies o they just stayed in the water. I f  
you believe that fairy tale, I have some genuine 
photographs of the Loch Ness Monster I can let 
you have for a good price. 
Secondly, let's look at the similarities between 
a dragon and a dinosaur. A dragon has wings 
and breathes fire, otherwise they are exactly the 
same. They both have lots of big sharp teeth, a 
long neck, little arms with sharp claws and big 
hind feet with more sharp claws. 
If  I have to believe in dinosaurs, I must also 
believe i~ Jabberwocky ("Beware the Jabber- 
week, my sonl The jaws that bite, the claws that 
eatchl") which looks like the monster in A I/ens, 
which looks like a dragon. Forget it. 
Dear Wharf 
Well, then, how do you explain the dinosaur 
bones? 
A Sharp Reader 
Dear Sharp, 
The fact is, I don't explain the bones, the 
scientists usually do. Paleontologists say, 
"Look[ We found ai/these tiny bits of bone and 
glued them together and ~ ta da ~ look at the 
giant monster we made. This proves this 
dinosaur existed, because we made it, and look, 
here it isU' 
I don't need to remind a sharp reader like you 
of the infamous Iguanodon, the second 
"dinosaur" ever discovered. The Victorian 
English loved it and flocked to see a life-sized 
statue of it. Unfortunately, a 100 years later, we 
know that the large horn planted on its hand- 
some nose never existed except in the imagina- 
tions of those early paleontologists. 
I think if you took the bones of 17 saber- 
toothed tigers and broke them to bits, then glued 
them together again while you had a picture in 
your head of a dragon or sea monster, you 
would end up building a dinosaur. 
Dear What? 
Are any of these questions actually from 
readers? 
Skeptical Person 
Dear Skeptic, 
That's all the time we have for this year. Happy 
1998, and keep those letters pouring in. 
From Caledonia to fighter jets 
Terrace's Brian Cox joins ranks of military elite as he 
prepares for/ st ten months fi htor pilot training. 
selected for pilot training. By CRIS LEYKAUF 
HURTLING through the air 
m a military jet trainer, 
Brian Cox regularly experi- 
ences intense G forces. 
"It 's like a roller coaster, 
except more extreme," he 
explains. 
In fact it's so extreme that 
the military teaches jet 
pilots special exercises in 
order to keep blood in their 
heads, and prevent them 
fi'om blacking out. 
Cox, age 23, realized his 
dream of becoming a jet 
pilot this October when he 
was given his wings after 
completing five years of 
training. 
Cox has wanted to be a 
pilot since he was three. 
Now's he's part of an elite 
group of pilots and will 
soon hopefully be certified 
to fly the CFI8 Hornet jets. 
As part of his train- 
ing Cox had to with- 
stand 6 G for thirty 
seconds in a 
centrifuge. 
He didn't want to leave any- 
thing to luck though, and 
took a few flying lessons in 
Terrace so he wouldn't be 
totally lost in the simulator. 
After that success Cox 
went through six weeks 
basic training and then spent 
the next four years in milita- 
ry college, getting a degree 
in mechanical engineering. 
Part of each summer was 
devoted to additional train- 
ing ~ and more weeding 
out of prospective pilots. 
Cox took French courses, 
primary flight training and 
survival training. 
During summer holidays 
in Terrace Cox completed 
his private pilot's licence, 
learning to fly civilian air- 
craft. 
Cox finished his degree at'  
the Royal Military College 
of Canada in 1996. After 
college Cox was made a 
commissioned officer - -  
second Lieutenant. That's 
when the real schooling be- 
gan and COx was posted to 
Moose Jaw to start basic 
flying training. 
He spent 10 months flying 
the CT l l4  Tutor, a twin seat 
single engine jet trainer. 
"Every pilot in the milita- 
ry flies that plane," says 
Cox. 
Cox did 96 hours of flying 
training , going solo after 
only 13 flights. 
The Tutor goes a maxi- 
mum of 412 knots or nearly 
500 miles per hour. It can 
take over 7 G-s of force, but 
most missions only subject 
pilots to about 3 G. 
As part of the training Cox 
had to withstand 6 G for 
thirty seconds in a 
centrifuge. 
Back in high school, when 
fellow Caledonia students 
were trying to figure out 
what to do with their lives, 
Cox was already starting his 
career. 
Before starting military 
college at age 17, Cox 
travelled to Toronto for a 
week of aptitude and medi- 
cal tests, plus simulator 
training. 
Out of 30 prospective 
pilots, Cox was one of nine 
BRIAN COX crouches in front of the CTl14 Tutor, a jet plane each military jet 
pilot trains on. Cox was given his wings in October and must complete ten 
months of additional training to become a fighter pilot. 
" I  got through that. It was 
quite tough though," he 
says. 
Your body can stand im- 
meme amounts of pressure 
for about five seconds, but 
after that, unless you've 
taken steps to counteract i , 
the blood drains from your on the Tutor. 
head. He's one of just two grad- 
In order to prevent that uatcs of a class of eight jet 
from happening jet pilots pilot students this year to go 
are taught special breathing onto fighter training. 
and muscle xercises. Provided he passes that 
No~ that Cox has corn- next test Cox will spend an- 
pleted the advanced flying other six months training on 
course, he'll do another four the CFI8 Hornet. And once 
month course in fighter that's done he'll find a spot 
maneuvers and air combat on one of Canada's fighter 
squadrons. 
" I 'm planning to give it 
all I got," he says. 
Trumpeter chosen for honour band 
GRADE 12 trumpet player Courtney Preyser is one of just 
50 students across the province chosen to play in a 
prestigious honour band 
Thousands applied to take part in the honour concert for 
the BC Music Educators Association conference. The cow 
cert takes place in Vancouver Feb. 20-21. 
This isn't the first honour band Preyser has played in. 
She also travelled to the University of BC in November to 
play in their honour band this fall. The 17-year-old 
Calcdo~da student had been recommended by her band 
teacher Geoff Parr. 
But this concert in February is by far the largest she's 
ever been invited to play at. 
Presyer took up the trumpet five years ago when she was 
asked to choose which musical instrument she wanted to 
play. 
" I  picked the Ixumpet because I thought it looked easy 
because it only had three keys," she says. 
Her theory wasn't a good one. 
" It 's actually a pretty tough instrument to play," admits 
Preyscr. 
But once she started playing, she was hooked. About 
four years ago Preyser decided she'd like extra instruction, 
and started going to music camps in the summer on Van- 
couver Island. 
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COURTNEY PREYSER will be putting in a lot of practice time on the trumpet, 
getting ready for an honour band she was chosen for. Preyser was among 50 
students selected for the band, out of thousands of applications across B.C. 
"I  picked the trumpet because I thought it 
looked easy because it only had three keys." m 
Courtnay Preyser on how she wound up play- 
ing a difficult instrument. 
She also practices every day m even on weekends. 
"You have to be really dedicated to what you're doing," 
she says. Of course she occasionally skips practice, but for 
her playing isn't something that she's forced to do. 
" I  really enjoy playing - -  it's not like homework at all." 
Her stepfather has also been very supportive. He's s 
member of the Terrace Symphony Orchestra and plays 
cello and guitar. He helped convince Preyser to join the 
TSO two years ago. 
TSO conductor Jim Ryan has been a big help to her, and 
her band teacher Geoff Parr has also given her extra ht- 
struction. 
"It's been really nice to have that support," she says. 
In order to apply for the BC Music Educators' honour 
band, Preyser and other applicants had to send in a record- 
ing of the same selections of music on tape. 
The judges didn't look at the names of the musicians; 
they just listened to the taps. 
Preyser is looking forward to playing in the concert. 
Coincldentally, school principal Geoff Straker will be in 
Vancouver at that time, so he'll also be in the audience. 
After she graduates Preyser plans to go to the University 
of Victoria attd continue in music 
As for what type of music she likes to listen to when 
she's not playing, Preyser says, "everything except coun- 
try." 
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MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
A CONCERT PIANIST and lecturer 
Laura Spitzer is in Terrace Saturday, 
Jan. 3. She's hold a short concert, lec- 
ture on artistic practice and hold a 
workshop from 6-9 p.m. that night at 
the Pentecostal Church. A limited num- 
ber of private lessons are also available. 
To enroll, call Anne Hill at 638-8250 or 
Jose Coosemans at 635-9275. Work- 
shop presented by TIME and the Ter- 
race Arts Council. 
• GEORGE'S PUB ~ Northern 
Lights plays live country rock and the 
50s and 60s, every Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday night. Plus there's karaoke 
every Wednesday, and alternate Sun- 
days. 
I l l l  
i 
• THE THORNHILL PUB brings photography, beadwork, knitted apparel 
back karaoke very Friday. and bone carvings. Opening night is Fri- 
day, Jan. 9. Show runs to Jan. 25. Regu- 
• GIGI'S PUB features Dance Ex- lar gallery hours are noon to 3 p.m. 
spress, from Wed, to Fri,, Fri. nights from 6:30- 
ETCETERA 
• Terrace Little Theatre presents YUK 
YUK'S ON TOUR on Jan. 30-31 at the 
Skeena Room in the Terrace Inn. Two 
different comedians and a great new 
show. Tickets are $15 each at Uniglobe 
Courtesy Travel. 
• THE TERRACE ART GALLERY 
presents "A New Dawn" by seven Ter-. 
race artists. This is a mixed media exhi- 
bition including pottery, stained glass, 
I N' rges Pub Until March 5 
I ~ we'/I be g, ving away14 kep. 
I I per week- to unlock the [  '  ,uckylugga.gefor.! pfor 
I 2t°Hawa!!°r.Mexi.c.°" I/4  Ooororizes/,a,es!tiveMmic!Fun! 
F-f 8 KEYS L EF fl 
8:30 p.m., Sat. from noon to 4 p.m. and :~ 
Sun, from 1-4 p.m. Georges Pub 
• THE KITIMAT MUSEUM ~ New Years  Party 
presents an exhibit of local art, includ- ~ * M idmte  Buffet* 
ing paintings, fabric art, pottery and $15 per person " 
photographs. Most pieces are for sale. 
The museum is located at 293 City Live Music & Lots Of Fun 
Centre and is open weekdays from 10-5 T ' ~ t  The Northern Motor Inn 
p.m. and Saturdays from noon-5 p.m. ! 
Exhibit continues until Jan. 31. |m ,- _ . -~  "~¢ ' t '~  O'e¢ 
Make the 'Scene! Cal1638-7283 or fax 
I to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. I 3086.Highway 16 
The deadline is 5p.m. Thursday for the I ~ Ph . '635-6375 
following week's paper. 
Tuesday~ Jan. 06 
WANT TO QUIT SMOKING? The 
Breathe Free plan is free and effec- 
tive and begins tonight at 7 p.m. 
Sponsored by the 7th Day Ad- 
ventist Church. Pre-register by call- 
ing 635-3232 or 638-8221. 
Wednesday~ Jan. 07 
ANGER MANAGEMENT WORK- 
SHOP takes place Jan. 7-8 at 
Kermode Friendship Centre, Lil 
Farkvam is the facilitator. Work- 
shop is free and you must register 
before Jan. 2. Contact Ruth at 635- 
4906. 
SKEENA PARENT Advisory Com- 
mit.tee meets at 7 p.m. at the school 
library to talk about the Skeena re- 
placement issue, 
Monday~ Jan. 12 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
soc. holds a general meeting at 8 
p.m, at the Thornhill Jr. High library. 
Frldayj Feb. 06 
TODAY IS THE DEADUNE to join 
the Fresh Start quit smoking prob- 
lem, sponsored by the Canadian 
Cancer Society. The program runs 
from Feb. 16-Mar. 15 twice weekly 
at night. To register call Alice at 
638-2200. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
SUNDAYS 
TERRACE BAIIA'I community of. 
fers weekly classes in spiritual educa- 
tion for children. For more info call 
635-4595. 
MONDAYS 
SKEENA SQUARES - -  Join them 
for square dancing Mondays at 7 p.m. 
starting September 8 at the Carpenter's 
Hall 3312 Sparks St. Begimners wel- 
come. For info call Jim at 635-6724. 
SENIORS GET together for Five-Pin 
Bowling at the Terrace Bowlhlg Alley. 
Meet at 1 p.m. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays 
at 7:30 p,m. at 4542 Park. For more 
info call 1-888-706-1780. 
TERRACE DOWNTOWN LIONS 
meet the first and third Monday of 
each month. New members welcome. 
For more info call Ray at 635-3589 or 
Los at 635-9405. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m, at Thornhill Jr. 
Secondary in the library. 
' ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
. meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-2415 attd 635-9228 for 
more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
first Monday of the month in members' 
homes on an alternating basis. For in- 
formation or to volunteer call Llnda at 
635-6849 or Michele at 635-3087. 
Birthrite offers free, confidential preg- 
nancy services attd is located above the 
Tillicum Theatre, suite #201. Office 
hours are 11 a,m, to 1 p,m. Monday to 
Friday. Call 635-3907 or call the 24- 
hour hotline at 1.800-550-4900. 
I 
ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing 
your grandchildren? Call Marge at 
635-7421 for info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxil- 
iary meets the third Monday of each 
month hi the board room at 8 p.m, 
Everyone iswelcome. 
TUESDAYS 
PLANNED'PARENTHOOD Clinic 
is open every Tuesday night from 7-9 
p.m. Information and counselling on 
birth control and birth control supplies 
at reasonable cost. Drop in. They're at 
the rear of the health unit on Kalum, so 
go to the back door. For more info or 
to volunteer call 638-2027. 
TWIN'S CLUB PLAYTIME is the 
first Tuesday of every month from 
10:30-noon at the Family Place. Call 
635-9669. 
FAMILY PLACE hosts a parent and 
child drop-in from 10:30-noon at the 
activity room. For more info call 8- 
1863. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
meets every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Caledonia high school. For more info 
call Jim Ryan at 635-4089. 
STRETCHING CLASS ~ The Min- 
istry of Health community rehabilita- 
tion program hosts this seated stretch- 
ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum 
St, Call Aame at 638-2272 for more 
hffo, 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS is held 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:45 a.m. at 
the Happy Gang Centre, For more info 
call Jean at 635-3159. 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS meet 
every Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Coast hm of the West at room 328 to 
learn about public speaking in a posi- 
tive and encouraging ezwiromnent. 
New members and guests are welcome. 
For more info call Andrew Webber at 
635-5776. 
DAIKO Jl SOTOZEN CENTRE 
hosts Zazen meditation every Tuesday 
evening at 7 pm at the centre. For info 
phone 635-3455, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOCIETY meets 
the third Tuesday of every month from 
September to June at 7:30 p.m. at Step- 
ping Stone Clubhouse, 3302 Sparks St. 
For more information call 638-2202. 
MISS TERRACE PAGEANT com- 
mittee meets the second Tuesday of 
every month at the Terrace public li- 
brary. 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB meets 
every third Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Cassio 
Hall Elementary. Call Laurie at 635- 
9401 for more info, 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
rehearses Tuesdays in the Caledonia 
band room front 7 to 9 p.m. Call Jim at 
635-4089 for more info. 
THE KERMODEI CHORISTERS 
invite boys attd girls ages 8 and up to 
come sing along on Tuesdays from 
6:30 - 8:00 p.m, at the Skeena Band 
Room. Call Terry Anderson 638-1183 
for info. 
WEDNESDAYS 
PARENTS DROP IN to weight 
babies takes place Wednesdays from 1- 
3 p.m. at the health services society 
(formerly Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 
Kalum St.) Public health nurse on hand 
to answer questions. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p,m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Azme at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
KINETFE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday atlunch 
at the Coast hm of the West. For more 
info call John Whittington at 635-3209. 
SCO'rrlSH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTITLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a,m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
SINGLE PARENTS support group 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 
a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. to discuss parenting topics. Su- 
pervised children's activities available. 
:Another group is being planned, so if 
this time isn't suitable, phone 638- 
1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or Aline at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- SKEENA 
8396 or 635-9242. ~ ...... 
THURSDAYS 
AL-ANON offers a program of 
recovery for those whose lives have 
been adversely affected by the problem 
of alcoholism in a relative, partner or 
friend. Meetings are Thursdays at 7L30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 park Ave. Call 638-0263. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. • 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold 
a board meeting the third Thursday of 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers 
and board members. Contact Lois at 
635-4232 for more info. 
VALLEY" CAR CLUB 1 
~lt~'~ ' ~ .~S,~ s~ • 
,meets the fourth Tliurs~a~ or" t~ [ 
month at 7:30 p,m: at A~V~Jon~eith. , [T 
Call Bob at 635-9214 foi'hl~. ~ :': " : '~'l|"~ II 
The Terrace Standard offers, the " 
community calendar as a public set- _ 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events, 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p,m. on tim Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear, 
Submissions should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
S leep ing ,  Read ing .  F i sh ing .  A~id more s leep ing  
ENJOY YOUR 
Start preparing now so you can afford to do almost anything, 
RETIREMENT 
You can even a f fo rd  to do abso lu te ly  no lh tng .  
DID YOgi KNOW... 
That if you have RRSP's and are 
turning 69, 70 or 71 this year, you 
have to transfer all your RRSP's into 
RRIF's (Registered Retirement 
Income Fuflds) before December 31, 
1997 ,~ 
For the most flexible RRIF's in town 
come see us at the Terrace & District 
Credit Union 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
the credU union advantage' u~ aw a lrmfit sbaflng, member ou,ned Institution. 
u~ belong Io 3v~ 
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SANDEEP AND MEENA Kandola take advantage of one of our rare snowfalls 
this winter to make a snowman. There hasn't been much of the white stuff this 
year for children to play with. 
TERRACE INN's  NEW YEARS PARTY 
(Ushers standing by to escort you from room to room) 
(Subject to avai lable seating) 
~g+g +~, ~t~ Dance &Top 40 Rock 
Swing, Cuban and some cheek to 
tg"/~&%~("~) cheek danoing, DANCE ALLNIGHTI 
:~ (Old Augies Lounge) 
PARTY IH THE STYLE OF AL CAPOHE TOP HATS U PLUMES, tAmeS BRING YOUR BOAs 
10:00  p .m. :  3 Pastas / . 
3 Sauces/caesar salad, garlic bread 
GREAT PRIZES GIVEN 
ALL NIGHT THRU 
CHOOSE YOUR ROOM! 
Tickets $10.00 at the Terrace Inn front desk. 
For more information, call 635-0083 
Single or Double Room Suites for only $79.00 
(Treat Suites with Jacuzzis also available) 
Around 
Town 
Fines waved 
IF YOU'VE got a pile of 
overdue library books, bet- 
ter hurry and bring them in. 
The library is waving all 
fines until Jan. I - -  no mat- 
ter how overdue your books 
are. For more information 
call the library at 638-8177. 
Holiday 
disaster 
C]-BIEEMA~ SEAL 
campaign in B.C. is facing 
its largest shortfall in 15 
years because of last 
month's postal strike. 
Organizers say the 
campaign is falling short by 
over $350,000 of the hoped 
for amount. Money raised 
goes to support the BC 
Lung Association. 
As of mid.December only 
50 per cent of the targeted 
mount had bcea raised in 
Tcrracc. Donations can be 
sent to the BC Lung Assoc. 
at 2675 Oak St., Van- 
couver,B.C., V6H 2I(2. 
r,ILIP~,Y • FIqI[RSY • !Pit  [P! 
~mily 
counselling 
at no charge. 
X T  A 
YEAR END OELEBi ATION 
i 
We're offering an Extra $500" Off 
all" '98 and remaining '97s, in 
addition to all current offers. 
++.++am ||=¢|aadd|a 
~I  95 97 
It's our way of thanking 
Canadians for a 3rd year of 
record-breaking sales in cars, 
minivans, trucks and deep®, 
rrent Value Price 
frei~j~;;~ad 
-s50 O" 
e s21,288 
SB40 frel~t included ¢I Celebration__.__Price 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 1.888-223-3366 I '~]["  r ,T l l  
EPILEPSY SOCIETY FurMaN In[emotion 
0. 
SPOTLESS DRYCLEANERS 
SPECIALISTS 
Leather Cleaning 
Bdda] Gown Restoration 
Draper/Cleaning 
SomeDay Service. 
Over 100 years expenence. 
4 generations ofservice. 
7 family stores erving B,C. 
Quality Service 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
Next o Mr, Mikes Grill 
635-2820 
Terrace, B.C. 
We ~ m dmk 11., lollo~=m hr co.. 
~.'~. ~llm m.~ o! thl A]umn~/+r. 
hsk~odl r,m'd and r,odol mammal 
Skeena PAC aM Skma Student found[: 
C°PPe~1~ora II
0venvoilee 
Pizza Hul 
Ikan 
B,C. Pored Service 
Ms. O!me & Pep Band 
. . ~,51edhom 
l~mieodm 
Volun .INr Imr.en~- Imlhllm..e wlm 
~oled tim a~ t0od 
Woollen 
~Pork 
Alum+ iqayers 
• 
'9t '9~ 
I 
I E I  HURRY!  OFFER ENDS JAN.  3 ,1998.  
fEN SEE  YOUR LOCAL B .C .  CHRYSLER DEALER NOW.  
U * Excludes Viper, Prowler, Dutango. +9{} INrepid and Concorde $5(30 factory to dealer incentive Applies to retail purchases er leases el vehicle+ dallVeted IJy January 3198 '" Price includes factory te dealer Incontivos, Price 
or vehicle equipped as described, 1998 Dodge Caravan/Plymouth Voyager 24T package. Price includes $840 o gh or Caravan/Voyager an:l excludes licenco, Insurarlco, +mg=strallon and Inxes. Dealer may soil for less. 
Limited time oilers apply to retail deliveries el 199B rriode s and remaining 1997 models end must be taken from dealer Inventory by January 3/98. For personal use only, See dealer for delnils and conditions, tgased on MSRP 
Ior vehicles oqulppod as described as published on the Chrysler Canada web silo (www.chryslercanado ca). Dealer may sell for lees+ Actual savings will vary depending on average selling p~'lce o! these vehicles In your area+ 
tf A hdl tank of Iuol with every purchase or Mesa el e new 1998 (Retail or Fleot). ®Jeep is a registered Itademark Ilcenced Io Chrysler Canada Ltd. www,©hryllercnnnda.ca 
3.1RYSLI'++ll 
Plgmoul~ 
Jeep:Eagi~ 
b 
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Mysterious local sightings 
in book about sasquatches 
WAS THAT mysterious brown flash 
through the trees a bear, or was it some- 
thing more? Not that you'd likely admit it, 
but could you have seen a sasquatch? 
Terrace isn't a hotbed of bigfoot sight- 
ings, but evidence has been found in the 
area, 
Scientist and author John Bindernagel 
recently released a book about sasquatch 
sightings across North America. 
He says it's very poss~le that there could 
be many more sasquatch sightings here 
than have been reported, since people aren't 
willing to subject themselves to almost 
certain ridicule. 
The sasquatch is still relegated to the 
status of mythical creature, since 
mainstream science hasn't accepted any of 
the evidence presented so far. 
Sasquatches are thought o be part of the 
great ape family. They stand upright and 
can walk like humans. They're also known 
to throw stones, and make screaming 
noises. 
The myth exists in native history as well, 
says Bindemagd. The name sasquatch is 
translated at "cockle-eater" or "digs in the 
sand" in north coast dialect. 
In another northern native language, the 
name translates to "smoking snow," refer- 
ring to wispy breath of sleeping 
sasquatches, coming up from the snow. 
The best evidence Bindernagel has in the 
Terrace area was a sighting in July, 1976 on 
the bank of the Skeena river. 
Bob Titmus, who has since moved from 
Terrace, spotted 17" tracks made by some- 
thing he suspected was a sasquatch. He 
made a plaster cast of the tracks, and 
Bindernagel has a photo of that cast. 
The tracks weren't the only evidence. 
Many branches at approximately waist 
height were snapped. 
"It 's displaced behaviour for nest build- 
ing," says Bindernagel. 
There were two other recorded sightings 
in the northwest. 
In January, 1957, Buzz Harrison was 
driving a truck from Hazelton to Sin,`hers. 
He saw an animal in the snow which he 
thought was a bear until it stood up and 
walked across the road behind him. 
Whether or not it was a bear is an obvious 
question, acknowledged Bindemagel. "But 
people in the north are offended by those 
questions. They see bears all the time. They 
know enough to identify that what they're 
seeing isn't a bear." 
In the late 196Os in Houston someone was 
picking berries in August when they saw a 
sasquatch at close ranger with a human like 
face. 
Bindernagel has been intrigued by 
saaquatches ver since 1963 when he was a 
student at Guelph University and heard a 
story about an ape man spotted in Califor- 
nia. Bindemagel moved out to B.C. in 1975 
to be a wildlife biologist. He soon learned 
to keep his theories about sasquatches to 
himself. 
The best evidence Bindernagel 
has in the Terrace area was a sight- 
ing in July, 1976 on the bank of the 
Skeena river. 
"It 's not a subject one speaks about 
publicly or seriously," he said. He kept his 
mouth shut for years, since he was con- 
cerned about his employability. 
Bindemagel has a PhD in wildlife ecology 
and biology. 
Then in 1988 he found a really good track 
of a sasquatch on Strathcona Island. That 
re-triggered his interest. 
In 1991 he gave a presentation to the 
provincial fish and wildlife branch and he 
"didn't get booed or jeered." That en- 
couraged him to start collecting material for 
a book. 
" I  kept saying to people, 'if you knew 
whatI knew you'd take this seriously.' So I 
decided to collect together all the evidence 
that's been reported." 
Bindernagel has also enlisted modern 
equipment in his search for the definitive 
proof. He has automatic ameras et up on 
islands off the lower mainland. So far he's 
captured moose and other wildlife on film, 
but no big apes. 
Bindernagel's book is called North Amer- 
ica's Great Ape ~ The Sasquatch. 
PICK A'98 
R! 
-o-o s14 9 SE ..s,,.T,.ts, 
RATE 6R% 
Per .llo,llb/24 ,lloMhs. $2500 doll'rL 
I~e~L'bt am/Iq)l irrcluded. 
-,oosx s169: 4X2 TRUCK .,,.iE.., 
with  conven ience  RRTE 7,q'/, 
package  I'erMoolb/2.i tlorllbs. $2500 lea'n. 
Fre gbt amt I'1)1 inch.k,d, 
ST:IRTI,YG FRO:II 
s259" $279 626 LX MPV4X2 * Famnly L,As,..tE.,5. All-Sport .A.,.T..T RAU 6.9~ RAIt ~.9~ 
Sedan Per M,nrth/24 Months. S2500 d,,,',. 4X4 available /'er M,,ntb/J tMr, ntlJs. $2500 down. 
Freight and I'D, irrchlded. I.'reigh/ and PI)I iuchrde,I. 
Pumhase llnancieg offers awilable On raiail purchases only starting December 3,1997 for a limited time OAC, Oilers may not be combined with any other oiler. Lease OAC. Dealer 
may lease for less. "Mazda Personal Lease rates: 20,OOOK per year mileaoe restrictions apply. 8¢ per kilometre applies if exceeded. Lease rate includes Ireiobt and PDI. See 
pa c pang den er for data s Supp y and sock may vary by dealersh p. Vehicles may not be exactly as shown, Security deposits waived for this promotion only. PrOteg~ SE modal 
04XJ58AAOO. Total ease obligation $6076, Down payment of $2500 or equivalent trade-in, irst month payment app cab e at ,me o purchase. 92500 SX truck mode XBBD58-AOO0, 
To a ease ob ga On $6556: Down payo'~ent el $2500 er equ valent rade- n, rs men h payment applicable at time of purchase, 626 L× model F4LS78. Total ease obligation 
$8716. Down payment el $2500 er equivalent trade-in, first month payment applicable at time o purchase. MPV A -Spot model UABY?8. Total lease oh oa on $9 96. Down 
payment of $2500 or equivalent trade-in applicable at time el purchase. Liceflce, insurance, taxes and other dealer charges extra, 07041 
/ f f ~  THORNHILL ,IUNIOR 
/ ~ ~ SFCON.AltVU~. 
/ ~ '~ ) S.D. No. 88 (Terrace) 
\ / /~  , ,~ ,  ] 3120Hwy. I6E~-Terron, B.C-V8G4N8 
Tel.t250) 635-9141 rsx.(2501 b3S-4293 
Would like to lhank lhe following sponsors who helped make lheir 
Dessert concert on Dec. 12 a huge success. The funds raised 
will go towards lhe bands trip l• Vancouver l• compete at Music Fesl 
Canada, May 1998. This is lhe Nalianal Music Festival. 
Hovland Contracting 
Riverside Auto Wrecking 
Skeena Animal Hospital 
A special thank you to the following supporters 
forprizes and donations. 
Diane Myhr 
Gemma's Gifts & Collectibles 
The Creative Zone 
Terrace Travel 
Canada Safeway 
B 
~mL 
Baby's Name: 
Brianne Mercedes Cdst 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct, I0, 1997 at 8:27 p,m. 
Weight: 3 Ibs, 5 oz. Sex: Female 
ParenLq: Nell & Mannerist 
Baby's Name: 
Lena Edith Connie 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 6, 1997 at 8.:26 p.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs 12 oz.'Sex: Female 
Parents: Shard McLean 
Baby's Name: 
Raven $alome McNeil 
Date & Time Of Birth: 
Baby's Name: 
Sidney Fernandes 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
Dec. 8, 1997 at 5:15 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs Sex: Female 
Parents: John & Kirn Fernandes 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
PhoenLx Jozef Gaspar 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec, 15, 1997 5:49 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 7,5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Barbara Gaspar & 
F31as MeMillan 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Meagaa Chhokar 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 8,1997 at 11:lO p.m. Dec. 6,1997, 3:46 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 3 oz. Sex: Female Weight: 6 Ihs 5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Sheila Edgar & Calvin McNeil Parents: .l~.nJit & Ravl Chhokar 
F 
Get A 
ree  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwattea 
:]~.,t~ z-,d own ~xizetzle. 
B 
Q P .q  II / L o 
A 
A 
A A 
O 
WHILE  
QUANTIT IES  
LAST*  
Sabr ina  bas ic  te lephone 
B lack  or  Whi te  
ONLY $19.99  
50% 
Discont inued  
equ ipmcrnt  
We're  mak l ,  ng  way  fo r  
new mode 's. 
SPECIAL  FAX OFFER 
ONLY 1 PER 
STORE 
Brother  5 - in -1  Thermal  
Paper  Mu l t i - funct ion  Fax  
Manufacturer ' s  S t ,ggested  
Reta i l  p r i ce  $449,95 
Spec ia l  buy  $,~99.99 December  27, 1997 to  ~] 5, 1998 
Terrace • 3236 Kalum Street 
• Selection varies by store, While quant[ties lest, In-store shopping only, 
The Terrace ~stanaara, Weanesday, L)ecemDer 3u, 1~9/ -  B5 
CLT-1861 . . . . . . .  
ure Protection 
Limited Quantity 
~,R~9. 139.99 
S 0 N~ ~: 
VCR 
SLV675 
• VHS Hi-R Stereo 
• Muib-Brand Remote 
• Auto Head Cleaner 
• On Screen Display 
Limited Quarltlty ' ~[ot~O'~L!  
' i~"  .....: 
Panasonic 
Min i  Stereo 
SCAK20 
• 5 Disc CD Changer 
• Dual Cassette With Auto Reverse 
• Wireless Remote 
• 60 Watt Total Power 
IImit. Quantity O"~L [ 
Multi Disc Player 
XLM 218 
.6+1 CD Changer 
.8)(Oversampling 
.2Extra Magazines fo~,¢ O~L( 
Reg.329.00  Umited QuanUty 
Por tab le  
,~ MCDZ 250 
• CD Remote • LED CD Display 
• AM/FM Stereo • Full Ato Stop 
• Bass Expander Sound um,,°dOu..t.~ 
Camcorder  
GRAX M10 
• 3 Inch LCD Display 
• 18XZoom 
• 5 Head System l 
Limited Quantity , i~[0e~)01~'"  
0 
C) 
0 
C> 
SON~ I SONY 
Rece iver  D isc  P layer  i 
STRDE 415 
• Dolby Prologi¢ • 50+1 Disc "Jukebox" CD Changer 
• Headphone Jack • Multi Disc Programming 
• Repeat Modes 
• Hi-RReceiver 
• 4x100 Watts 
SON~ 
Speaker Packa g= 
SS-CR9 
• Dual 5 inch Drivers 
• Fronts& Centre 
Limited Quantity 
: i  . . . .  : ~ LL__L_ ............................... 
• : i ,~r  .... ~ 
,~fo~O trr 
Reg. 129.95 
KV27S22 :. , ,:,.,.,, ~, ..!,.., ........ ,,,,, ,:, ..!: ..... .' ,,. .... ~ l ; , , i  ; 
• A/Vlnput 
• Clock Timer 
~::, ~ • Matrix Surround Sound 
• 2 Channel Blocks 
Umlted Quantity ~ ~ ~ ~ ~,~ 
~ ON'~r  
Mini Stereo 
P~sonic,, 
Discman 
MHC 771 SLSW205 
.50 Watts X2 • 3 Way Speakers . Shock Wave 
• 3 Disc Changer . DualAuto Beverse Cassette . Resistant 
urn,ted o.e.,,~ O~ 0 ~ L ! • 3 Sec Anti Shock 
' " ..... '}~ f • Extra Bass System 
..... : ~ .~: .~,~ ,, ,~ 
SALVO 
VCR 
VHRM 217 
• 2 Head Mono • Auto Tracking 
• UniversalRemote • Quick Timer 
• IndexSearch Um.edO...~ 
25" TV 
AVM2577 
• 25 in Color TV • Remote Control 
• A/V Inputs • Surround Sound 
Limited Quan~ 
i .~.~I : :  .j} fEOOt~t( 
Portable Stereo 
RXDS11 
• Extra Bass System • AM/FM Tuner 
• CD Player • Cassette 
Limited Quantity 
jVC 
VCR 
sA : o 
Discman 
HRJ 643 CDP635 
• #i-R 4 Head • 10 Sec Anti Skip 
• flechargeableBattery 
• On Screen Menu • Car Kit Included 
• Real Time Tape Counter ,,m,,edou°.,,,v 
IJmited Quantity a ~O~01~t [ 
SA~YO I SA!~YO 
Cassette Player Portable Stereo ~G.&SOW I'~J~T~ 
MGR 737S MCDS730 
" 3BandEO .Cassette . Detachable Speakers 0J~|ING KI I l l ;  ! [ (  )]k~ Ill II ~' Im l[ ~ / 
, Auto.Reverse • CD Player • Bass Expander ~E~Cl I ANNIVERSARYI 
• Mini Speakers Included ~,~:,t~; :~;~;~~i '~zmm ........ , ..................... , L!962.]9971 
UmltodQuantlty !~i~'~f ' ~~~!~!~ " f KEITH AVE. MALL CITY cENTRE SKEENA MALL 
,~co~O~ . ~.~,.,."~i.,.,:...~.~'.'~:'~::e-o-" TERRACE KITIMAT TERRACE 
~ l l ~ :  ~I" 635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
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G¢:  - 
.:xx ~:,~ ,. ...., 
: . ! /  
=;C: " : 
Be the very first born in ~998 at Mills Memorial 
]![,+spital in Terrace an&receive great girls from 
the following pi~rt[cip~tting merchants. 
~+. 4. ::+ 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 30, 1997 - B7 ":. 
iiL,~ 
9 
• "::4~:+, +4 
7 I FOR MOM!  rCONC, RATV r, ONST! Have The Sew Years Baby J':: 
I l , 
F[ rs~ of !998! . First Baby of  1998! First Ba y of  1998! ,, eve, re 2 Tioket$ .!ii, 
~ will receive a l l J~l~4~ Tillicum Twin Theatre J j ::i YouwiJJreceivea You will receive Life Brand JJ II1%~' ~',Am OAm Illll I~ (The first t~eaU'e tohave ull~a II 
$15.00  Moments Collectable Baby Wipes, Baby Powder, I I : :  
• Baby Cotton, Zinc Creme and Jl !! Gift Cert, f,cate Baby Shampoo jj ight 0u~ ii 
4740 Lakelse Ave. • ii 
r / ~  Terrace, B.C. d~HM&P~~'~'  X/  ~ L ~ Terrace & District Credit Uni° J L~~~I I~ ' ' ' ' ' '~ ,~~-~ 
We Ship ~vhere . _ .. Lazel?:~2venue 635"4997 ~ Ce 4650 Lazelle Ave. 635-7282 :, Phone 638-8830 Skeena Mall, Terrace & 3rd Ave. West Prince Rupert 
] -800-  56~- / - JE~ ~ 4635 Lakelse Ave .  Ph:635-7261J Inv~itt/s~°ffme~anno~her i 
" Congratu la t ions  Best  Wishes  ~ Welcome,  ? 
to the  For  Fi rst  998 J Congratulations, ~'?"C7+++ .... I ! F i r s t  Baby  Our gift for 1998's first baby: 
New Years  Baby of  1 9 9 8 __ # Doultoff 
You will receive a $30.00 Bunnyk ins  
gift certificate for the Family 2 Piece Baby Set 
Fashions Department V .nnuunuumcm ~ i '~~ SAFEWAY 
Compliments of the Overwaltea Please bring apicture. , i 
Terrace Coop - ------4 ~ ~ ""'" ~ ~ 
. ++++e t ' 
]~  ~ C~ ~ ~ . .  %.JF~' 635-7206 
l[ Co g atu l  ': Congratulations Congratu la t ions  ' ons!  +O~T H °° -<r ,~.~ [ i o r  a ions  !,:i! J First Baby of 1998 andyour parents i:ii : :j 
FtrstBabyof1998 andyourparents F i r s t  Baby  o f  "98 ,, New Years Ba 1998. HEALTH & F ITNESS ):i :;!! i !i;i~) Yo.wlll .:,0 
4 
I -" ~:?; its++ $40,00  " ++++++~++~+~ Certificate . .  : 
., ~.,., :. ., .¢+ : ' , ' :  
ft Certif cate fr m +i: ++ ~4~ ?:i:: 
House of Sim-Oi- ?hets : Ii the@ l~~a~eteWestWhltespot ~!+.;+,~ ,:,,,:!i." i ~ ~~b ...... ~ BridalGlassSlipperBouHq.e I i:!i~i!i,=. 
West Kalum Rd. 638 1629 I " " '~ 4~::~ :::: ~~~ W ~!  ".  4605 Lazelle Ave. ;~. ~ Ph: 635-6966 .,,,.. 
. . . . . .  I 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADMNE:  FR IDAY 4 PeM.  
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 o,m. for all disela v and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 nserUon - $6.60 {+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insedion $7.61 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.50 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $6.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words {over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.84 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes I photo. $12.78 per column inch 
*Additional t $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION DS 
OVER 30  
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Mlsc 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classity or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Sex Reply 
Service. and to repay tt~e customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by Ihe publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such sdvertlsing. 
80 Wanted Misc i Name 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
f 60 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
1 S0 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Cpportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
30. FOR RENT :: 
Phone Start Date 
CLASSIF ICAT ION.  
E3 V ISA  r-] MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD 
•" 
1 
6 
11 
16  
B .75  
7 .R~ 
Clip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Address  ' 
# of Insertions ' Terrace Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
.Credit Card No. Exp i ry  D a t e _  
7 
12  
17  
6 .90  
7 .70  
8 
13  
18 
7 .05  
8.OO 
>ER SPACE 
,4 5 
9 10 
14 15 
19 20  - $6.60  
7.20  7 .35  
8.15  8,30  
For longer ad. please use tl Seloarnle sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 STANDARD 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE in Horse- 
shoe very close to schools' and 
downtown new carpet, large 
deck, fenced yard with fruit 
tree's assumable mortgage at 
very good rate. Asking 
$117,900. Call 635-7566• 
FOR SALE by owner. 2600 sq 
ft, 5 bedrooms, large shop, 5 
acres, pig pen, new 14' x 20' 
chicken barn, garden, deepwell. 
New sewar system $169,000. 
1-250-698-7954 Burns Lake. By 
appointment. 
HOBBY FARM 26.6 acres, 
New Remo, fenced pastures, 
wired barn & 30 x 40 shop, 4 
bedroom, 2 bathroom rancher 
$295,000. 638-1080 message - 
eveninqs/weekends. 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY: .81 
acre site with three rental suites 
(two duplex and one detach.ed) 
plus mobile home pad. Potential 
for second mobile home pad. 
Current gross revenue $1,390 
per month. Asking $99,900, Tel- 
ephone: 635-6904. 
LOOKING TO rent to purchase 
3-4 bedroom home. In Terrace 
area. Call 635-0655. 
3:bedroo 
1200 sq i~ top floor. In law suite 
down, 78 x 128 lot. Two sun- 
decks, large carport and con- 
crete driveway.call 635-9058 
PRIVATE SALE Copper 
Mountain Sub. nicely renovat- 
ed, 3 bedroom trailer with large 
addition, good water, n/g and 
wood heat, newly built large 
sundeck, private park-like back- 
yard with creek, fruit producing 
walnut, cherry and apple trees, 
2 sheds plus large covered stor- 
age area, located on no thru 
street, close to elementary 
school & transit mute. Moving 
mush sell, reduced to $91,000. 
Call 638-8729 or 615-9196. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - Carefree 
Riverside living in beautiful 
downtown AshcroftH One level 
, townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 1-250-453- 
2035 or 1-250-453-9648. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroft! One level 
townhouses from $79,900. No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035, 
1971 3 bedroom trailer, washer 
dryer, new fridge, new stove, 
n/g heat quiet trailer, court in 
Thornhill. $26,500. Call 638- 
0895. 
1978 12 x 68, 3 bed, front living 
room, utility room, nev~, carpet, 
F &S, $18,000. 1979 t4x  60 2 
bed, front kitchen, f & s, 
$19,500. 1985 14 x 702 bed, 1 
1/2 bath, center living room, 
$29,500. Prices included deliv. 
ery, blocking and leveling, Will 
send pictures on request. Lake- 
view Mobile Homes, Moose 
Jaw, Sask. Call today.•.(306) 
694-5455. 
1979 14 x 70 mobile home. 3 
bedrooms, ng heat, newly re- 
decorated. Needs to be moved. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
$36,000 askinq price. 
1980 MOBILE home, 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition, $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available. 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
1980 MOBILE home. 14 x 70 
appliances included. Excellent 
condition. $24,500 delivered. 
Other's available 1-800-809- 
8041 or 1-403-458-6398 Jerry 
or Jeanne. 
BRAND NEW 14 x 70 mobile 
home situated on private land- 
scaped lot. All the goodies must 
be seenl No reasonable offer 
refused. For appointment 
view phone 638-8084. Ddve by 
and take a look. 1916 Bobsein, 
$107.000 and 1922 Bobsein, 
$115,000. 
HAS TO gel Brand new 14' x 
70' mobile home on private lot. 
Has ever~hing. (~ome see, Lets 
talkl offei, s to ~:$115;o:~ No  
, i.eas~nabie ~bffe~:i~efi.i's~'d. ~: Cal~ 
638-8084. • . . -  ~ 
KERMODE PARK Home Sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring SRI modular 
home and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
MINT CONDITION, 1986 Alco, 
14 x 70, 2 x 6 walls, 8 It high 
ceilings, 4 newer appliances, 3 
bedrooms, 1 bath, separate util- 
ity morn, open front living room 
and kitchen, excellent floor 
plan. Priced right at only 
$36,694. delivered to Terrace. 
Phone: 1-800-470-5444. 
NEWLY RENOVATED: 1977, 
14 x 70, Moduline, 3 bedroom, 
1 bath, 2 appliances, new car- 
pet, new linoleum, freshly paint- 
ed, very clean. Delivered to Ter- 
race for only $24,594. Phone 1- 
800-470-5444. 
TAKING ORDERS for '98 with 
sites available for your custom 
manufactured home @ Boulder- 
wood MHP, family oriented and 
upscale, call Gordon @ 638- 
1182. 
I HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications Now for 
1 & 2 Bedroom Suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
Laundry tacilities on each floor 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
Security entrance 
On site management 
No pets 
References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
For sale by owner; beautiful park like setting, (2) 
10 acre parcels and (1) 35 acre & (1) 41 acre 
parcel lots. Must be seen. Just 10 km north of 
town. Being serviced with natural gas. 
635-5868 
• 120. ' 1 
RECREATION ' 
• VEHICLES i 
i 
SINGLEHURST FOREST 
2 to 8 acre parcels located 15 minutes from town. 
Each parcel offers a great view, stream, beautifu//.v treed, 
and all back onto crown/and. 
You/llove the very nature of if. 
$69,000 to $93,7o0 MLS 
Buy NOW and SAVE the G.S.T. 
:She i la  Love  a 635-3004 
herry Anderson~ 
Notary Public l 
Real Estole, 1 l 
onveyancing I l 
,,vi,s, l i b  / 
bite Home ~ 1 ~  I 
answers, y l r ~  I 
larafions, l | ~ t t  I 
umenta/ion, ~ I 
oharizations M~:~e r I 
4921 Goir Avenue / 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 l 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 / 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
2 BDRM, 4820 Lazelle, d/w, f/s, 
no pets, no smoking, storage 
room. Available immediately, 
638-0046, security entrance, 
storage available, blinds 
included. 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT SU. 
IrE. New carpet, no pets, cou- 
ples preferred. Only asking 
$550 per month. Call 635-6624. 
2 BEDROOM condo, in Ter- 
race, southside, ground floor, 
security entrance. Call 624- 
5824 for more into. 
g, blfnds; ~nc!u~led.~ 638,~04:6; ~ 
Available Jan 1/98. 
3 BEDROOM 2 or 4 appliances 
(negotiable) mobile home, 
fenced yard in Pine Park, avail- 
able Nov. 15 or Dec. 1st. $650 
per month. Call 635-2126. 
3 BEDROOM house available 
Jan. 1st, close to town, n/g fire- 
place, no pets, $700. 635-3004 
leave messane. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large 
need 1900 sq f~ shop, concrete 
floors, 2 large overhead doors, 
infra-red heat. Shop and house 
$1600 per month. Phone 635- 
5513. 
3 BEDROOM suite, large newly 
renovated, immaculate. 2 bed- 
room suite, NG fireplace. 4 
bdrm house, garage, fenced 
yard, immaculate. All properties 
located in town. Enquiries call 
aND Properties.638-0797. 
3 BEDROOM trailer, frldge, 
stove washer, dryer, quiet trailer 
court in Thornhill. $650 per 
month. Call 638-0895. 
3 BEDROOMS upstairs, fridge 
& stove included, close to 
school & town. No parties, no 
pets, no smoking. Call anytime 
at 635-5174 available by Jan. 
15, 1998. 
4 BEDROOM 2 bathroom 
rancher on acreage with shop. 
Available Feb. 1, ref's required, 
$950 per month. Call 635-2124, 
ASKING $600/MO plus utilities, 
1 brm mobile home in Thornhill 
situated in quiet trailer park. 
asking $500/mo plus utilities. 2 
brm ground floor apartment. 
Good condition. On-site manag- 
er. Asking $575/mo plus utili- 
ties. 3 brm newer townhous¢ in 
very good condition with full 
basement, Asking $795/mo plus 
utilities. All include fridge and 
stove. No pets, no smoking. 
Our inventory changes daily, 
For rental enquiries, call Gloria 
at Re/Max of Terrace Property 
Management Services 636- 
1400. 
AVAILABLE 1,2, &3 bedroom, 
Available immediately, referenc- 
as a must, 635-6428. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
on southside of Terrace, 2 bed- 
room suite with dining and living 
room plus full bath. Large kitch- 
en plus sun room, 3 appliances, 
$825/month includes utilities, 
632-2390. 
FOR RENT: Bachelor and 2 
bedroom suites for rent. Imme- 
diate occupancy. Convenient lo- 
cation. Natural gas heat & hot 
water. Phone 635-6611. 
p-  
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pete • 
Ask'for Venice Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
] 
~ELCOME 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are :  
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Crystal  635-3531 
Gil l ian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to TerraCe 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, or 
starting a new 
business, just give 
~e of~us a call: 
BRAND NEWLY renovated, "2 
and 3 bdrm mobile homes. NG 
heat, for appt to view phone 
638-8084. , 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft; c/w 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
1-250-632-6636. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. $450 per month. Call 
638-7725. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite for rent close to town, utility 
included, ref's and damage de-• 
posit required. Available now, 
Phone 638-8874. 
PORTABLE SAWMILLS for 
I RETAILOROFFICELEASESPACE sale: The original 
Almarlin Buzlcling 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.fi. Retail or Office, Ground Floor 
1,000 sq.lt, to 1,500 sq.fl. Office 2nd Roe 
Ph: 635-7191 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT, 
Single or combined offices 
available immediately. 
Starting at $170.00 per 
month. Call Steve Cook at 
Coldwell Banker. 1st 
ATCO 10 x 44 wash car trailer 
on triple 1 beam flame, for bush 
camp. Sleeps 4, 2 showers, 2 
toilets, washing machine, 
propane dryer, water heater, 
and furnace, 1000 gal water 
storage capacity. $5600, Uster 
diesel generator 12.5 KW, very 
low hrs• $3400. IGC diesel gen- 
erator 10 KW $2300. All items 
located near Telegraph creek. 
Evenings JJ3-7580 on Tele- 
graph Hill Ch. or fax 403-543- 
8678. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC/CON- 
VECTION oven. $100. Call 638- 
8276. 
HOCKEY ENTHUSIASTS, The 
Hockey Trainer, 7' hard body 
slide board with ice mat. Devel- 
ops and improves: skating, stick 
handling, shooting, passing. 
Complete hockey school for the 
homel Reg $225, limited supply 
$125. The Skating master, skat- 
Develops and improves: skaters 
stance, balance, footspeed, en- 
durance. Used with hockey' 
skates or roller blades. Ideal 
when teamed up with the Hock- 
ey trained Reg. $125, limited 
SUl0plv $75, 847-3787. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su-. ing motion specific training aid. 
ite. Large kitchen, f/s, no pets, 
ref's required, available imme- 
diately, $550. Cable and hydro 
included. Call 635-9659 after 
6:15 pm. 
ONE BEDROOM house in 
Thornhill. $390 per month plus 
damage deposit. Availabe Jan 
1/97. Call 635-9530. 
ONE BEDROOM vacation con- 
do, Maul fully equipped, acmas 
form Kamaole beach #2. 
High/low, $70/$55 use/day. 
Add 10.17% KI State tax. Home 
250-634-5554, Work 250-634- 
3042. 
QUIET CLEAN close to town. 2 
bedroom apartment for rent, 
suitable for working couple, 
laundry facilities, no pets, 
please. Ref's required, Call 
635-5653. 
TWO AND three bedroom trail- 
er for rent, Please leave mes- 
sa~e at 635-4315, 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage, No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month, Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
TWO BEDROOM BUNGA- 
LOW. Straume Ave., F/S, large 
fenced yard, Available January 
15/97. Call 635-6904. 
TWO BEDROOM unit in six 
plex. Fridge and stove laundry 
hook up. Available Jan 1/98. 
$620 per month, no pets. 635- 
5213. 
WILD DUCK Motel. Clean com- 
fortable rooms, full kitchens, all 
utilities included plus cable and 
phone, excellent rates. Call 
638-1511. 
3000 SQ ft meeting facility in- 
cludes large meeting room 
wasl'~rooms, kitchen and more. 
Available daily, weekly, month- 
ly, Contact Randy 635-4355 or 
office 638-8384 or Nell 638- 
8697. 
WAREHOUSING 50 x 80. 
Downtown, Call 635-1166. 
MOVING: SOUD oak dining 
morn table, 6 chairs, love seat, 
two matching chairs, dusty 
rose, mint, cream floral 
patterns, solid oak large dresser 
with mirror, 6 drawers, armoire. 
847-1516. 
"WOOD- 
CRAFT Leader of the Pack". 
The most copied Mill in the 
world. Timeless quality, proven 
performance since 1986, over 
400 mills worldwide. Ask About 
Our Mills: 30-22A Hyd - gas die- 
sel, electric, fully loaded, 3"he 
original 30 sedes work horse. 
24-20 Parti~f Hyd - lowest cost 
basic mill. 30-22 Partial Hyd - 
customize to your needs. New 
42-22A Hyd - diesel, 3 inch 
blades• Accessories: New up- 
per and lower guide system for 
even more accuracy and speed. 
a mustl Will easily fit older ser- 
ies mills. So hot that it was sto- 
len off our dome by the "pack." 
Blade sharpening kits, blade 
setter, saw blades. Be self suffi- 
cient - be self employed - video 
available. Ask about our leasing 
program OAC. Top Quality-low- 
cost, sustainable forestry, sus- 
tainable employment. Toll Free: 
1-888-339-0121 Local: 1-604- 
888-9513 Fax: 1-604-888-9514, 
Woodcraft Portable Sawmills 
Canada Ltd, #6 -, 9535'-~190th~ 
St,.Surrey, B.C.V.4N 3S1.:..~....I,;.. 
POST/BEAM DRY.,~ ,Timber. 
Cancelled church project, 3"-  
24" widths, 4'-33' lengths. Big 
selection, all sizes 1-250-652- 
8059. 
TECHNI TONE, electric organ, 
two keyboards, full function, 
paid $4500 would like $2000. 
Call 635-2924. 
I 
BUy OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATI'EIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
skee.,. 
I Driving 
I V School 
J "The Keys to Safe Driving" 
[ Girl Certificates I
Looking for that 
hard to find girl for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
.' Graduat ion~ 
Assessments /~ " J 
* Evaluations ~,~/  
Terrace, Kifimat, ~/ / / /  
Prince Rupert ~ ~,/ 
Toll Free 1-800-665-7998 
P.p  63s.ls32 
i 
il ! 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
,,..  ,oo,,ss,v, v . . ,u . . s , ,o  
! 635-7459 
FOR LEASE: 
3,200 sqJt. It, industdai/c0mmercia] 
NC offices, warehouse, OHdoor 
Fenced Compound 
5t10 Keith Ave 
1,700 sq, fL retail/0tfce spa~ 
" Renovated toyour s ~  
Emers0n & Greig A~ue 
951 sq. ft. wareh0use/0~ 
c~0Hdo0r 
r~ PohleAvenue 
2300 sq. ft. NEW 
Commerdal, finished to 
yourspecific~ns 
Pdme location exl to 
Home Hardware, p~ng 
4816 Hig~ay 16 West 
1,700 sq. 11. retal/office space 
Renovated toyour speciticatJ0ns 
998 sq, It. new 0ffice/st0re fT0nt 
5008 P0~ Avenue 
COMPOSTING WITH Earth- 
worms. Free expert advice on 
composting with worms• Send 
$12 to help pay for photos,, 
shipping and handling of litera- 
ture on how to start your own 
worm farm, plus a list of books 
you can order yOurself cn 
worms. (How to start a profit- 
able worm farm). Bulk!ey Valley 
Earthworm Hatchery is interest- 
ed in franchising. 1-250-845- 
7783. 
SKIIS FOR sale! Only touched 
snow 3 times. Package in- 
cludes: Rossignol skims, open 
XPM (175's). Solomon ski 
boots, (570), ladies size 7, Sa- 
lemon bindings, Quadrax series 
5. Ski poles, Salomon ski bag. 
Great price only $500. Call 632- 
5858. 
TIME SHARE for .sale. Mem- 
bership in beautiful Cancun 
Mexico. Also wodd-wide afiilia- 
tion with Resort Club Interna- 
tional for world time share ex- 
change• Sacrifice at $7500 
which includes 17 bonus weeks 
to be sued at Sunset Club, Club 
Lagoon or S~hSet Orlando or 
RCI exchange (accommodation 
up to 4 peoplei',bxecutive suite). 
Call after 6 pm 250-964-9440. 
1987 TOYOTA SUPRA, 6 
cylinder, 5 speed, air condition, 
power seat and windows. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7000. Phone 
638-1156. 
1981 FORD 1 ton cube delivery 
truck. Excellent condition, re- 
built motor in July, new trans- 
mission in April. Front end re- 
done in July, new kinx pins etc. 
New tires and brakes in Oct. 
Maintenance records available. 
Propane red. $17,500, Phone 
Demost Tires Salmon Ann 1- 
250-832-2611. 
1986 CHEV 4x4 3/4 ton pickup, 
20,000 km on total rebuild, 350 
auto with RV cam headers and 
dual aluminum exhaust, new 
mags with 10 ply Michelin tires, 
extra set of wheels & tiros. Must 
see and drive to appreciate, A 
steal at $10,500. Phone 849- 
8477 after 5:00 p.m. 
1992 DODGE 1 ton Cummings 
diesel club cab, power every- 
thing, too much to list, $15,000 
abe. May take part trade: 1984 
Ford F250 4x4 c/w canopy 
$3000 abe. !992 Mazda p/u 4 
cvl,, aHtG, $5000. 842-5488, 
1992 DODGE 4x4, 318, 
110,000 kms, 5 speed, stan- 
dard, c/w running boards, cano- 
py, box liner, 4 extra winter 
studded tires, $12,900. GC. Call 
635-7400. 
1993 MAZDA pickup in excel- 
lent condition. Low low mileage, 
a one owner vehicle. $9500. 
Phone 638-8084 to view. 
'88 PATHFINDER 4x4 6 cylin- 
der, 5 speed, new winter tires, 
$7300 abe. Tel. 635-9121 
SUPER CHAMP, excellent con- 
dition 0-200 wheels, skis, floats 
$22,000, hydraulic wheels, skis 
for cub or PA 20, new wide to-, 
lion bottoms $5000. 1-250-849- 
5022. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motorhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver, Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800.. 
668-1447 or Interne, www,voya. 
qer-RV.com, 
230:PERSONALS 
CHRYSLER 
150: BOATS AN[ )  
: MARINE '  
'g7 Chrysler Intrepid 
V-6, Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, 
Power Windows, Locks, 
Cassette 
$19,995 
'97 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
6 cyl, Auto, NC, Tilt, Power 
Window & Locks, Cassette 
$33,995 
'96 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, NC, Cruise Control, Tilt 
$15,995 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $16,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
$25,995 
'g5 Plymouth Voyager 
6 cyl, NC, Cassette 
$15,995 
'95 Dodge Club Cab 4X4 
Laramie SLT 
V-1O, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, & More, 0neTon dually 
$31,995 
'95 Dodge Laramie SLT 
Cummins 4x4, Auto, A/C, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks 
was $29,995 sale $27,995 
'95 Dodge Ram 1500 
4x4 pickup Laramie SLT, V-8, 
Automatic, NC, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks 
was $23,995 Sale $21,995 
'93 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 LE 
Deisel, auto, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
power windows & locks, 
cassette, western snow plow 
attached 
was $26,995 sale $25,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 4x4 
6 Cylinder, 5 Speed, Tilb 
was $15,995 sale $I 41995" 
FORD ; 
'96 Ford F-150 4x4 
A/C, Cruise,Tilt, Cassette 
$1 7,995 
'95 Ford Escort Wagon 
Auto, NC, Power Windows & 
Locks, Tilt, Cruise - $13,995 
'g5 Ford Escort GT 
5 Speed 
$11.995 
'95 Ford Mustang 
Auto., A/C, Cruise, Tilt, 
28,000 km 
was $17,588 sale $16,588 
'95 Ford Contour GL 
V-6, traction control, CD, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
locks, Alloy Wheels 
was $15,995 now $13,995 
'g4 Mercury Topaz 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
, $8,995 
g2 Ford F-250 4x4 
Extra Cab 
V-8, Auto, A/C, Cruise, 
Tilt, Cassette 
was $16,995 sale $15,995 
'92 Ford F-150 4x4 
8 Cylinder, Auto, Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo, NC, Tilt 
was $15,995 now $14,995 
:' :: : : $5,199: :: 
: .  : $5;5997 :: ,GlVl 
'95 Chevy Tahoe 2dr 
4x4 Sport, NC, Tilt, Cassette, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
plus more 
was $31,995 now $29,995 
'93 Chevy Cavalier 
4 door, Auto, NC, Cassette 
$8,495 
'93 Chevy Extra Cab 
Silverado, V-8, Auto, NC, Power 
Locks, Tilt, Cassette 
$18,995 
$4,500N0 ~ TAX 
: $5,109 : 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
Limited, VG, auto, leather, 
sunroof, loaded, 
was $42,995 now $39,995 
'95 Toyota Tercel 
4 door, auto, am/fro cassette 
, $13,588 
95 Nissan Ext, Cab 4x4 
6 Cyl., 5 Sp,,Tilt, Cruise, 
Cass,/Stereo, Canopy 
was $21,995 sale $20,995 
'95 Toyota 4 Runner 
V-6, 5 speed,Tire pkg, 
- $30,995 
'95 Toyota Corolla 
Automatic, Airconditioning 
- $14,995 
'87 Nissan Pathfinder 
4x4, 6 cylinder, A/C, Power 
Windows & locks 
- $8,995 
Partial List Only 
Over 25 More 
Pre.0wned Vehicles In Stock 
$5,599 
' $4 ,999  : 
' $2,899 
;3,999 
T~ERRACE 
V_~ [e l l  I l i ' g~ l l  I IN 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 6~S-'n87 
1-800-313-7187 um sgss 
www.torraceautomall.com 
1992 WILDCAT, ported, pol- 
ished, piped, hand & thumb 
warmer, ski skins, cover. Low 
km, mint shape $4000. 1- 
250695-6653 Burns Lake. 
A'n'ENTION BOATOWNERS: 
If you have your boat stored in 
prince Rupert and want to work 
on it before spring, give us a 
call, Secured Boat Storage $2 
ft/month. U - Fix - bay rental 
$75/day, $300/wk, $800/month. 
Shop rate - winter special 
$33/hr. Effective until Feb 
28/98. Paciflx Maintenance & 
Repair, 140 Hast road, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. (250) 624-2144 
Bob or Lawrence. 
FACTORY BUILT Alumaweld, 
18" Vee Sled alum. River boat 
and trailer. 225 hp, Yamaha 
outboard and just. Uke new 
condition, must be seen.. 
$26,500. 847-6003. 
ATCO 10 x 24 construction 
trailer with axles, tires and 
wheels. $5000. To view phone 
638-8084. 
WANTED TO Buy: A crawler 
D6 or TD15 size or equivalent 
with winch & integral arch in 
good shape. Phone Brian at 
(250) 398-6354. 
GOLDEN RETRIEVER puppies 
ready to go after Dec. 20, 1997. 
$300 each. 7 females, 5 males. 
Mother is registered with the 
AKC. 847-4403. 
PUPPIES. LOVING compan- 
ions, also adults, available, and 
Peke A poodles. Please leave 
your messa.qe at 845-7467. 
BEEF, LAMB, port & goat. 
Hamblin Farms Lean n Tender - 
Naturally Produced Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Customized or- 
ders. Plus custom butchering 
and sausage, delivery available 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
Phone 845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
CUSTOM MEAT Cutting. Do- 
mestic Livestock only. Custom 
sausage - all species, fresh 
smoked. Sausage making sup- 
plies. Hamblin Farms Meats in 
Houston. Phone 845-2133 or 1- 
800-665-6992. 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Yamaha MM7~ 
2" track, Mntn Bars 
1 ~ . 00 
1997 Arctic Cat Panther 
440, reverse, 2 up Seat 
0nly 300 miles 
1996 Yamaha VX600 
Long Track 2", Smart Carbs 
1994 Arctic Cat 
EXT 580 Mountain Cat 
reverse 
1995 Ski Doo 
Formula Z 583 cc, 
long track 
1995 Yamaha VX600 
2" long track, twin pipes, 
mint condition 
1995 Polaris XLT 600 
1 1/2 track, pipes, 0nly 925m 
1994 VX600 Long Track 
Reverse, electric start 
1991 Honda 
CR250 
i994 V-Max 600 St 
Twin Pipes 
KEN'S 
I MARINE I 
4946 GreigAve. I 
Ph: 635-2909 I 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Spring orders nowl Open 
from Thursday - Saturday 10-4. 
Open by appointment after 
hours. Please call 847-9863. 
WANTED TO buy. Saddle 
horses and unwanted horses. 
Pay top market prices. For info 
call 1-250-846-2403. 
FOUND: ON Ferry Island, large 
roans signet ring. if you lost it 
we have it. Call to identify. Call 
635-3400. 
BC'S LARGEST chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or just listen. For a 
free trial 604-257-5700 or 1- 
800-551-6338. 
DID YOU know that....? By the 
ninth or tenth week after con- 
ception, the preborn child sucks 
his or her thumb, turns somer- 
saults, jumps, squints to close 
out light, frowns, swallows, and 
moves his or her tongue. Ter- 
race Pro-Life, Box 852, Terrace 
635-9552. 
DO THE COINCIDENCES IN 
• your life predict your future? For 
answers consult the kNOw CO- 
INCIDENCE psychics at 1-900- 
451-8814. 18 years or older. 
$2.99 per minute. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower Society of Jeho- 
vah's Witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, the Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
messaqe. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, =1 
many have found help with 
I ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Phone 635-6533. 
FOR FREE information un the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
veh's Witnesses or the church 
of Jesus Christ Latter Day 
Saints, The Mormons, call 1- 
250-847-5758 for recorded 
message. 
LOOKING FOR affectionate, 
attractive, slim female in 50's. 
To share beautiful, peaceful 
country life forever. Reply to 
File #92 c/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard 3210 Clinton St. Terrace 
B.C. V8G 5R2, 
OUT OF shape? Kermode Mar- 
tial Arts Center offers the best 
cardio vascular workout in the 
north. Non to full contact Kick- 
boxing (Muay thai, hapkido, tae 
kwon do, boxing, karak com- 
bined). We also offer amateur 
to world title kick boxing - 
extreme fighting training and 
coaching for the serious com- 
petitor. First class is free, class- 
es for all ages. Private Instruc- 
tion. Call Tony Men - Fri from 5 
}m to 9 pm at 638-7154. 
r " 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to J 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even Just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
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GAY BI Curious? All Gayl /MI 
Uvel All the timer Connect live 
or just listen. Try us for freel 
604-257-5656 ext 4,37 or 604- 
257-5555. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE • PERSONAL 
UTED #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE 1 ON I 
LOW ~ SIFTED 
'MONEY ~ w ACCURATe 
(AIRIER ~ PSYCHICS 
i -900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/min- I S+ 
Got a complain[ 
about the press? 
,.. letthe Press Council know 
Formed at the initiative of the 
newspaper publishers inBritish 
Columbia, we are a non-judicial 
review board which hears 
unresolved complaints about 
the press. 
The Press Councit seeks to 
ensure fairness and accuracy" 
and promotes quality journalism 
while protecting the free flo,,v 
of information. 
B. C. Press Counti t. 
900 - 1281 W. Georgia St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
Twin River 
Power Ltd., 
Class ",4" Powerline Contractors 
3992-C Lakelse Lake Drive 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3V1 
Contractor #17741 
Toll Free: 1-888-891-1113 
Fax: (250)  635-3279 
11 
fr, 
Get a~ 
Stay'n 
you to five of B~ irish Columbia's 
most popular vacation destinations at
irresistible getaway prices, Enjoy two 
nights in a comfortable, cosy room plus 
continental breakfast for two, Discou.ts 
are also available for local sl~opping and 
dining at some locations. One night 
packages also available. 
CIJ~I toll /rPC /or r,'~PIStlllO'l~ 
I -8 ,OO-663-O298 
• Io(tff, ('s h~O i~q'hl~ oftO,~l.C~tqt ~,1 qn~lr (.t 
IlOllf~Ip O('UpOtl(b rlt*P; Ild'~'DOflOt 
~UlIJ~¢I I0 dvo.hl[hhl V
Vdhd frt. ~,/l.~OO HO, 11"~7 tO MOt ] l  ;OB 
A\\\\\   g'n 
ave. 
E I N N $  
~c rake/,ride 
| 
t 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
. . . . . . . . .  
~~_: : ro , . , . ,  zoso so. rr. z.s,om , Chimney, Furnace, Duct, & Misc. 
!~ '~~'  ~~-~ ' ' Vacuum Services '~ 
r_  - -  ~ " "  "~'~"~= ..... Call Anytime Free Estimates 
~ ~  Industrial, Commercial, Residential, r I 
RV, & Marine ~, 
~ ~- ' -~~1~ ~ "*Ask Us About Septic Cleaning** 
I f f ~ ~ !  Ph 635-1132 Fax 635-1193 ~=} 
L: "" . . . .  ' i )'~ 
., , ,, . . )...,. ~,L COMMERCIAL 
. }A , . ,0E,T,AL 
l Licensed Gas 
| 7 - - -  "' '" "~r '~  @__ v_ • j -~] l , ,  , ~  Fitters 
~t' / "~  ' ( ~  ~ " ~I'~ ~ ÷  . . . . . .  ~-- '  _ :AirOonditioning 
~tl I k .  . )  r~ '1~. .  ~d) "-~-' ~ t@ .~ ~ Fireplaces 
I Terrace, B.C. VeG 3P5 ~@~_)~ ~/' ~ Lt.~I lJ ~" UPPER FLOOR PLAN I ~ JL. , . ~  I 
I 
" Te°t~2tHt?~eRe?2eatoi°ns I ~"E ,~ ~ GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
,¢% a~ablew°['rkc~ts I Slt.e 41, R.R.~, Camp 18, Terrace, B.C. VBG 3Z9 ~ 
could be , • Carpet ~ Lighting Fixturesl~/~, I 
• Linoleum ~'~"~"~'V~ " Hardwood 
yours ,  o Ceramicliles ~ • Window I~ 
Call •  reaeuos C°verin s 
6387283 DECOR 
STANDARD 
mFR!GIDAIRE ~ 
q23 Railway Avenue 
 
1 House Plans Available Throug 
635-6273 
,Y K, f l l  i Im i  
Yq ~ Pager: (250) 636.2989 
, . . , . . _ , ,  
- ~  ' 24  Hour  ! 
Commrclal • Residential Ind.lrlal I Ern;~g~:~il r] 
BONDED GAS FITTERS [:i: ":i ~,:,/i::ii ~i ! i~: ±] 
4j ' Pumps * Repairs * InsMlations * Service m Conversions * Water Hsaterl 
,~ * Sewer & Drain Cleaning * Fireplace Furnaces legit H~,I 
"Leadina the we" in 4423 Railway Avenue 
~ ~&. ,~ I "~ "7""  Terrace, B.C.V8GIL9 
' ~ ~ L,.,,,, ,I,,,,*,m#jllmH Ph'(250) 635.2801 it" ~'~ ,um¢ um.wu~ ~'~ ~ ~ . Fax:(250) 635-3612 
~,. '~ ~',  Window Coverings .Hardwood , Wallpaper , Ceramiclih TI 
f [4 ,* Reprodudian Furdlure .Pidures .. Mirrors . Lamps 1.'0 
',., IF .,ell°me Accessories nd .,,interior Decoroling Services i u 
i~ )" ~,,c.Z,d~i[.x.,L'~C.=b.'z~-r-- 
i 
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';~90. BUSINES.S  ~ 
OPPORTUNITIES Misty River Tackle, Hunting &Grocety 
. Hunting • Fishing 
• Camping • Groceries 
We have it all! 
Hours: 7am - 11 pm Man to Sat 
8 am - 11 pm Sunday & Holidays 
I 5008 Agar St., Terrace, B.C. I 
Ph: 638-1369 Fax: 638-8500 1-800-314-1369 
THE TERRACE-KITIMAT 
AIRPORT SOCIETY 
Is seeking interested business 
people to serve on its 
Board of Directors for one 
and two year terms. 
For more information on this 
volunteer opportunity please 
contact Ken Veldman at 
the City of Terrace. 
Phone 638-4725. 
WHITE MALE COUPLE 
LOOKING FOR other guys for 
intimate encounters. Discretion 
assured. Call 635-3626 even- 
in.qs and weekends. 
.. ...... ~. .  
,:::~.. • ': • ~.~i:ii: 
.... ~!I: 
~~~.  .. ::~:~}!i .... 
|l Wecal l  him Dad II 
|1 You call him Bill Ill 
I IBut on the first day of '98 III 
|1 We can all cal lh!m III 
II "Over the Hilll' ]| 
IIHappy 40th II 
I I  Love Florence, Jennifer, I I  
LL Nick, Brandon, Erica j 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress, no equity-security, 
good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval, immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Ucensed & Bonded, 
~ F'" 'f' :"!" ~ ~ i~ ! .... ~i~ , 
If you gave us a photo this past year 
to use in a story or an advertisement, 
now is your chance to get that photo 
back. 
We've put those photos in two seper- 
ate boxes - one for advertisements and 
one for editiorial stories. You're wel- 
come to come in any time during office 
hours and search for old photos. 
Any photos left with us past the third week in January 
wifl be filed in a dark, mysterious room in the back, 
which we call the morgue. 
::' :i~!::~]~i~i]ii!~.. . . . . . . . . .  : ::ii!::!~!!ii~: :  :" ~i 
?:' ~::~.. :i::.: 
d1:1 : i  :~ . ' IH I  
STAND, 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 638-7283 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink - regl~ze HI Colour 
changes and chip repairs 
available. 562-8766 or 567- 
4171. 
NEED HELP? Computers, In- 
stallations, Software Set Up, 
Bug Busting, Consulting. Elec- 
tronics, Small Engine Repairs, 
Custom Wiring. Automotive, 
Motorcycles, 635-1532 Avalon 
Ventures. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your ~ small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
BE IN 1 of the top 10 business- 
es for the 90's. Most anyone 
can do it. Complete computer 
cleaning kit with step-by-step 
manual. 1-800-665-4977. 
EMBROIDERY BUSINESS for 
sale. Serious enquiries only. 
Has large customer base. 
Wholesale retail in Northwest 
B.C. For info respond to file #94 
c/o Terrace standard 3210 Clin- 
ton Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. 
HUGE INCOME potential. Multi- 
billions market for revolutionary 
new hlgh-tech product opened 
Canada Nov. 1st. Solid compa- 
ny. Incredible ground floor op- 
portunity for dynamic, inde- 
pendent distributors. Call NOW 
for details and/or to arrange 
demonstration. (604) 606-1607. 
HAIR SALON for sale. Serious 
enquiries only, 7 chair salon. 
Phone afternoon 6 p.m. 635- 
1861. 
[anodn's most successful 
video franchise has an 
exceplionol opportunity now 
available in Terrace at 
Tbe Skeena Mall 
We offer a complete 
turnkey business 
on.site training, 
on-going support, and 
financial assistance. 
CALL 
Slocan Group, Quesnel Division 
has an opening for a certified 
electrician. 
Quesnel is a modern plant 
producing mainly 2x4 stock. 
Please contact: 
Slocan Group, Quesnel Division 
P.O. Box 8000 
Quesnei B.C. V2J 3J5 
Phone: 250-992-5581 
SLOCAN 
G~ou~ Fax: 250-992-8520 
oo ooooo  
1800 5671710 
I TeANSPORT MECHANIC I 
I Positions ava i lab l~ge,  Quesnel, andTerrsce. | 
| Qualified techn ic i~ases  of H,D.truck repairs. I 
I Preferred q u a l i ~ r  vehicle inspection I 
I licence, air brake ~ l  engine repairs, _ ' .  I i~i~l#~® i All applicants m ~ o n g a n d  energetic team ] 
i players. 
We offer exce l l~omprehens ive  benefits 
I package. 
i Please phone for ~tment  or send resume to: ] 
I Paul Monette I 
I LEJ International Trucks Ltd. I 
~ 9 1 9 8  / Fax (250) 635-9115 
TRAVEL - teach English; 5 day 
40 hour, (Jan. 21 - 25) course 
to certify you as a teacher of 
English (TESOL). Job contacts. 
Free information pack, toll-free 
l a88 2~o 2~1o 
Sharing a 
Healthier 
Future .~ 
PaRTIEiPaETIDn 
Tutoring Available/ 
Does your child struggle in school? 
Help Is Available! 
I am available to tutor school children grades 
1 through 8 in a wide variety of classes. 
Reasonable Rates! 
For more information 
Call Kelly at 635-4768 Evenings 
PROGRAM MAY BE FOR YOU! 
o YOU: 
Want a program that deals with the effects of substance abuse 
(personally or through relationship) and employment preparation 
• Want o learn more about communicating with people 
• Want o learn more about yourself and relationships 
• Want o increase your chances in the labour market 
AN INFORMATION SESSION WILL BE HELD ON 
JANUARY 13,1998. FROM 9:30 AM -3:30 PM 
If you are interested in finding out more about this six week program 
or wish to register for the information session, please call 
638-8108 
NORTHWEST TRAINING CENTRE 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW! 
~ ! ~  l r lU i  p lw  | l i eu  I T -  - 
Jan. 10/98 Terrace 8:00am .4:00pro 
Jan/7/98 Prince Rupert 
Jan 24/98 Kitimat 
Jan 27/Terrace 
'rPJtHLoORTII110N BP01~F.HT m 
Jan. 28 Terrace 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
LEVEL 3 FIRST did (WI:B) $SPS 
Jan. 12.23 a:OOam.4:OO prn 
Feb 16.27 
WHHIS $SO 
Jan. 20 8:00am. 12:00pro 
1RAHSPORTATION OF INIHGEROU5 GOODS $100 
Jan. 26 8:00am. 4:00 pm 
WINTER DRIVIHq $150 
Jan. 22 Max 4 People 
Jan 23 Max 4 People 
Rff/,flRD AVOIDflN~ 11(R!NINQ $150 
Jan. 27 Max 4 People 
Jan 28 Max 4 People 
Closed Dec. 24 - dan 4 Happy Holidaysl 
1998 Loggers Calendars Are Here! 
lli!l II! IP III !I 
Phone: 1-250-635-9736 
Monthly Revenue and Expense Statements 
Receivables, Payables, Invoicing, Payroll 
All for businesses on the Go.. 
phone: (250) 6350843 
e-mail: amot~uniserve.com Peggy Amoto 
, ~ ~,. Black Bear 
 Pottery ,~I~[A,'~I)-MAI)E, WIIE~ TtlRO~ POITERY 
~ Saturdays at the Terrace 
~-Co-op  in the Lobby 
~lk J ART POWELL 
j r  (250) 632-2136 
QUEENSWAY 
LEATHER 8= TACK SHOP 
4493 Queensway Dr. Thornhill, B.C. V8G 3X2 
(250) 635-7721 
Open Tues. to Sat. 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
F~r i~ le ~lher repairs and 
U~ h ~rs i tack:0ncl occeSsoti~ii~ii: / 
~lcomel 
........ i:ORAFTER H()UR SALES P~sE CALL 
Art|stir ~lair ~grtttbi~i 
ti to tlh I Mui would lille Io show her apprecio "on a 
I clients and new cuslomers, so she is havlng e ,ALLL~'~',I,~, 
Christmas and New Years Speciall 15% off Al~ "~ r'%JI 
everything instore all cuts colors corms, facials ~ ~j i 
I wax,n' g & piercing. Including all h~k products. ' 
~ Merry Christmas end Happy New Yead I 
Bus (250) 638-8928 I 
Fax (250) 638-8958 
4844 Walsh Ave. I 
MUI LUC Terrace, B,C. V8G 1Y9 
Plentiful Preserves 
Looking For That One Of a Kind Christmas Gift? 
We have fabulous 
Contact: Jeff Town 3675 Walnut Dr. Terrace 
Ph: (250) 635-3259 Fax: (250) 635.0186 
POPCORN PART IES  INC.  
John & Heather Austin 
Distributor 
Ieop  /e, io Sp ,/ .dy:Cof Co.., o l I 
4815 S(otl Avenue 
Terroce B£ V8G 265 (250) 635-2365 
I 
THEPARTYPEO LE 
: [  0 .1  Service (with or without g.3) I 
I Certified Bartenders ] 
] Let us organize your next party, [ 
for bookings call Paul Lebrun at 
638-8813 
WALLPAPER AND PAINTING 
4908 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 182 
FAY HOPP 635-1914 ! 
forning Star Satelitesl 
TERRACE 
J 
Now You 
Have An 
4 Alternative. 
Your Business is our No. 1 priority. 
~ Ph: (250)635-1725 
BAY & EVENING APPOINTMF, HTEI~VA~IABLE 
Absolu] eto(ere 
Certified ( PR~I~i  Peta,d 
Pet Greomer k ~ Home Care 
Jayne Bury 
Ph 635-9193 
Reasonable Rates Fax 635-0130 
I I I I  J ]11 I l l  I ¸ I I 
VICTOR P. HA WET 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
| I 
VIVA CLINIC 
Life Energy Assessment 
as well as 
Aromatic bodywork & acupressure 
o Reflexology a Reikl, Herbology 
, Kaligaku, Environmental &Food Allergy TesUng ByAppointment 
635-2194 
Frances Birdshefl 
Natural Health Practitioner 
SL Matthews Cen~e 4506 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
P IONEER UPHOLsTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
Claudette Sandeck i  
3901 Dabble St. 
635-9434 
NORTHWEST ACADEMY OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
308 - 4722 Lakelse Ave 
Instruction in Piano, Violin, Flute, Guitar, Voice, 
Instrumental and Group Piano 
Pre -Schoo l  Group - Tuesdays  
MUSIC  IS A G IFT  FOR A L IFET IME 
I)esktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
. design and layout brochures, rivers, ads, menus, poston, at©. 
• scan photos, art work, Iogos for print or computer usa 
• ~, • design company loges, business cards, letterhead 
('~,~ • small volume printing at affordable rates 
/ "~ '~ • business cards printed while you wait 
/ / ) • computer slide presentations 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY! 
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business DZredor, esS250peOr week** 
plus GST 
"Based on 13 week contruct 
STANDARD 3210 Clinlon St. Telrace 638-7283 Fax: 638-8432 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
I Passenger & Express Service I 
Dally scheduled bus service from Stewart to Terrace I 
return, and all points in between. Pick up and delivery of I 
goods inTerrace, C,O,D, and courier service, I 
P.O. Box 217 Stewart, B,C. 
Ph: 635-2622 Fak: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot', 635-7676 
I 300 . :HELP  
WANTED 
GROWING RETAIL Co. in 
Smithers requires gasfitter, 
class B ticket rain., experience 
in sheet metal, ability to train 
others. Wage negotiable, pend- 
ing experience, Fax resume 
(250) 847-8844, mail, Box 
20067, Smithers BC. V0J 3P0. 
MARINE MECHANIC. Evin- 
rude, Mercruiser, Volvo, Sea 
Doe. Resume In confidence to 
Sherwood Marine Centre, 6771 
Oldfield Road, Saanichton (Vic- 
toria) VSM 2A2 or fax to 250- 
652-1442. 
MOUNTAINVIEW DENTAL Cli- 
nic, Houston, B.C. seeking a 
CDA or Chatrside Assistant. 
Salary commensurate with ex- 
perience. Please mail or fax re- 
sume to: Mountainview Dental 
Clinic, Box 46 Houston, B.C, 
VOJ 1ZO Fax number- 250-845- 
3229, 
SHIFT SUPERVISOR: Vander- 
hoof specialty wood products 
looking for motivated individual 
with leadership skills. Finger 
Jointer and Moulder Experience 
preferred. Salary position. Re- 
spend by fax: 250-567-3909. 
THE QUESNEL School District 
requires a self-motivated indi- 
vidual to provide support for 
computer users throughout the 
district. The position will require: 
A college diploma in computer 
technology. Experience install- 
ing and supporting Novell net- 
works. Novel l  Certification a 
minimum of CNA, but CNE pre- 
ferred. A thorough knowledge of 
MS-DOS and Windows. The 
ability to troubleshoot and install 
IB~ PC components, a knowl- 
edge of data communications 
and the Internet. A happy dispo- 
sition and a helpful attitude. The 
ability to communicate with non- 
technical users. The ability to 
work both independently and as 
a team player, .a  vehicle for 
traveF within the district. This is 
a part time, temporary position 
within the United Brotherhood 
of Carpenters and Joiners, Lo- 
cal 2545 bargaining unit. Start 
Date ..As.. soon as possible, 
please submit resume by Janu- 
at/  2, 1997 to: Gordon Reid, 
Executive Assistant, Quesnel 
School District, 401 North Star 
Road Quesnel, B.C. V2J 5K2 
ARENA MANAGER The Vil- 
lage of Granisle is offering a 
unique opportunity for a quali- 
fied individual interested in a 
service contract for manage- 
ment and operation of the Doug 
Matheson Arena. The success- 
ful candidate for this position 
must have a Refrigeration Op- 
erators Certificate, proven track 
record in promoting and admin- 
istrating facility operations, ac- 
tivities aqd.programs. Excellent 
people and communication 
skills are a must. Qualified ap- 
plie~nts..should -apply. in writing 
proyidlng a detsile~blresume,, 
s ta t ing""expect~i~ry ,  and  
co,p late references by January 
20, !998;..Uz Moysir, Clerk, Vil- 
lag~;~"~"G~'~ nisle .- PO-Bo~ 128, 
Granisle, B.C. V0J lW0.  Tele- 
phone 250:.697-2248. Fax 250- 
697-2306. 
AVON SALES DEALERS ur- 
gently required for January 
Sales Events. For more infor- 
mation call Karen 638-0068 or 
Unda 635-9138. 
TRUCK MECHANICS wanted 
for James Western Star in Wil- 
liams Lake. Phone or fax re- 
sume to: James Western Star, 
Attn: Graham 392-5050 fax 
398-6367. 
HOUSE CLEANING $15/hr. 
Rental units contract rates 
available. Commercial or non 
commercial. For speedy wad< 
call 635-1914. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country..Will assist in loading 
reasonable rates. Call 635- 
2126. 
PAINTING, WALLPAPERING, 
Residential or Commercial; ask 
us about renovation ideas, no 
job to complex, work can be 
completed while your away, 
bondable , for estimates call 
Fay @ 635-1914. 
RICHARD THORNTON Con- 
struction - fully experienced car- 
penter available for construc- 
tion, renovations or repairs. 
Winter rates. Call 638-8526. 
PIANO LESSONSI Learn to 
play piano for funl All ages 
including adults, beginner to 
Royal Conservatory Grade 6. 
Register ASAP as spaces are 
limited. Call 638-1512. 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
Next set of classes start 
Jan. 5 - 
Beginning to Advanced 
, , .  Metaphysic/Meditation, 
• ~ Self Development/Heating. 
WIDE VARIETY OF 
WORKSHOPS. 
( ' - Look ing  For 
Chi ld Care?  
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program has information 
on childcare actions ~d 
on choosing cn.a cc ,. I YVONNE M. Cockell am no 
longer associated with Coast 
Drop by The Family Mountain Trail Bike Adventure 
Place at 4553 Park Tours or Martin B. Richmond 
Ave. or  call 638-1  1 13. and I am not in any way respon- 
SkeenaCCSPisaprogramoftheTerraco sible for any debts incurred by 
Women's RemurceCentreand either Martin B. Richmond or 
~is  ~nded by the Ministry for children and Families. ~,~ ventureC°ast MountainTours. Trail Bike Ad- 
:all 1-900-451-4733 Ext. 21 
$I .99 per minute, 
To listen to these area singles describe 
~emselves and to leave them a message. 
You must be 18 years of age or older to use this service. 
A CALM STEADY FIRE LOVES COUNTRY UVING 
Articulate, altlstic, coring SWM, Full-flgured SWF, 31, 5'I', blonde 
46, 6" 2101bs, blue eyes, loves halt, blue eyes, caIlng, Iovlng, 
nature, hklng the outdoors, skl- outgoing, employed, enjoys 
Ing, canoelng phologtaphy, movles camplng, the outdoors 
seeks ntelllgenl, positive, fit, sis- and four.wheeling, seeks loyal, 
ble, happySF. Ad#,1440 sincere SM, with good metals and 
values, Ad#.5687 ABLE TO COMMIT 
SWM0 30, 5'8", 22Oibs., long dark MY PRINCE CHARMING 
halt easygolng, employed, Simply Ineslsllble SWF, 24, 5'4", 
enloy! hun ng, Ishlng, cat races, short dark halt, blue eyes, vlbtant, 
flavellng, seeklng pnyslcally fit, humorous employed, enjoys 
personable SF. Ad#.2274 cooklng, teadlng, cteatlve writing 
SHY AT FIRST end sailing, seeks honest, loyal, 
SWM, 28, 5'11" 1451bs., brown upbeat SM. Ad#.2929 
halt/eyes, employea o ys blk- UFE & LAUGHTER 
Ing, hiking comping '~ovles; SWF, IS, tall dldy blond holt, blue 
reading, seeks slncete, nslllve, eyes, student, enjoys making olh- 
fun.lovlng SF, to shale life and e s augh seeks an outgoing, 
good times wilh. Ad#.7258 honest SM, who enjoys shatlng 
HEAR ME OUT special times. Ad#3 779 
Happy, upbeat SWM, 19. 6'4", HE'LL MAKEYOU LAUOHI 
2001bs. blue.eyed blond, hobbles ore campng swmmtn hlklng, SWM, 27. 5'11", 1501bs,, ted halt, 
looking tot responsible, igolng, blue eyes, humorous, self- 
catlngSF. Ad#.4010 empoyed likes hlklng, flshlng, . . . .  talklng, likes senslllve, cleat re, 
ABSOLUnELY NO LIARSI honest, serious SF. Ad#.2639 
SWM, 22, 6'I", 255tbs., bald, IWlUGHTZONE.. 
brown halt/eyes, goalee easy- gotng ad.back self.em)loyed, Profe~lonal SWM, 35, 5'11", 
enjoys boxing, Iravel, hcvlng a 1651bs,, dark holt, blue eyes, 
good time, seeks honest IF. who enjoys sunrises cooking, golfing, 
knows what she wonts out of Ine. acquet spods seeks levelheaO- 
Ad#.4147 ed. Intelligent SF, Ad#.212 
;all 1-800.995-6909 Ext. 21 
to place your FREE ad In Touch Tone Personals, 
a dating column for today's successful singles, a2 o 
~lesttons? Call customer service at 1.800.647-3782 
CALL FOR 
TENDER 
The Terrace Youth Resource Centre Advisory 
Committee is req uesting bids for tender for a needs 
assessment to develop a community youth 
resource centre model. The model must reflect and 
represent the diversity of all cultures in our com- 
munity. This project is funded by Human 
Resources Development Centre. 
The contractor or individual will do a needs assess- 
ment and develop a proposal which would incorpo- 
rate a holistic approach to a community youth 
resource centre. The contractor or individual will go 
out into the community to talk to youth, politicians, 
educators, service providers and funders to get an 
idea of the real needs and then develop a com- 
munity youth resource centre model. The time 
frame for this project is 
Closing date for bids- Jan. 9/98 
Time frame for contractor - 
Feb. 1/98 to Apr. 30/98 
Tender documents may be picked up at: 
Ksan House Society 
202 - 4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-2373 
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WANTED:  
Photographers ,  
V ideo producers and 
Sign makers  
Forest Sector Initiatives Specialist- Request for 
Proposals - Prince Rupert 
The City of Prince Rupert is seeking aForest Sector 
Initiatives Specialist who will be responsible for 
delivering our project under Forest Renewal BC's 
Forest Community Economic Development Program. 
The results of this contract will include: 
Development ofa Community forest Sector Profile 
Forest Sector Action Plan and Implementation 
Analysis of Fibre Flow through the Port of Prince 
Rupert 
The successful candidate will possess kills and 
demonstrated xperience in forest/resource 
management andcommunity/cconomic planning. 
'Request for Proposal' packages are available at City 
Hall, 424 Third avenue West Prince Rupert, BC V8J 1L7, 
Contact Allison Ho-Rewcastle at (250) 627-0922. 
Deadline for proposals: Friday, lanuary 9th, 1998. 
Forest Renewal BC 
Communications 
9th Floor 
727 Fisgard Street 
Victoria, BC 
V8V 1X4 RENEWAL BC 
q 
CHE(I(ED YOUR ROOTS? 
could be at dsk [or diabeles. 
r 
1in5 
CANADIANS 
CAN'T 
BREATHE 
PROPERLY 
But you can 
beat the odds 
on lung disease. 
Arm yourself 
,~"~-~ with  the 
- -,~;.%~,,. retest 
lung facts 
from the B.C. Lung 
Association. 
"'J / ~  
Re 
air pol lut ion from 
residential wood smoke 
and aulo emissions with 
tips from the Association. 
Support advanced 
research and province- 
wide community education 
programs sponsored by 
your Lung Associalion. 
T BRITIStt COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009. Station D 
Vancouver. B.C. V6J 4M2 
(A+h'erfi~mq .~p,we don,tied 
hv thi.~ Imblil'llliotl } 
~ C l a s s i f i e d  A d v e r t i s i n g  S e r v i c e  ~ 
ii~-!i 
Best Buy 
Per Insertion 
25 Words ca. add'l 
BC's Interior $80. $1.67 
Vancouver Island $80. $1.67 
The Lower Mainland $80. $1.67 
All of the Above $199. $5.00 
40 Newspapers  with a combined  
c i rcu lat ion of 794,860ff  
I For more information please contact: *TERRACE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  STANDARD 638 7283 1 i 
l 
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sKEENA ANGLER:  
ROB BROWN 
Anscestral rights 
few weeks ago I was between 
/ l [  - -  rivers when the sight of Mike Gra- 
~"  k ham's truck in his driveway 
.L  reminded me I hadn't seen him in 
some time. I turned on Twedle Ave., climbed 
out of the car then advised my dog, who had 
leapt out over top of me and was now bounding 
about the vehicle, that she could play with 
Mike's dog Chief and Chiefs buddy, a stubby 
little black mongrel standing before us with a 
quizzical look on its hairy face, provided that 
she return at the sound of my whistle. Through- 
out the afternoon she did this until it was time to 
go. I whistled and whistled, calling out every 
nntethered mutt in the neighbourhood. 
"You lookin' for a black and white dog with a 
blue colour?" asked a neighbour of Mike's who 
was doing some Sunday garage work. 
I said I was. 
"I just chased it outa here a few minutes ago. 
It ran off that way." He pointed in the direction 
of Lanfear Hill. 
The search began. I cruised the streets in the 
Uplands area whistling and calling to no avail. I
drove along the foot of the bench; still no sign 
of my pup. Obviously she'd caught a scent and 
followed her nose until she'd become as lost as 
a small kid in a crowd at a carnival. At 1 A.M., 
with the city bedded own for the night I ven- 
tured out again, a search party of one, prodding 
the dark comers with my mega maglite, peering 
in the interstices between hundred-thousand 
dollar homes that are all different in design, but 
bear so many similarities the seem the same. 
With all the machines at home and at rest, I 
I 
was struck by the incred~le wealth around me. 
There was an armada of aluminum pleasure 
craft moored in the darkened riveways; there 
were trucks, trucks and more trucks, almost all 
of them big four by fours. Every house and lot 
had one as well as another vehicle or two bes- 
ides. This, I thought, is what it is like for that 
very small part of humanity fortunate nough to 
live where there are few people and lots of land. 
For we are rich. Compared to most of the 
globe even the poor amongst us are rich. We're 
rich enough to pay plenty of taxes, benefit from 
the wealth of services to which those taxes are 
dedicated and still complain about them as we 
pack for the next holiday. 
Cruising in the wee hours is conducive to 
thought. I thought about the origin of this 
wealth, about how, ultimately, it is all linked to 
the land via resources growing out of the 
ground like some giant money tree. I thought 
about how this land, this great cash generator, 
this economic driver - -  now in the process of 
being mined, logged, paved and covered with 
deeds and floes and paper generated by real 
estate transactions - -  was settled. 
My friend Glenn Grieve once told me of 
returning to his ancestral haunts in Scotland to 
track some of his progenitors. Finding the old 
church in the village then leafing back a few 
hundred years through records contained in 
books there, was a moving experience accord- 
ing to Glenn; so was walking down the narrow 
cobbled streets upon which his great-great-great 
grandfather had once walked. First Nations 
peoples know this kind of spiritual experience 
except when the Henaaksiala return to the Kit- 
lope River, or when a Gitxsan goes to fish at 
Kitsegas, or member of the Kitselas Band 
returns to the Canyon of the same name, they 
return to paths trodden by their ancestors thou- 
sands of years ago. 
We live in the luxurious rooms of a first class 
hotel built on land that is not ours. The land that 
we continue to benefit from so handsomely is
First Nations' land. No amount of denial or ob- 
fuscation will change that fact. When settlers 
settled North America, they took it. When na- 
tive peoples got in the way during the construc- 
tion of this grand hotel, they found special small 
rooms reserved for them. Room service, though 
it included child care, wasn't very good. 
Now his honour Antonio Lamer, with the sup- 
port of his supreme court colleagues, has recog- 
nized that oral histories are as valid for people 
whose societies turned on them for millennia as 
written records are for us. The court has recog- 
nized that rights of First Nations Peoples are sui 
generis, that is, unique and inextinguishable. 
Now we have to hope our First Gixsaan neigh- 
hours don't get litigious. Our negotiators must 
now sit down and negotiate the fate of the land 
with the utmost of respect for aboriginal culture. 
Fish will be important in these talks because, 
for millennia, fish were central to First Nations 
culture and economy. Successive federal 
goverumenls effectively destroyed the native 
fishery. A new fisheries regime is intminent. It 
is now up to the spokesmen for the federal and 
provincial governments o convince the First 
Nations side that sport fishing is an integral 
part of ~ur culture. It will be a hard sell. 
Riders stoked 
THE SNOW GROANS 
as four riders carve into 
a steep turn at the top 
of the ran. One after 
another, they hit a 
jump, go airborne, then 
land and immediately 
have to make another 
turn. 
One doesn't make it. 
He lands hard and can't 
turn in time. Skidding 
across the track, he 
takes out another ider 
and they fly off the run 
into a snow bank. 
Sound like fun? You 
bet. This is the fast- 
growing sport of boarder- 
cross and it's taking place 
at Shames Mtn. Jan. 2. 
In fact, this weekend 
will be a great one at 
Shames for snowboarders 
and fans of the speedy 
sport. The hill is hosting 
both a Boardercross and a 
Big Air competition. 
Snowboarding has 
come a long way in the 
past five years. In fact, 
this year snowboarding 
will be an Olympic event. 
It's bound to be popular 
too. 
And with a number of 
excellent snowboarders 
living in the northwest, 
the Boardercoss and Big 
Air competitions at 
Shames should be some 
Big Air 
over fre . style, boardercross competition 
three riders in each group 
will advance to the next 
round. Finals will take place 
in the afternoon. 
Then on Saturday, board- 
era from all over will arrive 
for the Big Air event. This 
should be another great one 
as competitors twist and 
turn in the air like a cat 
tossed into the wind. 
Big Air is a freestyle jump 
competition where riders are 
ranked by three judges on a 
number of categories, in- 
eluding: height, distance, 
control, style, fluidity and 
technical difficulty. 
Riders each have three 
jumps to qualify for the 
final round. The best two 
jump scores are added to- 
gether for the total qualify- 
ing score. The Final round 
will use the same format. 
Riders competing can be 
of varying abilities, since 
there will be a couple of 
different-sized jumps for 
them to use. There are also 
separate male and female 
categories, which are each 
divided into four age 
classes. 
Registration for the events 
takes place at the mountain. 
The entrance fee for compe- 
titors is $5, plus they need 
to have a lift pass. Helmets 
are mandatory and safety 
SNOWBOARDERS FROM all over the northwest are heading to Shames this 
weekend for the Boardercross and Big Air competitions. 
very exciting events to time. 
watch. Those obstades include 
The boardercross takes slalom turns, GS turns, 
place Friday. It involves banked turns, speed bumps, 
four or six snowboarders all rollers, a small drop and 
racing through an obstacle- maybe even a mogul sec- 
filled course at the same tion. 
Riders are not allowed to will be stressed. 
intentionally Come into con- The events will start at 10 
tact with one-another, but a.m. on competition days. 
those who have seen this Finals take place at 3 p.m. 
fast sport in action know For more information, call 
that big wipe-outs are not Shames Mountain at 635- 
uncommon. The top two or 3773. 
Sled'ding isn't'just for kids 
Often overlooked, 
sledding helps 
keep you young 
at heart 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
IT 'S  THE forgotten winter sport. 
You don't  need expensive quipment, 
special clothing, or even a vehicle. But 
you do need lots o f  snow. 
That sport is sledding. Kids know all 
about it, but somehow as we grow older 
we forget about the exhi larat ion o f  
speeding out of  control down a steep 
hill, headed for some inconvenient pine 
trees. 
Okay, maybe we purposely put it out of 
our heads. But few other winter sports com- 
bine that much excitement with such a 
sweat-producing workout. 
If you haven't climbed on a sled since you 
were 12 years old, there's a few new op- 
tions out there, but the basics are the same. 
Crazy carpets till work for adult-sized bums, 
and cost jnst a few bucks. O'ip: Sit cross-legged 
on them and try a pre-carved run.) 
For around $10-15 you can pick up a plastic 
sled. 
Plastic is a wonderful thing. Spray the bottom 
with a can of cooking oil spray, and you'll see 
how fast plastic can take you. Plus you can pile 
two adults on those things. 
That same cooking oil comes in handy for in- 
ner tubes as well. Inner tubing down a steep hill 
is an altogether different proposition'. You 
thought you didn't have any control over where 
the sled headed? Hah, Sleds have power steer- 
ing compared to inner tubes. 
That's why you don't want to go tubing by 
yourself. One of two others hould be with you 
to share the inevitable pain. 
Be sure to give plenty of warning shouts as 
you head down the hill. If you notice any bumps 
on the way down, those are probably the kids 
you've just plowed under two feet of snow. 
Another great one for those who think steering 
should be optional are plastic saucers. 
But if steering control is what you're after, 
kids swear by GT Snow Racers. Sleek little 
models, they come with a steering wheel which. 
conl~ols mall runners, plus brskesl 
But the steering doesn't seem to work well 
when you pack two adult bodies on the Racers. 
That's a problem when there's acurve to nego- 
tiate, 
However, they come with steel frames, so 
they'll survive many crashes, even if you don't. 
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STEEP AND DEEP: Sledding is a great winter past time for children and adults. The look 
on this sports reporter's face says it all :-- 1un, fun, funl 
At $40 some say they're the best bet. 
Then there are the traditionalists who 
wouldn't hink of placing their snowsuited bot- 
toms on anything but a wooden toboggan. 
Whether plastic or wood, this one's a matter 
of personal preference. 
Abandoned gravel pits often make the best 
spots for sledding. 
There's two good spots we know o f - -  one in  
Road, and turn into the Thornhill dump on the 
left. There's abit of parking room on the side of 
turn off there. 
Head back up the highway 50 metres or so, to 
the gravel pit you passed on the right. 
Right in front are two gentle runs, but if 
you're into the steeper stuff, head up the hill to 
the right. That will put you at the top of a 
wonderful bowl. 
Thomhill on the other on the bench. Once you pack the runs you'll be able to fly 
The one on the bench is located at the end of.:~ down the first hill, skid across the flat section 
Mountain Vista Drive. It's got a few great fea- 
tures, including one heck of steep run ~ nasty 
when it's icy ~ and a more gentle curved run. 
Be sure to give plenty of warning 
shouts as you head down the hill. If 
you notice any bumps on the way 
down, those are probably the kids 
you've just plowed under two feet of 
snow.  
However, this spot is very popular with kids, 
so get there before they wear away all the snow. 
Gravel doesn't do wonders for plastic runners. 
Another good sledding spot has been a well- 
kept secret till now. 
Head out to Jackpine on Old Lakelse Lake 
then careen down a second hill, typically ending 
up with a face full of powder. 
There's also a great cornice run at the side of 
the bowl, good for impressing your friends. 
And if the snow is lacking in town, try head- 
ing out to Shames, where where the snow is 
deep and there's adedicated tobaggan run. 
One run we don't recommend is the arena hill. 
Despite the ominous presence of traffic rushing 
by on Kalum, the lure of the hill proves too 
great for some kids. Perhaps this is natural se- 
lection in action. 
The great thing about sledding - -  at least for 
adults worried about those Christmas ealodes 
is climbing back up the hill. 
The less hardy types cheat and bring snow- 
mobiles. Make sure to thumb your noses at 
them.  
You'll need to fuel up after all this exertion, 
and weenies roasted on an open fire are s per- 
feet way to wrap up the day. 
